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Abstract 
Environmental injustice is the unequal distribution of hazards based on factors such as 
race or income.  The Regional Environmental Council, a local non-profit organization, is 
currently applying for level 2 of the EPA’s CARE Grant.  Our team mapped hazards and 
collected demographic information for communities of interest.  Our findings support the 
existence of environmental injustice in Worcester, Massachusetts. 
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Executive Summary 
 The Environmental Justice Movement was founded on the principles of environmental 
equity, or the belief that every human being has the right to a safe environment. In the United 
States this principle is seldom realized.  The Environmental Protection Agency defines 
environmental injustice as the fair treatment of people of all races, cultures, incomes, and 
educational levels with respect to the development and enforcement of environmental laws, 
regulations, and policies. Fair treatment implies that no population should be forced to shoulder a 
disproportionate share of exposure to the negative effects of pollution due to lack of political or 
economic strength (EPA).  Air pollution, water pollution, and toxic waste sites are the primary 
obstacles to environmental justice. These hazards are found across the United States, but data 
suggests that they are concentrated in low income and high minority communities. It is this trend 
that leads to environmental injustice.  
Worcester, Massachusetts 
Consisting of almost 5,000 residents per square mile, Worcester is a densely populated 
city.  With this many members of the community living so close together, environmental hazards 
pose a serious risk.  Air, water, and land pollution in urban environments can lead to dramatic 
health problems such as asthma, allergies and lung disease, especially in children.  However, 
these hazards are not distributed evenly throughout the city and appear to be concentrated in the 
city’s lowest income and highest minority neighborhoods. 
Project Goal & Project Objectives 
 The goal of this project was to identify and document the environmental hazards present 
in the five designated communities in Worcester (Main South, Quinsigamond Village, Bell Hill, 
Oak Hill, and Piedmont) as well as to explore the challenges that these communities face in 
achieving environmental justice.  The results of this project will be used by the Regional 
Environmental Council (REC) in their application for a Community Action for a Renewed 
Environment (CARE) Grant focused on, among other things, addressing the disproportionate 
distribution of environmental hazards.  Our team worked with the REC from October to 
December 2012, and subsequent teams from Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) will continue 
to work with the REC until the submission of their grant application in October 2013. 
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 As we were the first team to work with the REC, our main job was to identify 
environmental problems, whereas future teams will be more solution-oriented.  The team 
identified several objectives that we planned to reach by the end of the project: 
1. Document environmental hazards throughout the city of Worcester 
2. Document demographic information, particularly race, income, and education level in the 
twelve Worcester communities studied 
3. Compare number of hazards in each neighborhood to demographic makeup 
4. Make recommendations to the REC/future project teams as to where more research is 
needed  
Methodology 
 The team obtained a map of Worcester from City Hall. This map was used to display 
over 1000 environmental hazards we identified throughout the city. We color coded the hazard 
indicators placed on the map in order to distinguish between the different categories of hazards. 
The environmental hazards included DEP tier 1 sites, DEP tier 2 sites, active solid waste 
landfills, active soil/ash/coal landfills, recycling and transfer stations, Toxic Use Reduction Act 
(TURA) chemical waste sites, active compost sites (both commercial and municipal), 
incinerators, and small businesses or minor hazards. This visual representation will supplement 
the REC’s application for the CARE Grant, and may prove to be a useful tool for the REC’s 
future endeavors.  
In our project the term communities is defined by the individuals and environments which 
compose the sections of Worcester, Massachusetts known as Quinsigamond Village, Main 
South, Piedmont, Oak Hill, Bell Hill, Vernon Hill, West Tatnuck, Hadwen Park, Grafton Hill, 
Newton Square, Forest Grove, and Burncoat, respectively. These community boundaries are 
relatively well established and generally align with census tracts.  It was our goal to determine if 
environmental injustice exists in the five assigned communities by comparing them to other 
neighborhoods within the same city.  This comparison will make our sponsor’s application to the 
Environmental Protection Agency’s CARE grant even stronger.  
 Demographics is defined as the statistical characteristics of these populations. The 
demographic variables we analyzed included percentage of minorities, income, and education 
level. Our sponsor chose these variables for us to analyze because the communities we 
investigated are known to be low income, high minority, and low education level communities. 
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These common traits will make it easier to show a correlation between demographics and 
environmental hazards. The demographic variable of income is defined as the annual household 
income of the residents of these communities.  Specifically, we considered the percentage of 
residents whose annual household income is less than $30,000 per year.  The percentage of 
minorities is defined as the percentage of non-White residents of these communities.  We also 
accounted for individuals of Hispanic or Latino descent because although not defined by the 
United States Census as a separate race, this ethnic group possesses unique characteristics that 
align better with our definition of non-White.  The percentage of non-White residents is defined 
as the inverse of the percentage of White, non-Hispanic residents of each community.  Education 
level is defined as the percentage of residents over the age of twenty-five who have completed 
high school (or equivalency).   
Findings and Recommendations 
 After comparing the environmental hazard distribution of Worcester to the demographic 
makeup of the target communities, we came to the conclusion that environmental hazards are not 
distributed equally throughout the city.  We also confirmed that race, income and education level 
are useful indicators for determining presence of environmental hazards. 
 Based on our findings the team developed several recommendations for the REC and 
future project teams: 
Recommendation 1: Add to Compilation of Hazards  
Recommendation 2: Find Detailed Reports for Waste and Land Hazards 
Recommendation 3: Quantitative Analysis Using Density Figures 
Recommendation 4: Further Analysis into Quinsigamond Village 
Recommendation 5: Investigate the Indian Lake East, Downtown, and Green Island 
Neighborhoods 
Recommendation 6: Offer Solutions to Environmental Problems 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 The Environmental Justice Movement was founded on the principles of environmental 
equity, or the belief that every human being has the right to a safe environment. In the United 
States this principle is seldom realized. Air pollution, water pollution, and toxic waste sites are 
the primary obstacles to environmental justice. These hazards are found across the United States, 
but data suggests that they are concentrated in low income and high minority communities. It is 
this trend that leads to environmental injustice.  
 As early as the 1960’s, workers began to organize and fight for environmental justice in 
the workplace (Miller & Skelton, 2006).   By the 1980’s the Environmental Justice Movement 
had grown to include residential communities.  The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
was created in 1970 under President Richard Nixon via executive order.  The EPA has 
jurisdiction over federal agencies and administers environmental policies and programs. The 
EPA was created with the goal of strengthening environmental protection standards, researching 
the effects of environmental hazards, and providing grants to support other efforts to reduce 
pollution (The Guardian, 1992). 
 In more recent times, the EPA has developed a plan known as Plan EJ 2014, which serves 
as a set of guidelines for helping the EPA more systematically integrate environmental justice 
considerations into its policies (Office of Environmental Justice, 2011). Like the EPA, there are 
many state agencies which exist to facilitate environmental policies. In Massachusetts, the 
Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) fulfills this role. However, unlike the EPA 
under Lisa Jackson, many of these state agencies do not fully incorporate principles of 
environmental justice into their policies. Instead, some state organizations like MassDEP 
primarily focus on the elimination of environmental pollutants and not on the relationship 
between the distribution of these pollutants and community demographics.  
 Our research was aimed at highlighting the relationship between the distribution of 
pollutants and community demographics as a means of providing a local environmental justice-
focused organization with information to obtain financial support from the EPA to address some 
of these issues.   
Consisting of almost 5,000 residents per square mile, Worcester, Massachusetts is a 
densely populated city.  With this many members of the community living so close together, 
environmental hazards pose a serious risk.  Air, water, and land pollution in urban environments 
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can lead to dramatic health problems such as asthma, allergies and lung disease, especially in 
children.  
 The Regional Environmental Council (REC) is a non-profit organization devoted to 
improving the environmental quality of Worcester communities. Founded in 1971, REC has 
promoted, through community education and policy reformation, a more healthy and sustainable 
living environment.  REC’s Environmental Health & Justice Program (EHJ Program) is in 
charge of investigating the current state of hazards in and around the Worcester communities.  
Through state and federal grants, the EHJ Program is able to improve the current environmental 
status of the city. One example of this is the Worcester Diesel Pollution Solution Campaign 
which seeks to lower the emissions of public transportation systems, heavy duty highway 
vehicles, and construction equipment. In 2009 this campaign led to the retrofitting of 31 
Worcester school buses with lower emission systems (Worcester Diesel Pollution Solution, 
2012).  
 The project group worked with the Environmental Health & Justice Program to gather 
data on waste sites of varying severity in terms of health risks within the community.  This 
included a broad look at all forms of hazardous sites, from auto shop tire piles to public 
transportation depots to Superfund waste sites controlled by the Department of Environmental 
Protection. The locations of these hazardous sites were obtained using a database created by the 
EPA called EnviroMapper and a separate database created by the MassDEP. We focused 
specifically on five under-privileged, low income neighborhoods:  Main South, Piedmont, Bell 
Hill, Oak Hill, and Quinsigamond Village. However, we also selected seven additional 
communities in Worcester to use for comparison to show that the lowest income and highest 
minority neighborhoods contain a greater number of hazards than communities with different 
demographics.  This data can then offer the REC and United States Environmental Protection 
Agency insight into the environmental justice status of Worcester. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review  
Even though institutionally mandated segregation has widely been eliminated, many 
commonly unrecognized forms of discrimination still persist today. Past events and decisions 
made with racist intentions continue to impact the lives of minority citizens. This prejudice takes 
numerous forms, but one that is seldom recognized is environmental injustice.  The 
Environmental Protection Agency defines environmental justice as the fair treatment and 
meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with 
respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, 
regulations, and policies (EPA). Therefore, environmental injustice can be defined as the unfair 
treatment of people with regards environmental concerns as a result of their demographic traits.  
The environmental burdens of a society are the result of environmental hazards. When 
these societal burdens are unevenly spread with respect to demographic distributions, the society 
is in a state of environmental injustice. Possible causes of these injustices include a historical 
hazards that have yet to be cleaned up or lack of governmental protection from placement of new 
hazards, both of which can be provided by federal and local agencies such as the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) and the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 
(DEP).  
This literature review begins in section 2.1 by providing an overview of the history of 
environmental justice movement in the United States and several pieces of federal legislation 
that were highly important to the environmental justice movement. Section 2.2 details some 
historical examples of injustice, well-respected studies, and additional federal regulation. Section 
2.3 looks at the recent history and current status of the movement.  We conclude section 2.3 with 
a background of the EPA’s current environmental justice plan and of the EPA CARE Grant as 
this is what our project work will be working towards. 
Many studies have been done to explore the connection between race, income, and the 
presence of environmental hazards. The overarching consensus that has been reached is that 
regardless of cause; a disproportionate number of environmental hazards exist in communities 
which contain certain demographics. 
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2.1 (1960 – 1980): The Birth of the Environmental Justice Movement 
Environmental Decade 
 The environmental justice movement began as a growth from the civil rights movement 
of the 1960’s (Taylor 2001).  In the history of the environmental justice movement in the United 
States, the 1970’s is one of the most influential periods and is often referred to as the 
Environmental Decade.   The organization of the movement shifted from a largely grassroots 
effort to a “nationally organized political force” (Taylor 2001).  Many items of federal legislation 
were passed during this time including: the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, the 
Clean Air Act of 1970, amendments to the Water Pollution Control Act in 1970, the Safe 
Drinking Water Act of 1974, and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976.  
Additionally, the Environmental Protection Agency was created in 1970.  Other federal policy 
has been passed since the 1970’s but the movement has suffered due to lack of support from 
recent Presidents (Taylor 2001).    
National Environmental Policy Act 
 The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) was passed in 1969.  It was one of the 
first pieces of legislation written with the main intention of protecting the environment.  
“NEPA's basic policy is to assure that all branches of government give proper consideration to 
the environment prior to undertaking any major federal action that could significantly affect the 
environment” (US Environmental Protection Agency 2012).  This consideration applies to 
federal construction projects, such as highways, military installments, and many other projects 
that have potential to harm the environment.  Using Environmental Assessments (EA’s) and 
Environmental Impact Statements (EIS’s), federal agencies must prove that all impacts on the 
environment have been considered (US Environmental Protection Agency 2012). 
Clean Air Act 
 The Clean Air Act is a federal environmental statute focused on minimizing airborne 
pollutants that may be hazardous. The EPA has been given the authority to administer the CAA, 
pass regulations in furtherance of it and ensure compliance with states that the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) will enforce regulations which protect people from exposure to the air 
pollution. The Clean Air Act as with the Clean Water Act, are continually amended by Congress 
to broaden their reach and strengthen their regulatory mandates. Many of these amendments 
strengthen the guidelines for the regulations which the EPA must enforce (Reyes 2007). This act 
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calls for equal protection from air pollution, which ties into environmental justice, and the equal 
right to a safe environment. 
Water Pollution Control Act 
 The United States Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 created a permit system 
in which people had to apply for permission to fill a wetland. These applications were sent to the 
United States Army Corps of Engineers for approval. This act also later required reports of how 
much wetland was lost every five years (Robertson 2007). After these reports were first sent out 
in 1984, it was discovered that the U.S. had lost over half of the wetlands present at American 
independence (Robertson 2007). Wetland protection then became a prominent issue for many 
environmentalists, and was even a major focus in the 1988 presidential election. 
Safe Drinking Water Act 
 The Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 regulates the United States supply of drinking 
water, and applies to all public water systems (Hintz 2007). This act is regulated by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) but the enforcement of the Safe Drinking Water Act is 
dependent on the individual states. There are certain contaminants for which thresholds are 
placed regarding drinking water, so only a small amount is acceptable in that water. This act also 
takes action to ensure that groundwater supplies are not contaminated. Originally, only twenty-
one contaminants were set for thresholds, but overtime that list grew to over eighty (Hintz 2007). 
These contaminants were added in 1986 and 1996, along with several amendments that worked 
to add filtration requirements for all drinking water taken from surface water sources, and ban 
lead in water delivery pipes (Hintz 2007). The Safe Drinking Water Act was employed to ensure 
healthy drinking water for all people. 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
 In 1976 the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act was enacted in order to manage 
and dispose of large amounts of waste in a safe manner (Holst 2007). This act was overseen by 
the Environmental Protection Agency to regulate the disposal and cleanup of waste. The 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act was effective in dealing with managing waste because 
it was mandated that the act had to process the waste from its point of origin to when the waste 
was disposed of (Holst 2007). This act also manages control measures for the waste management 
of underground storage tanks, ensuring that the tanks are constructed and maintained well so 
they operate in a safe manner (Holst 2007). Because it can’t be guaranteed that these tanks won’t 
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leak, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act was amended in order to create the Leaking 
Underground Storage Tank (LUST) Trust Fund, which was used to clean up any leakage that 
came from these tanks (Holst 2007). 
Creation of the Environmental Protection Agency 
 In July of 1970 President Richard Nixon issued an executive order to reorganize the 
environmental arms of numerous federal agencies into one comprehensive U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (The Guardian, 1922). This agency was intended to ensure that environmental 
policy was being properly and consistently enforced in the United States (The Guardian, 1922). 
The EPA would achieve this goal by researching forms of pollution and their effects. Through 
this research the organization could make informed environmental policy regulations to fulfill 
multitude of environmental statutes they are charged with administering. The EPA was also 
established with the goal of financially supporting the efforts of other environmental agencies 
through the distribution of grants. The USEPA was eventually formed on December 2, 1970 
under the administration of William D. Ruckelshaus (The Guardian, 1922). This agency is an 
important asset when dealing with situations involving chemical spills near neighborhoods that 
could endanger residents. 
Love Canal 
 In 1953, the Hooker Chemical Company located in Niagara Falls, New York, shut down.  
They buried their chemical dump site in dirt and sold it to the city for one dollar.  In the next few 
years the city built homes and even an elementary school on this site.  The neighborhood 
prospered until August 1, 1978, when record amounts of rainfall caused the buried hazards to be 
unearthed.  Chemical storage drums were revealed and puddles of chemicals bubbled in 
residents’ backyards and basements.  Children returned from their playground with chemical 
burns.  An abnormally high number of birth defects in the localized area were attributed to the 
toxic pollution (Beck 1979). 
 On August 7, President Carter allocated emergency financial aid for the Love Canal 
community.  This was the first time ever that this fund had been used for something other than a 
natural disaster (i.e. hurricane, etc.).  Residents were evacuated by the end of the month and the 
city declared that it would buy the homes affected by the pollution (Beck 1979). 
 This is not an isolated occurrence; the EPA estimates there are hundreds of toxic sites 
such as Love Canal located across America.  Many of these exist in less densely populated areas 
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and may go unnoticed for longer; however, when these “time bombs” go off their chemicals 
could enter a water supply and cause major health problems (Beck 1979).  As a result of the 
Love Canal incident, in 1980 Congress passed the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) (also known as the Superfund Act) (Taylor 2001).  
This act identifies and addresses “Superfund” sites, defined by the EPA as “an uncontrolled or 
abandoned place where hazardous waste is located, possibly affecting local ecosystems or 
people” (EPA 2012). 
Bean vs. Southwestern Waste Management, Inc. 
The issue of hazardous environmental sites being placed discriminatorily in the United 
States had not been recognized in a court of law prior to 1979. The case of Bean vs. 
Southwestern Waste Management Inc. was one of the first that showed environmental racism in 
the United States.  Robert Bullard, who many would argue is the most influential figure of the 
environmental justice movement, was asked to serve as an expert witness in the case of Bean vs. 
Southwestern Waste Management, Inc., on which his wife Linda McKeever Bullard was the 
prosecuting attorney. Bullard’s doctoral research rendered him an expert in environmental 
sociology and such, was a natural choice. As the expert witness, Bullard conducted a study on 
the locations of waste disposal sites in Houston, Texas. The plaintiff, Margaret Bean, along with 
other African-American residents of Houston opposed the decision of the Texas Department of 
Health that would allow Southwestern to install a new solid waste facility in their neighborhood, 
which was primarily African-American and already home to numerous environmental hazards.  
They argued that the company’s decision for the site’s location was due to racial discrimination 
and was in violation of civil rights laws (S.D. Texas, 1979).  In order to prove this injustice, 
Robert Bullard looked into the city’s current waste disposal facilities and their surrounding 
communities.  The report, titled “Solid Waste Sites and the Black Houston Community”, 
revealed that of Houston’s seventeen garbage dumps, incinerators, and privately-owned landfills, 
fourteen were located in neighborhoods with a high minority population at the time of the sites’ 
construction.  However, only 25% of Houston’s residents were African American (Bullard, 
1979).   
The court found in favor of Southwestern Waste Management, Inc., stating that while 
there was clearly a threat to the citizens of the communities, and that the decision of the site’s 
approval by the Texas Department of Health may have been illogical, the plaintiff could not 
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adequately prove that their decision was based on any sort of purposeful discrimination (S.D. 
Texas, 1979).  While not the victory they were hoping for, this case was the first time a branch of 
the government had admonished the behavior of another branch for its failure to consider 
environmental justice issues.  
Bullard did not end his campaign against environmental injustice here however, as he 
would go on to publish his own works on ecoracism, including Dumping in Dixie, which is, 
perhaps, the most well-read in depth study of environmental injustices in the United States. 
Today Bullard is largely considered to be the ‘father of environmental justice’ (Dicum, 2006) 
and is still working to eliminate inequality and injustice in environmental policy. 
2.2 (1980 – 2000): Environmental Justice Comes to the Forefront 
Environmental Racism 
 Dr. Benjamin Chavis is an influential character in the history of the environmental justice 
movement.  Originally, an adviser for Martin Luther King, Jr. in the civil rights movement, the 
height of his career was when he served as director of the United Church of Christ’s Commission 
for Racial Justice.  However, the thing Chavis is most famous for is for coining the term 
‘environmental racism’.  According to Chavis, “Environmental racism is racial discrimination in 
environmental policy-making and enforcement of regulations and laws, the deliberate targeting 
of communities of color for toxic waste facilities, the official sanctioning of the presence of life 
threatening poisons and pollutants in communities of color, and the history of excluding people 
of color from leadership of the environmental movement (Chavis, 1994).  His definition grew 
from a discrete even that took place in Warren County, North Carolina. 
Warren County, North Carolina 
 Over ninety sites were considered for the placement of a chemical landfill, but a site in 
Warren County was chosen.  The surrounding area, Shocco Township, was composed of 75% 
black residents, whereas the average for the rest of the state was only 64%.  Warren County was 
also the third poorest community in North Carolina (Taylor, 2012).  Protests erupted in Warren 
County in 1981 after landfill opponents lost in court.  523 people were arrested in the protest and 
the landfill still ended up being built.  One key protester was Congressman Walter Fauntroy, who 
subsequently requested the General Accounting Office to conduct a study of location of landfills 
in relation to demographics of host communities in the Southeast. 
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General Accounting Office Report  
 The General Accounting Office (GAO) directed their investigation into the location of 
hazardous waste landfills in relation to the racial and economic status of the surrounding 
communities in eight states in the Southeast United States.  The results of their study are 
shocking.  For three out of the four offsite hazardous waste landfills, the surrounding 
communities were over 50% African-American and over 26% of the residents earn an income 
below the poverty level (GAO 1983).  The GAO also pointed out that the final decision of 
hazardous waste landfill siting was up to the state; however, as of January 1983 the EPA created 
minimum standards that a site must meet. 
Waste-to-Energy Facilities (Cerrell Report) 
In 1984 Stephen J. Powell formed a study titled “Political Difficulties Facing Waste-to-
Energy Conversion Plant Siting”. This study sought to locate an area that would aid in 
introducing Waste-to-Energy facilities by analyzing possible issues that Californian communities 
would encounter if Waste-to-Energy facilities were placed in close proximity. Most communities 
rejected the development of waste management facilities out of fear that these facilities would be 
harmful to their living environments. Powell claimed that Waste-to-Energy facilities are safer 
than land-fills, but recognized that they created a risk of air pollution (Powell 1984). This risk of 
air pollution served as another deterrent to community acceptance of Waste-to-Energy facilities 
(Powell 1984). Powell used surveys to conclude that small, rural communities would be more 
likely to accept the introduction of Waste-to-Energy facilities because they would aid nearby 
markets by consuming local wastes (Powell 1984). The Cerrell Report implies that these 
facilities should be placed in poor neighborhoods instead of wealthy ones. It also stated that 
middle-class and higher-class neighborhoods shouldn’t be placed near the sites, because those 
communities would pose a greater threat to the development of these facilities more-so than low-
income neighborhoods. This report also provides profiles of the personalities that would most 
oppose the waste-to-energy plants. These opponents were found to be more liberal and higher-
educated peoples. Rather than placing these sites in areas based on geography, these sites were 
placed based on the people who would cause the least commotion over them. 
Toxic Waste and Race 
One of the first studies in which environmental hazards were mapped in relation to the 
ethnic makeup of the communities they occupy was done by the United Church of Christ’s 
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Commission for Racial Justice (UCC CRJ) in 1987.  Sparked by the protest in Warren County, 
North Carolina just three years before, it became one of the most well-known and identifiable 
studies of the environmental justice movement.  The Commission identified the number of 
hazardous waste sites in a representative number of zip codes and then used Census data from 
1980 to determine the racial breakdown of those communities.  The results of the study exposed 
that zip codes containing a hazardous waste site had a higher percentage of minority residents 
than zip codes that did not contain a hazardous waste site (United Church of Christ, 1987). The 
findings also revealed that income was not as strong an influence as race when it came to 
presence of a hazardous waste site (United Church of Christ, 1987). Some critics have found 
fault with the methodology used, but taken purely for historical significance, this study was 
instrumental in advancing the Environmental Justice Movement. 
Dumping in Dixie: Race, Class, and Environmental Quality 
In 1990 Robert Bullard, the father of environmental justice, analyzed environmental 
injustice found in the United States, in Dumping in Dixie: Race, Class, and Environmental 
Quality. Bullard brings up the role that big businesses and governments have in taking advantage 
of people who are uneducated on the topic of environmental safety (Harrington 2009). He 
conducted household surveys to discover whether there was a connection between community 
attitudes and the risk of environmental injustice. His focus was on five communities that 
experienced environmental injustice in the 1980’s. With the exposure of outdoor air pollution, 
Bullard found there to be a major difference due to income and race of communities (Harrington 
2009). Bullard noted that the residents from the five neighborhoods he was studying were at a 
higher risk of emphysema, chronic bronchitis, and other chronic pulmonary diseases (Harrington 
2009). The communities were made up of mostly African Americans, however were not all low-
income, but included middle-class neighborhoods. This suggested that race, not household 
income, was the deciding factor in the uneven distribution of environmental hazards in these 
regions. With evidence that race could be a large contributing factor to environmental injustice, 
minority organizations now had a substantial claim which they could rally behind.    
Principles of Environmental Justice 
The First National People of Color Environmental Leadership Summit was held October 
24 – 27, 1991 in Washington, D.C.  At this conference delegates representing over 650 
grassroots organizations from all fifty states, Puerto  Rico, Chile, Mexico and more were present 
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to develop strategies to advance the movement and address environmental concerns (Bullard 
2011).  As a result, the Summit drafted and adopted the Principles of Environmental Justice.  
The Principles encompass topics including preserving ‘Mother Earth’, eliminating 
discrimination, education, workers’ rights, rebuilding cities, and reducing waste.  These 
principles have been adopted by many grassroots organizations in their attempt to create 
environmental justice. These principles were extremely important to the environmental justice 
movement as they allowed environmental justice activists and community organizations to 
collaborate and align their missions.  
Creation of the Office of Environmental Justice 
 In response to the Congressional Black Caucus in 1990 which claimed that the EPA was 
not adequately serving their (minority) communities, EPA Administrator William Reilly formed 
the Environmental Equity Workgroup.  The workgroup’s purpose was to investigate whether 
high minority and low income communities are unfairly burdened with environmental hazards 
compared to the general population.  The workgroup found this allegation was supported and 
recommended that a permanent office be created to handle these issues.  In November of 1992 
the Office of Environmental Equity was created.  Its name was later changed in 1994 to the 
Office of Environmental Justice (OEJ).  Its major functions today are to facilitate grant programs 
and lead environmental justice projects. 
The Effect of Race on Environment 
In 1998 Bunyan Bryant, a professor in the School of Natural Resources and Environment 
at the University of Michigan, conducted a study with Paul Mohai, a professor of Environmental 
Studies at the University of Michigan. The information they obtained was documented in their 
book “Is There a ‘Race’ Effect on Concern for Environmental Quality?”. In this study, they 
examined correlations between race and attitudes towards the environment in order to ascertain if 
African Americans or other minorities lived in poor environmental settings due to lack of 
concern for their condition. The study addressed two possible hypothetical scenarios, with the 
first being that African Americans are less concerned about the quality of their environments 
than whites and the second being that African Americans are more concerned about the quality 
of their environments than whites. Rather than finding that one race cared more for 
environmental issues than the other, it was discovered through many surveys conducted in 
Detroit, that there was little difference between the opinions of the two races (475). They also 
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found that concern for an individual’s environmental quality varies depending on how poor a 
resident’s living conditions are. 
Houston, Texas 
 In 1983, Susan L. Cutter, director of the Hazards & Vulnerability Research Institute at 
the University of South Carolina, conducted a study of communities in Houston, Texas.  The 
study found that solid waste sites were being placed in African-American neighborhoods at a 
higher frequency than in other parts of the city (Cutter, 1995). After further analysis, Cutter 
found that city officials had been strategically placing hazardous facilities in African-American 
neighborhoods for over fifty years. In 1993, Cutter created an analysis of toxic release inventory 
(TRI) sites in Los Angeles (Cutter, 1995). This study showed that there were a higher number of 
TRI facilities in residencies containing minorities. Unlike the study conducted in Houston, 
Hispanics were most affected by the toxic release inventory sites (Cutter, 1995). 
Chester, Pennsylvania 
Arguably one of the best representations of modern environmental injustice in the United 
States occurred in Chester, PA.  Though rooted in naive, bigoted and racist ideas, many of those 
unfair policies and regulations were born out of greed by big business.  Delaware County is 
located in southeastern Pennsylvania along the Delaware River.  While the county as a whole is 
predominantly white, the town of Chester is approximately 65% African American; Chester’s 
median family income is significantly lower than that of the county, while the homeless rate is 
quite lower than Delaware County. 
 During the early 1980’s local government began developing a plan for waste disposal in 
Chester.  What the citizens of Chester didn’t know, however, was what that actually entailed.  
Over the next two decades, public waste facilities and management sites have taken over 
Chester.  The citizens themselves describe the air as thick, the water unhealthy, and the smell as 
unbearable and constant.  Throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s, the Pennsylvania Department of 
Environmental Protection (PDEP) issued permits for the construction of seven commercial waste 
facilities in Delaware County, of which five were located in Chester.  One unanticipated 
problem, among many, was the large increase in dump trucks in town, which were not only 
disturbing the community, but also led to cracked foundations in houses close to roads due to the 
vibration.  In 1992, the citizens of Chester began protesting and meeting to discuss the pollution 
problems in their town.  However, the Department of Environmental Protection was not 
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listening; in 1991 the Westinghouse Resource Recovery Facility was erected in Chester.  The 
facility houses a garbage incinerator that was permitted to burn more than 2,000 tons of trash 
every day.  That means that not only does Westinghouse burn 100% of waste from the entirety of 
Delaware County, but also incinerates waste from surrounding counties and even neighboring 
states (Cole, 2001).   
 Once it was evident that these facilities were not only hurting the comfort of the citizens 
of Chester, but also their health, it was clear something had to be done.  In 1992, citizens took to 
the streets in protest.  Starting early on a cold December morning, fifteen Chester residents lined 
themselves across the street on which the waste facility trucks travelled.  Throughout the day, the 
protest gained momentum and support until they were too large to be ignored.  After holding off 
trucks for hours, the protesters were told by Westinghouse’s officers that a new road would be 
built for use by the facility that was further from residential housing.  Though the people 
considered this a victory, the DEP continued to green light the building of even more waste 
facilities in Chester in 1993. 
Finally, in 1994, under Clinton’s Executive Order, Chester was subjected to a 6-month 
environmental assessment by the Environmental Protection Agency.  In 1995, the EPA 
concluded that the citizens of Chester were at high risk of liver and kidney disease, respiratory 
problems, high blood-lead, and excessive exposure to poor air quality.  The injustices in Chester 
were being recognized and directly dealt with by federal environmental agencies.  Chester is one 
of the most famous examples of environmental injustice, because it was highly publicized and 
was followed by several lawsuits; but many other communities in the United States experienced 
similar victories. 
Boston, Massachusetts 
The city of Boston is certainly a vastly diverse place with a rich and ever-changing 
history.  With a rapidly growing urban environment such as Boston, it becomes much easier to 
overlook problems with environmental justice because the entire industry is made up of 
conglomerates and huge corporations.  This economic atmosphere, along with the highly dense 
population, gives room for companies to focus mainly on the bottom line (the price tag) more 
than societal and moral obligations.  
 In 1993, Alternatives for Community & Environment (ACE) was founded and 
immediately set out to better the current state of environmental justice in urban neighborhoods, 
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mainly through youth involvement and education, though ACE has expanded to represent 
communities groups in lawsuits and organize protests (Alternatives for Community and 
Environment, 2012).  In an “in-school” program in which children are asked to assess their 
environment, it was found that about one third of school children suffered from asthma 
(Alternatives for Community and Environment, 2012).  Soon thereafter the children took to the 
streets surveying and observing the city. They discovered that there were a very large number of 
public transportation depots near their neighborhood.  After much research, they found that 
diesel fuel used by public transit was a huge problem in the community and a main contributor to 
the staggering asthma statistics (Alternatives for Community and Environment, 2012). ACE 
knew that they needed short-term goals that were realistic; however they did lay out a long term 
plan that aimed for clean-air alternatives to be used in public transportation, specifically the 
Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority (MBTA). They began advocating and urging for support of 
an anti-idling law, which would limit public transportation vehicles idling time (Alternatives for 
Community and Environment, 2012). This may seem like a small change but when each bus or 
van cuts out 45 minutes of idling time per day, it drastically lowers the amount of diesel exhaust 
they are releasing.  Aside from the health concerns of the citizens themselves, the fact that the 
MBTA, an organization at least partially funded using tax dollars, ran a transit system that lead 
to disproportionate health risks in the community is simply wrong. 
Executive Order 12898 
In 1994, President Bill Clinton signed Executive Order 12898 Federal Actions to Address 
Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations. This Order 
directed all federal government agencies to incorporate environmental justice into their mission 
and actions, supported by Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.  Title VI “prohibits racial 
discrimination in the practices of programs receiving federal funding and federal agencies, and 
ensures that people will not be denied participation or benefits because of race, color or national 
origin” (Taylor 2001).  The Executive Order maintained influence until a pivotal 2001 Supreme 
Court ruling, Alexander v. Sandoval, that changed the ability of private citizens to file lawsuits 
enforcing EPA disparate impact regulations using Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act unless 
intentional discrimination could be proved.  Consequently, Sandoval rendered the Executive 
Order a useless litigation tool for the general public (Mohai, 2009). 
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Review of Federal Legislation 
 David M. Konisky, a member of the Georgetown Public Policy Institute conducted an 
evaluation of several federal laws with potential utility for environmental justice enforcement in 
low income and racially diverse communities.  Looking at the federal Clean Air Act, the Clean 
Water Act, and the Resource Conservations and Recovery Act, from 1985-2000, Konisky 
gathered strong evidence that at a county level, there is less regulation and enforcement of these 
acts in lower-income and minority communities; however, he stresses that these results were not 
supported at the state level (Konisky, 2009).  From statistical analysis of this data, Konisky 
discovers that the lack of enforcement is not based on race, but rather on income (Konisky, 
2009).  Unfortunately, poverty levels correlate with minority status, which can make results of 
studies such as these difficult to interpret accurately.  Konisky suggests stricter federal and local 
laws and regulations pertaining to zoning and land use for where these hazardous sites can 
locate. 
2.3 (2000 – Present): Current State of Environmental Justice 
NAPA Report 
 While President Clinton’s Executive Order called for the integration of environmental 
justice into agency missions and goals, it was obviously not an immediate fix.  In a report done 
in 2001 by the National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA) on EPA permitting 
regulations, it was found that the major barriers in the way of this integration were the overall 
lack of communication and transparency between the companies applying for permits and the 
local communities.  The report noted the EPA’s firm stance on making environmental justice a 
point of focus during the permitting process, but that the agency’s actions were not adequately 
reflecting their goals (NAPA, 2001).  NAPA also stated that these permit writers did not have 
sufficient knowledge as to how they could better inform the community of the type(s) of 
pollutants they may be exposed to.  At the same time, those in leadership positions in these 
communities were often unaware of the overall risk in their area.  Because of this, the report 
recommended cumulative risk assessments of the communities that would surely be affected by 
the sites applying for permits.  It also proposed that local officials and agencies should be 
notified of possible permitting sites early on, so that they may conduct their own risk assessment 
and determine how the site will impact their environment. 
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 At this time, the EPA had already taken certain measures for incorporating environmental 
justice into its mission.  However, the actual implementation of these measures was hardly 
sufficient enough to show any real change.  The NAPA report recommended that the EPA 
evaluate such programs as its “Fundamentals of Environmental Justice” workshop, and to better 
communicate within the agency the proper ways to assess community risk.  This way, the 
employees who were conducting site permitting would be fully educated on the effects, long and 
short-term, that the sites may have.  It should also be the responsibility of the EPA to identify 
which communities are disproportionately impacted by environmental hazards, and set clear 
expectations for reducing risk there (NAPA, 2001).  Without proper encouragement and 
enforcement of their Environmental Justice policies, the EPA would not be able to adequately 
address the concerns of high-risk communities.  Overall the NAPA report showed that 
Environmental Justice must be a matter of high-priority in the site permitting process, that the 
community leaders as well as nearby communities need earlier notification of permit 
applications, and that the current EPA permitting regulations need to be revised to assure that all 
Environmental Justice concerns were addressed. 
Toxic Storage and Disposal Facilities 
Manuel Pastor Jr. Professor at the University of California, Jim Sadd Professor at 
Occidental College, and John Hipp professor at the University of North Carolina authored an 
article in 2002 titled “Which Came First? Toxic Facilities, Minority Move-In, And 
Environmental Justice”. This article analyses the disproportionate exposure of individuals to 
Toxic Storage and Disposal Facilities (TSDF’s). The article stated that researchers have found 
minority communities, especially African Americans, to be disproportionately exposed to 
TSDF’s.  This concern is expressed on page 3 in the quote “Even when controlling for 
reasonable variables such as land use, manufacturing employment, and income… [there is] 
strong evidence of a racial pattern” (Hipp 3). Throughout the article there are figures displaying 
the location of all known TSDFs in the United States. These figures express that there is a clear 
connection between racial minorities and the whereabouts of toxic storage and disposal facilities. 
In the article it is stated that areas close to these TSDFs “[contained] a higher percentage of 
minority and poor residents… had lower rents and house values… [and] were less educated and 
more blue-collar” (Hipp 9).  Environmental hazards often result in serious health risks. Morello-
Frosch (1997) found that there is a “consistent association between the percentage of minorities 
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and both [hazardous air pollutant] concentrations and estimated likelihoods of pollutant-related 
cancer risk” (Hipp 3).  
Comparative Environmental Risk Index 
 In 2002 John Harner, a professor in the Department of Geography and Environmental 
Studies conducted a study with Kee Warner, John Pierce and Tom Huber to aid in attaining the 
EPA goal of environmental equity (Harner, Warner, Huber, 2002).  The team sought to analyze 
the relationship between socioeconomic factors and vulnerability to environmental hazards. 
Based on this analysis they created a standardized measurement system for comparing the 
environmental quality of urban areas, which they named the Comparative Environmental Risk 
Index (CERI) (Harner, Warner, Huber, 2002).  This measurement system was created to aid state 
legislature in making educated environmental justice related decisions (Harner, Warner, Huber, 
2002). Standardized measurement systems such as the CERI can be used as a means of raising 
awareness for communities which are at risk of environmental injustices. In addition, these 
systems can provide evidence for environmental injustice by indicating relationships between 
socioeconomic factors and environmental hazards.  
 The CERI specifically sought to address: “(1) the likelihood of exposure for different 
groups, (2) demographic differences between at-risk and not-at-risk populations, (3) the 
relationship of concentration of toxic sites to social characteristics, and (4) the relationship of 
the toxicity of sites to social characteristics” (Harner, Warner, Huber, 2002). This was achieved 
by using Census data to determine race and poverty distribution and comparing these statistics to 
the location of toxic sights obtained from federal and state databases (Harner, Warner, Huber, 
2002). By determining the proximity of individuals with specific socioeconomic traits to toxic 
sites, this index determined the relationship between these traits and the risk of exposure to 
environmental hazards. The team used this system to assess the relative risk of environmental 
injustice in three Colorado cities.  
Social Vulnerability Index  
 Susan L. Cutter conducted a study with Bryan J. Boruff, and W. Lynn Shirley using 
socioeconomic and demographic data to create a system known as the Social Vulnerability Index 
(SVI) (Cutter, Boruff, Shirley, 2003). This index was created to predict the vulnerability an area 
has to environmental hazards. 
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The Social Vulnerability Index recognizes that measuring one’s vulnerability to 
environmental hazards is a complex multivariable process (Cutter, Boruff, Shirley, 2003).  
 To create the SVI, the study analyzed factors, such as race or income, which influence one’s 
vulnerability to environmental hazards. This was done by gathering data of 3,141 U.S. counties 
from the U.S. Census (Cutter, Boruff, Shirley, 2003). From this data they deduced the percentage 
of variation in effect each of these factors had on environmental hazard vulnerability (Cutter, 
Boruff, Shirley, 2003). In addition, they used this data to determine how other variables can alter 
how these factors effect vulnerability (Cutter, Boruff, Shirley, 2003).  
Toxic Waste and Race at Twenty 
 Robert Bullard, conducted a study with colleagues specializing in environmental justice, 
in 2007, “Toxic Wastes and Race at Twenty: 1987 – 2007”. This was a follow-up to the report 
published in 1987 by the United Church of Christ Commission for Racial Justice. The goal of 
this study was to address the issues of unequal power distribution, and lack of resources for 
certain peoples to maintain a healthy living environment (Bullard 2007). The report utilized a 
new study that employed Census data and hazardous waste facilities to ascertain whether or not 
race was a factor in the placement of these facilities. This approach showed that racial disparities 
in the distribution of hazardous wastes were greater than what had been reported previously, and 
that the majority of persons living within 3 kilometers of hazardous waste facilities were people 
of color, including Hispanics, African Americans, Asians and Native Americans (Bullard 2007). 
This report proves that there is still much to do in order to achieve environmental justice, even 
twenty years after the original study. 
Worcester, Massachusetts 
Timothy Downs, an Associate Professor of Environmental Science and Policy at Clark 
University, conducted a study with some of his colleagues in 2010, “Participatory testing and 
reporting in an environmental-justice community of Worcester, Massachusetts: a pilot project”. 
This study addressed neighborhoods in Worcester that are heavily populated, contain larger rates 
of minority residents, lower incomes, and higher crime rates. Because of these characteristics, 
the US Census recognizes these communities as “vulnerable populations” and they are also 
recognized as environmental justice neighborhoods (Downs, 2010). The goal of Downs and the 
group was to ensure healthier living environments in these Worcester areas. This team brought 
up the importance of preventing environmental risks, such as childhood lead poisoning, and the 
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role that the Worcester Lead Action Collaborative (WoLAC) plays with that (Downs, 2010). 
They interacted with residents in order to effectively obtain information on the environmental 
risks that occur in these neighborhoods. 
Another study Downs conducted with his colleagues involved the Main South and 
Piedmont communities in Worcester. This group conducted a community based participatory 
research (CBPR) project by monitoring pollution, interviewing and surveying residents, and 
researching common health risks found in these neighborhoods (Downs, 2009). The group found 
data that showed several homes had a high risk of lead-poisoning, particularly for infants 
(Downs, 2009). A major part of their study was gathering data on the opinions of the residents in 
regards to the public and environmental safety in their neighborhoods. After completing safety 
tests and surveys, the team focused on educating the youth of the communities on environmental 
health and environmental justice in order to prevent future problems regarding those topics in 
their neighborhood. This “development of a community education and outreach program” 
(Downs, 2009) helped unite the community and “build a more equitable partnership” (Downs, 
2009) between the residents and Downs’ group. By studying both the environmental hazards in 
the communities and the personal opinions of the residents, the team was able to understand the 
major difficulties afflicting the occupants. 
Faber Study 
 In a pivotal study known as Unequal Exposure to Ecological Hazards, Daniel Faber and 
Eric Krieg investigated sixteen environmental hazards in over 350 Massachusetts municipalities 
in 2002 and again in 2005 (Faber & Krieg, 2005; Faber & Krieg, 2001). In order to create a 
detailed point analysis system, they assigned each of these hazards a value based on their degree 
of severity; i.e. EPA Superfund sites get 25 ‘site severity points’ while a standard tire pile 
receives 5 points.  For each municipality, the summation of its hazards is divided by its 
geographical area in order to provide comparable density figures.  When these numbers were 
compared to the racial composition (% non-whites) and household income, there was a clear 
trend of more environmental hazards in higher-minority and lower-income neighborhoods. Using 
this system Faber and Krieg found Worcester to be one of the top 20 communities bearing a 
disproportionate burden of environmental hazards in the state of Massachusetts. Based on this 
system, Worcester was shown to contain the greatest total number of hazard points out of all of 
the communities which Faber and Krieg analyzed (Faber & Krieg, figure 6C, 2005). Worcester 
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was also ranked 20
th
 out of the communities with regards to the quantity of environmental 
hazards per square mile (Faber & Krieg, fig. 6D, 2005; see also Downs et al., 2010). While the 
study made it clear that this trend was only a correlation, and did not imply direct causation in 
any way, it certainly made a strong case that there was some form of environmental injustice that 
could not be ignored. It also clearly expressed that Worcester, MA is a city with a great potential 
for environmental injustice. 
Current EPA Administrator 
 In 2009, President Obama appointed Lisa P. Jackson as Administrator of the 
Environmental Protection Agency.  She is the first EPA Administrator to make Environmental 
Justice one of her major goals.  Originally from New Orleans, LA, she graduated from Tulane 
University and then Princeton University with a master’s in Chemical Engineering.  Her work 
with the EPA began in 1987 as a staff-level scientist at the Region 2 office in New York.  In 
2002, Jackson moved to the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and was 
appointed Commissioner in 2006.    
EJ Plan 2014 
 One of the most notable things Administrator Jackson has done since her appointment is 
Environmental Justice (EJ) Plan 2014.  Although it is not a federal law or even regulation, it is a 
clear roadmap and strategy for the EPA and other government agencies to follow to better 
integrate the principles of environmental justice into their policies and actions.  The major goals 
of EJ Plan 2014 are to (1) protect health in communities over-burdened by pollution, (2) 
empower communities to take action to improve their health and environment, and (3) establish 
partnerships with local, state, tribal, and federal organizations to achieve healthy and sustainable 
communities (Plan EJ 2012).  It is named EJ Plan 2014 because in 2014 the EPA will evaluate 
how well it has met its goals and then develop a new plan for the future. 
CARE Grant 
 The Community Action for a Renewed Environment (CARE) Grant is part of the 
implementation strategy of EJ Plan 2014.  This program is designed to improve the EPA’s 
delivery of technical assistance to local communities.  Over $14.5 million has been awarded to 
over 80 communities since 2005 (EPA 2011). 
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2.4 Conclusion 
Though the history of the environmental justice movement is extensive, there is still not a 
single, encompassing, widely accepted study that definitively proves if environmental hazards 
are in fact disproportionately distributed based on race, income or some other factor.  There are 
many theories as to its causes, which have all been backed up by statistical data, but 
contradictory conclusions cannot be simultaneously accepted. 
For the scope of this project, the universal problem causing environmental injustice is not 
paramount, as it is an infeasible task given our time and resource constraints.  Rather, our group 
will be more interested in the local hazards and mapping their locations throughout Worcester.  
We will then compare the number of hazards in each neighborhood to the demographic makeup 
of that community.  We will focus on Worcester’s lowest income communities, which are Main 
South, Piedmont, Quinsigamond Village, Bell Hill, and Oak Hill, and seven other neighborhoods 
chosen for comparison.  This method will be more fully explained in the next chapter, but it was 
chosen so we can provide concrete evidence for unequal environmental hazard distribution in 
Worcester and thus support the Regional Environmental Council’s application to the EPA’s 
CARE Grant.   
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Chapter 3:  Methodology 
 The goal of this project was to identify and document the environmental hazards present 
in the five designated communities in Worcester (Main South, Quinsigamond Village, Bell Hill, 
Oak Hill, and Piedmont) as well as to document demographic information for each community.  
Our guiding research questions was does environmental injustice exist in Worcester?  The results 
of this project will be used by the Regional Environmental Council (REC) in their application for 
level 2 of the Community Action for a Renewed Environment (CARE) Grant.  Our team worked 
with the REC from October to December 2012, and subsequent teams from Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute (WPI) will continue to work with the REC until the submission of their 
grant application in October 2013. 
 As we were the first team to work with the REC, our main job was to identify 
environmental problems, whereas future teams may be more solution-oriented.  The team 
identified several objectives that we planned to reach by the end of the project: 
1. Document environmental hazards in Worcester 
2. Document demographic information, especially race, income, and education in Worcester 
3. Compare number of hazards in each neighborhood to demographic makeup 
4. Make recommendations to the REC/future project teams as to where more research is 
needed 
Section 3.1 defines the terms we used to represent our demographic variables and explains 
how we developed a color scale to more easily show the severity of each factor.  Section 3.2 
describes the databases we collected the hazard data from and how we generated our physical 
and virtual maps.  In Section 3.3 we explain how our chosen methodology will be used by future 
project teams to analyze both sets of data we collected.  The focus groups we conducted with the 
REC is the focus of Section 3.4.  A summary of our methodology is found in Section 3.5. 
3.1 Demographic Breakdown 
We defined environmental injustice as a state in which specific demographic factors put 
an individual at a greater risk of exposure to environmental hazards. Therefore, in order to make 
a case for the presence of environmental injustice in a community, we attempted to show that 
there is a correlation between the demographics of the community and the quality of the 
community’s environment. Our project accomplished this by determining what characteristics of 
a community put it at greater risk of exposure to environmental hazards. This goal created the 
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research question, “What demographics make a community more likely to contain environmental 
hazards?”  
In our project the term communities is defined by the individuals and environments which 
compose the sections of Worcester, Massachusetts known as Main South, Piedmont, Oak Hill, 
Bell Hill, Quinsigamond Village, Green Island, West Tatnuck, Hadwen Park, Grafton Hill, 
Newton Square, Forest Grove, and Burncoat, respectively.  The boundaries of these communities 
were not initially well-established however, with guidance from our sponsor we were able to 
define acceptable boundaries that generally align with census tracts.  This was the vital in 
making our data collection possible because census tracts are the most local level that the United 
States Census presents the information we needed.  And having our neighborhoods coincide with 
census tracts allowed the data to be as accurate as possible, or the most representative of the 
community.  It was our goal to determine if environmental injustice exists in the five assigned 
communities by comparing them to other neighborhoods within the same city.  This comparison 
will make our sponsor’s application to level 2 of the Environmental Protection Agency’s CARE 
grant even stronger.  
Demographics is defined as the statistical characteristics of these populations. The 
demographic variables we analyzed included percentage of minorities, income, and education 
level. Our sponsor chose these variables for us to analyze because the communities we 
investigated are known to be low income, high minority, and low education level communities. 
These common traits will make it easier to show a correlation between demographics and 
environmental hazards. The demographic variable of income will be defined as the annual 
household income of the residents of these communities.  Specifically, we considered the 
percentage of residents whose annual household income is less than $30,000 per year.  The 
percentage of minorities will be defined as the percentage of non-White residents of these 
communities.  We also accounted for individuals of Hispanic or Latino descent because although 
not defined by the United States Census as a separate race, this ethnic group possesses unique 
characteristics that align better with our definition of non-White.  The percentage of non-White 
residents is defined as the inverse of the percentage of White, non-Hispanic residents of each 
community.  Education level is defined as the percentage of residents over the age of eighteen 
who have completed high school (or equivalency).  This definition of education level was chosen 
because that is the statistic the United States Census makes available. 
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These demographic definitions were chosen based of a successful environmental justice 
study done by Daniel R. Faber and Eric J. Krieg titled “Unequal Exposure to Ecological 
Hazards: Environmental Injustices in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts”. We used data from 
the American Community Survey from 2005-2010 and the 2010 United States Census to 
determine the percentage of minorities, household income, and education level in these 
communities. We compared this data to the percentage of minorities, household income, and 
education level in our additionally selected Worcester communities, as well as Worcester as a 
whole and to the United States as a whole.  The Faber/Krieg study categorized each community 
it looked at into one of four categories (low, low-medium, medium-high, or high).  We used a 
similar scale to assign each of our neighborhoods a level for each demographic variable so it 
would be easier to compare neighborhood to neighborhood.  Our categories and respective levels 
can be found in Table 1.   
Table 1: Subsections for Classifying Demographics 
Household Income 
(% household that earn 
< $30,000/year) 
Racial Composition 
(% non-white) 
Education Level 
(% Graduated High School 
or equivalency) 
Low Income High Minority Low Education 
Low – Medium Income Medium – High Minority Low – Medium Education 
Medium – High Income Low - Medium Minority Medium – High Education 
High Income Low Minority High Education 
   
 The colors of our scale represent the relative severity of each variable.  For example, 
green does not always correspond with “high” because a high minority community and a high 
income community are at opposite ends of the spectrum.  That is why it was necessary to rank 
each factor individually and develop the scale accordingly. 
3.2 Document Environmental Hazards in Worcester 
 The main task our team completed was to identify and classify as many environmental 
hazards in the city of Worcester as possible. We define environmental hazards as any state of 
events or substances that are harmful to a surrounding environment. We chose this commonly 
accepted definition because it allowed us to analyze situational hazards, such as access to 
education, in addition to physical hazards such as waste sites. This gave us the ability to analyze 
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more variables in determining the relative burden placed on a community than if we had used a 
purely physical and more exclusive definition of environmental hazards.  This definition will be 
most useful to future project teams who will explore more abstract hazards such as social and 
economic burdens as opposed to only physical hazardous sites.  We compiled data from a greater 
number of neighborhoods in Worcester than the five we were originally assigned.  We chose to 
do this for comparison purposes, so that we will be able to prove, or disprove, that the five 
selected neighborhoods are disproportionately burdened.  If a community was shown to be 
disproportionately burdened, this state of unequal environmental hazard distribution fits within 
our previously provided definition of environmental injustice. The team’s job was to identify, 
locate and record information on environmental hazards in Worcester. 
3.2.1 Tools 
            The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has a great tool that maps environmental 
hazards of various types called EnviroMapper.  It is available online and contains features that 
allowed us to analyze each neighborhood individually and create a list of all the hazards with 
some additional information about them, i.e. what type of threat the hazard poses to the 
environment and human health.  While this tool was an invaluable resource, it was not our only 
source for collecting hazardous site data.  The Massachusetts Department of Environmental 
Protection provides a comprehensive list of all active landfills, composting sites, and transfer 
stations which are updated annually.  This information is available on their website, along with 
all chemical waste facilities as defined by the Massachusetts Toxic Use Reduction Act (TURA). 
 The annual TURA reports include a full description of the facilities as well as information on 
the top 20 hazardous manufacturing chemicals, and their risks and uses.  Although the MassDEP 
database contained many of the same hazardous sites as the EPA’s database, the MassDEP’s 
database contained more detailed and updated information, especially in regards to the 
compliance status of each site. 
3.2.2 Mapping 
  The team obtained a street map of Worcester produced by the City of Worcester 
Executive Office of Economic Development Division of Planning and Regulatory Services. This 
map was used to display over 1000 environmental hazards we identified throughout the city. We 
color coded the hazard indicators, in the form of straight pins, in order to distinguish between the 
different categories of hazards. The environmental hazards included DEP tier 1 sites, DEP tier 2 
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sites, active solid waste landfills, active soil/ash/coal landfills, recycling and transfer stations, 
TURA chemical waste sites, active compost sites (both commercial and municipal), incinerators, 
and small businesses or minor hazards. This physical map will predominantly be used by the 
REC and future project teams. 
 We also developed virtual maps.  Using GoogleMaps we were able to plot all of our 
hazards and draw the boundaries of our neighborhoods.  These maps were very useful because 
we were able to zoom in to each neighborhood and see the distribution more closely. 
3.3 Summation and Comparison of Hazards  
The next step was to compare this demographic distribution to Worcester’s 
environmental hazard distribution in order to determine if environmental injustice exists in the 
city of Worcester. We chose this model of comparison because it would be most useful to 
compare these neighborhoods to nearby neighborhoods that could potentially bare the same 
burdens.  This also eliminated the potential for the presence of unaccounted variables if we 
compared to communities farther away, of different size, or geographic type.  
This methodology is based off of the previously mentioned Faber/Krieg study. We used 
this study as a basis because it was carried out very effectively with a methodology we could 
easily follow and was conducted in Massachusetts based on the same parameters of race and 
income that we have chosen. Since our sponsor established that we would be compiling data on 
low income and ethnically diverse communities, we believed that this approach would most 
clearly identify the presence of environmental injustice and therefore be of most use in the 
REC’s grant application.   
 The project team originally intended to rank each environmental hazard we collected on a 
quantitative scale that we would have developed based on the Faber/Krieg study.  We then would 
have taken a weighted sum of hazards in a community versus a simple summation.  At the 
beginning of the project term, our sponsor communicated to us that they would prefer if we 
focused only on data collection, instead of collecting data and analyzing it in only seven weeks, 
so we could collect as much as possible.  Our original plan for ranking hazards is explained in 
Chapter 5 and can be found in Appendix A.   
3.4 Focus Groups 
 In order to obtain additional data regarding the public opinion of environmental hazards, 
we conducted a focus group along with of the Regional Environmental Council. This focus 
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group was composed of students from a Seven Hills Charter School, and took place on 
November 15, 2012, as part of the school’s “Boys and Girls Day”, a fun day without academics 
that strives to bring students closer together.  The project team split into two groups, one working 
with the females from the school at the local Boys and Girls Club, while the other group worked 
with the male students, who remained at the school. Many workshops and activities took place 
throughout the day, including our focus group. When conducting these focus groups the team 
asked questions regarding community concerns, vulnerabilities, and assets in order to determine 
qualitative information as to why environmental hazards exist in Worcester communities.  The 
students brought up numerous topics including littering, teen pregnancy, afterschool activities, 
vandalism and gangs.  
3.5 Conclusion 
  The methodology that the team ended up following was quite different from the one we 
developed before our project began.  The major change was shifting from collecting and 
analyzing our data to simply collecting data on hazardous sites.  This change worked in our favor 
though, and allowed us to focus our efforts to researching even more environmental hazards.  
The team was also able to utilize focus groups conducted with the REC which alerted us to even 
more concerns in Worcester, which were less concrete than ones defined by the EPA, but just as 
important.  The team developed project deliverables in the form of our physical map and our 
virtual maps.  We plotted every hazard we found and also drew our boundaries on these maps.  
This made for easy visualization of the environmental hazards that exist in Worcester in 
comparison to the demographic makeup of the communities in which they exist.   
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Chapter 4: Findings and Discussion 
4.1 Introduction 
 The project team collected demographic data for five assigned neighborhoods (Main 
South, Piedmont, Oak Hill, Bell Hill, and Quinsigamond Village) as well as for seven other 
comparison neighborhoods (Burncoat, Forest Grove, West Tatnuck, Newton Square, Hadwen 
Park, Grafton Hill and Green Island).  From this we found there is a significant difference in 
demographic factors from neighborhood to neighborhood in Worcester.  We also identified and 
mapped as many environmental hazards as we could within our seven week time limit.  We 
accumulated over 1000 hazard sites in the city of Worcester.  Then we plotted these sites on a 
map of the city and got a much better picture of the hazard distribution.   
 Section 4.2 summarizes our demographic findings and explains the various means we 
used to represent the data.  In Section 4.3, we define and explain each type of environmental 
hazard.  In Section 4.4, we take an in depth look into the characteristics and environmental 
hazard distribution of each neighborhood.  Section 4.5 summarizes our findings and displays the 
overall environmental hazard distribution map. 
4.2 Demographic Assessments 
 The Regional Environmental Council assigned us five neighborhoods in Worcester they 
believed to have the lowest income and the highest percentage of minority residents.  The census 
data we collected confirmed their assumption.  In addition to income and minority status we 
looked at education level attained by neighborhood residents.   
 To better compare these neighborhoods to the other neighborhoods in Worcester we 
developed a ranking system for the severity of each neighborhood under each category.  This 
ranking system is based on percentages compared to the national and Massachusetts values.  For 
example, the cutoffs between levels within the minority factor were chosen based on the United 
States average of 22% non-white and the Massachusetts value of 16%.  If the value was higher 
than the United States’ average then it was considered to be medium-high to high.  The 
differentiation between low to low-medium and medium-high to high were based off the data 
somewhat to be a natural cutoff between significantly different values.  For example, from 
medium-high to high, for % non-white, 35% was chosen because it was higher than every other 
value until values above 54%.  The categorization we developed is broken down in Table 2. The 
same color system is used on the neighborhood maps (Figures 1, 2 and 3). 
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Table 2: Demographic Range Categories 
Demographic Low Low-Medium Medium-High High 
% Non-White 
(Non-Hispanic) 
< 15% 15 – 21% 22 – 34% > 35% 
% with Annual 
Household Income 
<  $50,000/year 
< 34% 35 – 49% 50 – 74% > 75% 
% Graduated  
High School  
(Includes equivalency) 
< 74% 75 – 84% 85 – 94% > 95% 
  
 A summary of our collected data, within its category is found in Table 3.  The entirety of 
our collected census data can be found in Appendix B. 
Table 3: Demographics of Assigned and Comparison Neighborhoods 
Neighborhood 
% Non-White 
(Non-Hispanic) 
% with Annual 
Household Income  
<  $30,000/year 
% Graduated from  
High School  
(Includes equivalency) 
Main South 69% 61% 70% 
Piedmont 74% 71% 63% 
Bell Hill 61% 53% 77% 
Oak Hill 54% 37% 79% 
Quinsigamond Village 33% 36% 90% 
Green Island 62% 39% 69% 
Grafton Hill 30% 26% 89% 
Hadwen Park 26% 17% 90% 
Newton Square 16% 23% 93% 
West Tatnuck 19% 17% 93% 
Burncoat 21% 18% 96% 
Forest Grove 14% 18% 97% 
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 An additional representation of the data can be seen in Figures 1, 2 and 3, which are each 
a map of the city with the neighborhoods color coded based on severity of a demographic factor, 
race, income and education level, respectively.  Green represents the most privileged 
communities (high income, high graduation rate, and low percentage of minority residents), 
followed by yellow, then orange, and finally red, which represents the most underprivileged 
communities (low income, low graduation rate, and high percentage of minority residents). 
 
 
Figure 1: % Non-White (Non-Hispanic) 
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Figure 2: % with Annual Household Income <$30,000/year 
 
 
Figure 3: % Graduated from High School (Includes Equivalency) 
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4.3 Description of Environmental Hazards 
 The project team set out to map as many environmental hazards in the city of Worcester 
as we could in seven weeks.  Using Enviromapper and other online databases we are confident 
that we identified the majority of hazards present in these Worcester neighborhoods.  We also 
included hazards identified during REC led focus groups.  Our research team identified well over 
1000 environmental hazards in the city of Worcester.  In the subsequent paragraphs we will 
describe our categories for classifying hazards which are land/waste, air, water, toxic, Superfund 
landfills/municipal incinerators, and DEP Tier sites 
4.3.1 Land/Waste Sites 
 A land hazard is defined as disposal of waste, purposefully or not, into or on to the land.  
Facilities that operate as disposal units (i.e. a landfill) are known as waste hazards and are 
/responsible for the collection, treatment and disposal of a wide range of hazardous materials.  
We chose to combine these two types of hazards for classification purposes because in almost 
every case a site fell into both definitions.   
 Sites in Worcester that are considered to be land and/or waste hazards include gas 
stations, auto repair shops, organic and nonorganic materials manufacturers, dry cleans, and 
many other business which handle chemicals.  The potential release of such chemicals in to the 
surrounding land can pose serious threats to the soil, plants and wildlife, as well as to the health 
of the citizens.  While hazards of this nature can be found throughout Worcester, our findings 
show strong concentrations of land/waste sites along Shrewsbury Street (Oak Hill and Bell Hill 
neighborhoods), Park Ave (Main South and Piedmont neighborhoods), and throughout the 
Downtown  area (Main South/ Green Island/ Business District).  There is waste collection 
facility located on Millbury Street (Quinsigamond Village neighborhood) at which waste from 
across Worcester is sorted, treated, and eventually transferred to the city’s incinerator, which is 
located nearby.  Residents living in close proximity to land and waste hazards face possible 
health risks such as cancer and birth defects.  These risks are increased if sites are not properly 
monitored and maintained. 
4.3.2 Air Hazards 
 An air hazard is defined as any pollutant in the atmosphere that is dangerous to human 
health.  A major cause of air hazards in Worcester is automobiles that combust fuel. Businesses 
in Worcester that deal with chemicals or have a larger rate of emissions also pose a threat as air 
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hazards. These substances set into the air can cause severe health risks overtime, such as asthma 
or emphysema. These air hazards are located throughout Worcester, with the highest amount 
located in the Main South and Quinsigamond Village Neighborhoods, and a high amount of air 
hazards concentrated in the Bell Hill and Oak Hill neighborhoods. This higher concentration of 
air pollution can cause serious damage to human health, particularly involving problems with the 
respiratory system, including asthma or bronchitis. In more severe cases of air pollution, 
dangerous airborne particles may even cause carcinoma, a type of lung cancer. 
4.3.3. Water Hazards 
 A water hazard is defined as any contaminants found in a source of water that is a 
potential threat to the well-being of peoples. Water hazards are dispersed throughout Worcester, 
however there aren’t any neighborhoods or specific areas in Worcester that have a high 
concentration of these hazards. Industrial or agricultural work uses many different chemicals that 
can run-off into water and cause pollution. This type of hazard poses a threat because if a city’s 
drinking water contained any dangerous contaminants, it would affect all people using that area’s 
tap water. Less severe side effects of water pollution involve flu-like symptoms, however a more 
dangerous one is birth defects caused when the mother drinks polluted while pregnant. This risk 
includes neurological problems for the child, such as delayed mental development or brain 
damage. 
4.3.4 Toxic/TURA Sites 
 A toxic waste site is defined as the excretion of any chemical substance that is hazardous 
to the surrounding environment. A TURA regulated waste site is recognized as a toxic waste site 
by the Toxic Use Reduction Act, and therefore poses a threat to the nearby environment and 
people within it.  
 Some toxic waste sites are factories that produce or dump plastic materials or any heavy 
metals, such as those found in batteries. In Worcester, there is a higher concentration of toxic 
waste sites in the Main South, Bell Hill, Oak Hill, and Quinsigamond Village neighborhoods. 
The Piedmont neighborhood also contains this type of hazard. Plants that are used for 
manufacturing or processing chemical materials release hazardous chemicals. The exposure to 
these toxins is very dangerous and can cause neurological damage, birth defects, and cancer.  
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4.3.5 Superfund Landfills/Municipal Incinerator(s) in or around Worcester (Central 
Massachusetts) 
 Three of the most common sites of waste disposal include landfills, transfer stations, 
compost piles, and incinerators. Landfills are a structures used in waste disposal that can be 
located above or below ground. When constructing a landfill the main goal is to create a location 
for disposing waste that is isolated from surrounding air and water so that pollutants from the 
waste cannot spread into external environments. Landfills generally consist of a bottom liner 
made of clay or plastic which prevents waste from contaminating soil and ground water. Trash is 
placed above this liner and then covered with soil daily to prevent air contamination. Despite 
efforts to make landfills as isolated as possible, complete isolation has not been achieved and as 
a result, landfill locations are determined by analyzing areas where they would create the least 
negative impact.  
 Transfer stations are temporary waste disposal sites where waste is brought by local 
collection vehicles and then loaded into larger vehicles. These larger vehicles then transport the 
waste to longer distance facilities such as incinerators, landfills, and compost piles.  This is done 
to reduce the costs of transportation to far away waste sites. Like waste sites, transfer stations can 
damage their surrounding environment through the release of pollutants, but they also create the 
problem of increased traffic flow where they are located.  
 Compost piles are waste sites where carbon and nitrogenous based wastes are disposed. 
By creating a pile with a proper ratio of carbon and nitrogen based wastes, these piles create an 
environment which is favorable to microorganisms. These microorganisms decompose these 
waste piles, generating heat, carbon dioxide, nitrates, and nitrites. The resulting product forms 
what is known as compost which acts as an excellent form of fertilizer that is often used by 
farmers.  
 Incinerators are structures which are designed to reduce waste by burning organic 
substances within the waste, creating ash, gas, and heat. On 331 Southwest Cutoff Rd in 
Millbury Massachusetts there exists an incinerator known as the Wheelabrator Millbury Facility. 
This sight takes in waste from over 30 communities in central Massachusetts and processes up to 
1,500 tons of waste per day. This waste is burned into ash and then transported to a landfill in 
Shrewsbury Massachusetts. This facility borders Quinsigamond Village and has the capability to 
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negatively impact the environment of this community. Therefore, this waste site warrants 
inclusion in REC’s analysis of environmental hazards for the Quinsigamond Village community. 
 4.3.6 DEP Tier Classified Sites 
 The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection requires commercial, 
municipal, industrial and private facilities to file a report for any hazardous site or spill.  The 
DEP then reviews each site and assign a compliance status based on the severity of the present 
risks.  Below are MassDEP’s definitions for both open (active) and closed compliance statuses. 
 Open/ Active Compliance 
 TIER 1A: A site/release receiving a total NRS score equal to or greater than 550. These 
sites/releases require a permit and the person undertaking response actions must do so 
under direct DEP supervision.  
 TIER 1B: A site/release receiving an NRS score of less than 550 and equal to or greater 
than 450. These sites/releases also require a permit, but response actions may be 
performed under the supervision of a Licensed Site Professional (LSP) without prior DEP 
approval. 
 TIER 1C: A site/release receiving a total NRS score of less than 450 and equal to or 
greater than 350. A site/release receiving a total NRS score of less than 350, but which 
meets any of the Tier 1 Inclusionary Criteria specified in 310 CMR 40.0520(2)(a), is also 
classified a Tier 1C. These sites/releases also require a permit, but response actions may 
be performed under the supervision of an LSP without prior DEP approval. 
 TIER 2: A site/release receiving a total NRS score of less than 350, unless the site meets 
any of the Tier 1 Inclusionary Criteria (see above). Permits are not required at Tier 2 
sites/releases and response actions may be performed under the supervision of an LSP 
without prior DEP approval. All pre-1993 transition sites that have accepted waivers are 
categorically Tier 2 sites. 
 TIER 1D: A site/release where the responsible party fails to provide a required submittal 
to DEP by a specified deadline. Note: formerly Default Tier 1B. 
 DPS (Downgradient Property Status)/ DPSTRM (DPS Terminated): A site where a 
DPS Submittal to DEP has stated that contamination on the property is coming from an 
upgradient property. 
 REMOPS (Remedy Operation Status): A site where a remedial system which relies 
upon Active Operation and Maintenance is being operated for the purpose of achieving a 
Permanent Solution. 
 DEPMOU (Memorandum of Understanding): A site/release where DEP has a 
Memorandum of Understanding or other written agreement with a responsible party. 
Closed Compliance 
 RAO (Response Action Outcome): A site/release where an RAO Statement was 
submitted. An RAO Statement asserts that response actions were sufficient to achieve a 
level of no significant risk or at least ensure that all substantial hazards were eliminated. 
 URAM: A Release Tracking Number has been assigned to a release where a Utility-
abatement Measure is being or was performed. 
 RTN Closed: Future response actions addressing the release associated with this Release 
Tracking Number (RTN) will be conducted as part of the response actions planned for the 
site under another "primary" RTN. 
Other 
 SPECPR (Special Project): The site has Special Project status. 
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            For the neighborhoods of Main South, Piedmont, Bell Hill, Oak Hill, and Quinsigamond 
Village, there are a total of 29 active sites, described in Appendix H.  A full list of MassDEP 
reporting sites including compliance status and notification date can be found in the Appendix I. 
4.3.7 Severity of Hazards 
 Initially, we would have liked to develop of scale to rank each hazard on.  This would 
have accounted for the fact that not all hazards pose the same threat, for example a dumpster 
versus a landfill.  It would also allow us to quantify the hazards in each neighborhood and assign 
a “score” which would be very comparable.   An in-depth numerically qualitative analysis such 
as this is planned as part of the next phase of the CARE Grant application process, to be carried 
out by the subsequent project team.  However we were able to compare the number of hazards to 
population and area of each neighborhood, giving us rough density figures.  These were only 
used to justify the high concentration of hazards in other Worcester neighborhoods (see Chapter 
5 Recommendations). 
4.4 Assessment of Environmental Hazards 
 The following matrix (Table 4) categorizes environmental hazards in Worcester by each 
of our five neighborhoods of focus and by type of hazard (Land/Waste, Air, Water, Toxic, DEP 
sites).   
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Table 4: Matrix - Hazards by Neighborhood 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
Land/Waste 
Hazard(s) 
Air 
Hazard(s) 
Toxic 
Hazard(s) 
Water 
Hazard(s) 
DEP Tier 
Site(s) 
MAIN 
SOUTH 
*sites are located 
primarily along 
Park Ave, Main 
St., Canterbury St. 
 
31 
land/waste 
hazards 
 
 
 
12 air 
hazards 
 
4 toxic 
hazards 
 
NO 
strictly-
water 
hazards 
2 sites w/ 
OPEN status 
26 sites w/ 
CLOSED 
status  
(9 have 
limitations)        
PIEDMONT 
*concentration of 
hazards along 
Park Ave, also 
along Chandler 
and Main St. 
 
37 
land/waste 
hazards 
 
5 air 
hazards 
 
2 toxic 
hazards 
 
NO 
strictly-
water 
hazards 
6 sites w/ 
OPEN status 
34 sites w/ 
CLOSED 
status  
(3 have 
limitations) 
BELL 
HILL 
*majority of sites  
located on/near 
Shrewsbury St. 
 
33 
land/waste 
hazards 
 
8 air 
hazards 
 
4 toxic 
hazards 
 
NO 
strictly-
water 
hazards 
6 sites w/ 
OPEN status 
47 sites w/ 
CLOSED 
status 
(6 have 
limitations) 
OAK 
HILL 
*sites are spread 
out, many located 
along Franklin St., 
Grafton St., I-290 
 
24 
land/waste 
hazards 
 
8 air 
hazards 
 
4 toxic 
hazards 
 
NO 
strictly-
water 
hazards 
5 sites w/ 
OPEN status 
49 sites w/ 
CLOSED 
status 
(4 have 
limitations) 
QUINSIG- 
AMOND 
VILLAGE 
*sites located 
primarily along 
Southbridge and 
Greenwood St. 
 
17 
land/waste 
hazards 
 
12 air 
hazards 
 
4 toxic 
hazards 
NO 
strictly-
water 
hazards 
10 sites w/ 
OPEN status 
40 sites w/ 
CLOSED 
status 
(6 have 
limitations) 
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NEIGHBORHOOD 
Land/Waste 
Hazard(s) 
Air Hazard(s) Toxic Hazard(s) Water Hazard(s) 
GRAFTON 
HILL 
 
*16 total hazards 
12 
land/waste 
hazards 
3 air 
hazards 
NO toxic 
hazards 
1 strictly-
water 
hazard 
HADWEN 
PARK 
 
*11 total hazards 
5 
land/waste 
hazards 
2 air 
hazards 
3 toxic 
hazards 
1 strictly-
water 
hazard 
NEWTON 
SQUARE 
 
*5 total hazards 
4 
land/waste 
hazards 
NO air 
hazards 
1 toxic 
hazard 
NO strictly-
water 
hazards 
WEST 
TATNUCK 
 
*12 total hazards 
10 
land/waste 
hazards 
1 air hazard 1 toxic 
hazard 
NO strictly-
water 
hazards 
BURNCOAT 
 
*2 total hazards 
1 
land/waste 
hazard 
1 air hazard NO toxic 
hazards 
NO strictly-
water 
hazards 
FOREST 
GROVE 
 
*8 total hazards 
4 
land/waste 
hazards 
1 air hazard 2 toxic 
hazards 
1 strictly-
water 
hazard 
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A complete list of all environmental hazards identified by type can be found in 
Appendices C – G.  The team has mapped all of the identified environmental hazards.  We will 
focus on each of the five neighborhoods individually, showing which type or types of hazards are 
most concerning to the residents in the area.  
4.4.1 Main South 
 
Figure 4: Map of Main South with boundaries and hazards 
The neighborhood, known as Main South is depicted by the green outline in Figure 4. 
Main South is comprised of mostly residential land bordered by three roads with dense 
commercial and industrial activity.  On the south end of Park Avenue, (at the North-West corner 
of the map in Figure 4), manufacturing companies and auto body repair shops play a large role in 
both air and waste hazards.  These seem to be the most common hazards in the Main South 
neighborhood, whose close proximity to one of Worcester’s major train terminals adds to the 
risk.   
There are also numerous manufacturing companies and auto body repair shops on Main 
Street, (at the central, northern region of Figure 4), which runs along two public parks, Clark 
University and many smaller residential streets.  Between Main Street and Canterbury Street, a 
noticeably high number of waste sites are scattered (the central region of Fig. 4), particularly the 
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Grand Street Industrial Park, which is currently registered with MassDEP as a toxic oil release 
site.  Main South contains a total of 47 active environmental hazards within an area slightly 
greater than half a square mile. 
4.4.2 Piedmont 
 
Figure 5: Map of Piedmont with boundaries and hazards 
 The highest concentration of hazardous waste sites in Piedmont occupies the strip of Park 
Avenue adjacent to Beaver Brook Park.  Though Piedmont’s land area is less than that of Main 
South, (0.52 square miles compared to 0.58 square miles for Main South), the neighborhood 
houses six commercial and municipal facilities with a MassDEP compliance status, whereas 
there are two in Main South.  Between Park Avenue and Main Street lies over 20 residential 
roads and cul-de-sacs, which are densely populated areas.  Splitting the north and south ends of 
the neighborhood is Chandler Street, an area where heavy commercial activity is responsible for 
four sites registered with MassDEP for oil and other chemical releases (Arsenic and Chromium).  
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At initial inspection, Main South and Piedmont seem to be similar in terms of size and number of 
hazards; however, Piedmont does in fact have a higher population as well as more hazards 
throughout its slightly lesser land area. 
4.4.3 Bell Hill 
 
Figure 6: Map of Bell Hill with boundaries and hazards 
With the second highest population of any of Worcester’s neighborhoods, Bell Hill is 
made up of the one square mile of land between Shrewsbury Street, a major commercial and 
industrial center, I-290 and Green Hill Park.  Along the one mile strip of Shrewsbury Street there 
are currently over 30 sites producing land, air, and toxic hazards.  These sites are mainly car 
dealerships/ repair shops and parts processing and manufacturing plants.  Several of these plants 
release hazardous chemicals that are commonly used for the production of synthetic plastics. The 
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full extent of the lasting effects these chemicals have on the environment is not entirely known, 
but they pose a serious threat to the health of nearby residents and other forms of life. 
4.4.4 Oak Hill 
 
Figure 7: Map of Oak Hill with boundaries and hazards 
The hazardous waste sites located in Oak Hill are for the most part distributed throughout 
two separate areas in the north and south ends of the neighborhoods.  Potential risks facing the 
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areas to the North are found between the dense traffic of Shrewsbury Street and Franklin Street.  
Here there exist hazards of every type, with a notably high concentration of air pollutants 
released by industrial facilities, as well as those from Worcester Union Station.  It should be 
noted that Oak Hill neighborhood is home to over 17,000 residents, the highest population of any 
Worcester neighborhood. 
4.4.5 Quinsigamond Village 
 
Figure 8: Map of Quinsigamond Village with boundaries and hazards 
 As shown in Figure 8, the area known as Quinsigamond Village spans all of southern 
Worcester between Route 146 and I-290.  Just east of I-290 is the southern end of Southbridge 
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Street, where a large number of toxic hazards are located with relatively poor MassDEP 
compliance statuses.  To the east lies Greenwood Street, another area of high risk concentration.  
Quinsigamond Village has more chemical release sites than any Worcester neighborhood, which 
subjects the nearby population to a wide range of risks from oil and lead to hydrocarbon and 
chemical emissions which are known to cause cancer.   
 Just south of Quinsigamond Village is the city’s only municipal incinerator, the Millbury 
Wheelabrator.  The facility handles many different types of waste and contains an ash/ 
demolition landfill, a soil lined landfill, as well as two incinerators which on any given day burn 
an average of 3,000,000 pounds of waste. 
4.5 Conclusion 
 The final step of our project was to compare the distribution of hazards to the 
demographic makeup of each community.  From this comparison we determined that the 
environmental hazards in Worcester are unevenly distributed with a higher density located in 
low-income, high-minority neighborhoods.  We developed a map for easy visualization of this 
phenomenon, found in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Map of ALL Environmental Hazard Distribution in Worcester, MA 
 This pattern is devastating for those individuals who live within these communities 
however it is valuable for the Regional Environmental Council.  This data will support their 
application for level 2 of the CARE Grant.  If the REC is successful in obtaining the grant, the 
funding from it will go to improve or eliminate the hazards present in these communities. 
 It is necessary to note that our project does not prove any type of causal relationship 
between the hazards present in each community and their demographic makeup; the data simply 
shows a correlation between these two factors.  A much deeper analysis into the origin of each 
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hazard would be necessary to prove that the hazards were placed there discriminatorily.  For 
now, we can only say that the burden environmental hazards create is unfairly distributed 
throughout Worcester.  
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Chapter 5: Recommendations and Conclusions 
Recommendations 
 The primary objective of our project was to provide the Regional Environmental Council 
with an analysis of the state of environmental justice in Worcester, Massachusetts. The REC’s 
goal is to then use this analysis to apply for the EPA’s CARE Grant. This grant will then be used 
to fund the REC’s efforts in eliminating or mitigating the effects of environmental hazards in the 
city of Worcester. Our project succeeded in gathering and compiling data on the demographics 
and environmental hazard distribution in thirteen Worcester communities. A more in-depth 
analysis of this data would strengthen the case for the state of environmental injustice in 
Worcester and be more useful for the grant application. 
Recommendation 1: Add to Compilation of Hazards   
 While the project team was able to compile over 1000 hazardous waste sites in 
Worcester, Massachusetts, we recognize that this is not a complete list of every site that exists.  
We urge the subsequent project team to search for more hazardous sites using new and different 
databases and local sources of information.  This can only further support the case in favor of the 
CARE Grant. 
Recommendation 2: Find Detailed Reports for Waste and Land Hazards 
 The B-Term project team was able to compile a list of over 1000 environmental hazards 
present in Worcester and we were able to look into the problem the hazard presents for the toxic, 
water and air hazards.  We attempted to research the land and waste hazards but we were unable 
to locate EPA reports for these sites.  We advise the next project team to find more information 
about each land and waste site.  This is important because in the REC’s step-by-step work plan 
for applying for the CARE Grant it says to “record all available information on each hazard or 
concern”. 
Recommendation 3: Quantitative Analysis Using Density Figures 
 At this point, we have demonstrated environmental hazard distributions in Worcester 
visually using environmental hazard maps. A numerical interpretation of this data would make it 
much easier to express quantitative evidence for environmental injustice. To do this, we suggest 
that the next project team converts the visual data into density figures which express the 
concentration of environmental hazards per unit area. Doing this will make the data for each 
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community easier to compare and provide a more accurate analysis of which communities 
possess greater environmental burdens.  
 Currently our project has treated every environmental hazard as if they pose an equal 
burden to residents, distinguishing them only by classification of land/waste, air, water, 
toxic/TURA sites, or Superfund landfills and municipal incinerators. Our classification system 
does not take into account the relative impact these hazards have on their surrounding 
communities. Therefore to create a more in-depth analysis of the burden environmental hazards 
have on Worcester communities, a ranking system could be made. This ranking system would 
rank each type of environmental hazard that we have analyzed based on how severely they 
impact the neighborhoods in which they are located.  This would help to eliminate inaccuracies 
due to inequalities in severity of environmental hazard sites.  
Recommendation 4: Further Analysis into Quinsigamond Village 
 Our research revealed that Quinsigamond Village is divided into two sections, northern 
and southern, with different demographics and environmental hazard concentrations in each. The 
northern section is wealthier and has a much lower concentration of environmental hazards than 
the poorer southern section. When analyzing the presence of environmental injustice in 
Quinsigamond Village as a whole, the average between these disparities covers up potential 
environmental injustices at a smaller level within the sub-communities of Quinsigamond Village. 
Therefore it would be beneficial to both qualitatively and quantitatively express and explain 
presence or lack of environmental injustice within one sub-section of this neighborhood. 
Recommendation 5: Investigate Indian Lake East, Downtown and Green Island 
Neighborhoods 
 Through our research we have made an interesting discovery.  We have noticed a large 
concentration of environmental hazards located in three Worcester communities known as East 
Indian Lake, Downtown Worcester and Green Island.  Figure 10 is a map of Worcester outlining 
the three neighborhoods shows that they are home to a large portion of the environmental 
hazards.  The large shape furthest north is Indian Lake East.  Directly below that is Downtown 
Worcester, which is the city’s central business district.  Green Island is the smaller southern-most 
neighborhood and consists partially of the business district and is bordered by I-290 to the east. 
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Figure 10: Indian Lake East, Downtown, and Green Island Neighborhoods 
We have also included three maps showing each neighborhood individually (Figures 11, 
12, and 13) as well as a matrix featuring each type of hazardous waste (Table 5). 
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Figure 12: Indian Lake East Figure 11: Downtown Worcester 
Figure 13: Green Island 
Figure 1 13: Indian Lake East 
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Table 5: Hazards by Neighborhood 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
Land/Waste 
Hazard(s) 
Air Hazard(s) 
Toxic 
Hazard(s) 
Water 
Hazard(s) 
DEP Tier Site(s) 
INDIAN 
LAKE EAST 
*most sites 
located along 
Park/Gold Star 
 
29 
land/waste 
hazards 
 
 
5 air 
hazards 
 
4 toxic 
hazards 
 
NO 
strictly-
water 
hazards 
10 sites w/ 
OPEN status 
 
42 sites w/ 
CLOSED status 
8 sites CLOSED 
W/LIMITATIONS 
DOWN-
TOWN 
WORC. 
*city’s business 
district; industrial 
area 
 
12 
land/waste 
hazards 
 
14 air 
hazards 
 
NO toxic 
hazards 
 
1 water 
hazard 
3 sites w/ OPEN 
status 
46 sites w/ 
CLOSED status 
3 sites CLOSED 
W/LIMITATIONS 
GREEN 
ISLAND 
*semi-urban area 
with high 
concentration of 
hazards 
 
21 
land/waste 
hazards 
 
9 air 
hazards 
 
5 toxic 
hazards 
 
1 water 
hazard 
1 site w/ OPEN 
status 
28 sites w/ 
CLOSED status 
4 sites CLOSED 
W/LIMITATIONS 
 
To compare these neighborhoods with respect to our five main neighborhoods, we have 
calculated ‘density figures’ for all eight areas.  These figures represent the total number of 
hazardous sites with respect population density, which is the total population divided by the total 
land area.  Our findings are displayed in Table 6.  
Table 6: Density Figures of Eight Neighborhoods 
Main South Piedmont Bell Hill Oak Hill Quinsig. Village Indian Lake East Downtown Green Island
Land/Waste 31 37 33 24 17 29 12 21
Air 12 5 8 8 12 5 14 9
Toxic 4 2 4 4 4 4 0 5
Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
TOTAL 47 44 45 36 33 38 27 36
Land Area (sq. mi.) 0.58 0.52 1.03 1.38 2.24 1.06 0.39 0.31
Population 9039 9847 11399 17503 9051 3794 2474 1776
Density Fig.   [sites/area] 81.03 84.62 43.69 26.09 14.73 35.85 69.23 116.13
Density Fig.   [sites/pop.]*(1000) 5.20 4.47 3.95 2.06 3.65 10.02 10.91 20.27
Compounded Density Fig.   
[sites/(pop./sq. mi)]*(1000)
3.02 2.32 4.07 2.84 8.17 10.62 4.26 6.28
 D
en
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 As you can see, the density figures for the three neighborhoods in question fit well within 
the range of those for our original five.  It is also interesting to consider that the figure for Indian 
Lake East is 10.62, which is 25% greater than any of the original five neighborhoods. 
While the team has located a number hazards in these neighborhoods much more work 
needs to be done to connect with its residents to learn more about the communities’ concerns.  
Our justification for investigating these neighborhoods is solely due to the high concentration of 
hazards.  Therefore it will be necessary to conduct a study on their demographic make-up in 
order to determine if any environmental injustice exists.  We recommend for the REC to 
organize a focus group in these neighborhoods and for future project groups to include them in 
their analysis. 
Recommendation 6: Offer Solutions to Environmental Problems 
 We believe it would be beneficial for future project teams to research and evaluate 
possible solutions and/or mitigation measures to the environmental justice problems that exist in 
Worcester.  This information would be useful to the REC if they are successful in receiving the 
CARE Grant and it is a necessary component of the grant application. It would be useful to 
include with the grant application a detailed analysis of how the funds will be used and which 
problems would be addressed.  
Conclusion 
Our findings strongly indicate the presence of environmental injustice in the city of 
Worcester, Massachusetts. The environmental hazard maps we created clearly show higher 
concentrations of hazards in lower income and higher minority neighborhoods.  These maps also 
show that our assigned communities of Oak Hill, Bell Hill, Piedmont, Quinsigamond Village, 
and Main South contain a higher concentration of environmental hazards than the majority of 
Worcester’s communities. Our data also indicates that there are lower concentrations of 
environmental hazards in higher income and lower minority communities. The highest income 
communities of Forrest Grove and West Tatnuck are shown on our map to contain the lowest 
concentration of environmental hazards. Following the definition that environmental injustice is 
the uneven distribution of environmental hazards as a result of demographic factors, these 
findings indicate that environmental injustice may exist in the city of Worcester, Massachusetts.  
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Appendix A: Density Figure Methodology 
 Using the Faber/Krieg study of the Boston area as a model, the project group will gauge 
environmental hazards on a point-scale system.  The scale gives different ranking to many types 
of hazardous sites with points ranging from 1 to 25 with a mode of 5.  The team must construct a 
way of getting a “density figure” for each neighborhood, a number that will be more comparable 
as it has taken into account more than a simple summation of SITE SEVERITY POINTS (SSPs).  
The group will look at two different possible variables for this purpose: population and total area.  
Faber and Krieg decided to use area (in square miles [mi.
2
]), which gave their final density 
figures the unit of points per square mile.  However, having a point system dependent on 
population may be more useful for a study of smaller groups like neighborhoods.  The project 
group will calculate both population-dependent and area-dependent density figures for each 
neighborhood and determine whether one method will provide more accurate results than the 
other, or if both methods give figures that are useful.  The following table, from Faber’s study, 
will act as a guide as we develop our own system. 
 
Type of Hazardous Facility or Site Points for Rating Severity of Each Site (SSPs) 
EPA National Priority List Site 25 
DEP Tier 1A Site 10 
DEP Tier 1B Site 8 
DEP Tier 1D Site 8 
DEP Tier 1C Site 6 
DEP Tier 2 Site 4 
Other DEP Sites 1 
Landfill Types (O-operating/NO- no operating)  
Ash Landfill (O) 6 
Ash Landfill (NO) 3 
Demolition Landfill (O) 6 
Demolition Landfill (NO) 3 
Illegal Site (O) 6 
Illegal Site (NO) 3 
Municipal Incinerator (O) 10 
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Municipal Incinerator (NO) 3 
Recycling Facility (O) 4 
Recycling Facility (NO) 2 
Resource Recovery Facility (O) 10 
Resource Recovery Facility (NO) 3 
Municipal Solid Waste Landfill (O) 6 
Municipal Solid Waste Landfill (NO) 3 
Sludge Landfill (O) 6 
Sludge Landfill (NO) 3 
Transfer Station (O) 6 
Transfer Station (NO) 3 
Tire Pile (all tire piles) 6 
TURA Facility 5 
 
For each neighborhood under investigation by the team, the density figure will be calculated  
using the following equations: 
Area-Dependent→                [∑ (SSPs)]/ [Area (miles2)] 
Population-Dependent→      [∑ (SSPs)]/ [Total Pop.] 
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Appendix B: Demographic Data     
Main South 
Household Income in the Past 12 Months  
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7312.03 7313 Total 
Total: 2038 1206 3244 
<$10,000 617 231 848 
$10,000-14,999 213 255 468 
$15,000-19,999 173 47 220 
$20,000-24,999 150 90 240 
$25,000-29,999 112 87 199 
$30,000-34,999 209 79 288 
$35,000-39,999 44 25 69 
$40,000-44,999 141 63 204 
$45,000-49,999 39 16 55 
$50,000-59,999 98 145 243 
$60,000-74,999 92 29 121 
$75,000-99,999 96 26 122 
$100,000-124,999 20 113 133 
$125,000-149,999 34 0 34 
$150,000-199,999 0 0 0 
>$200,000 0 0 0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Median Household Income 
in Past 12 Months 
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7312.03 7313 
Median  $  20,435.00   $  23,571.00  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Racial Composition (2010 Census) 
Census Tract: 7312.03 7313 Total 
Total Population: 5198 3841 9039 
White (Non-Hispanic) 2003 828 2831 
Hispanic/Latino 1966 2007 3973 
 
Educational Attainment (2010) 
Census Tract: 7312.03 7313 Total 
  
Pop. 
18 - 
24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Pop.  
18 - 
24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Pop.  
18 - 
24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Total Population: 1191 2773 3964 557 1898 2455 1748 4671 6419 
Less than High School  130 984 1114 140 653 793 270 1637 1907 
High School Graduate  
(includes equivalency) 
129 926 1055 142 569 711 271 1495 1766 
Some College 
642 
308 
975 212 
254 
534 854 
562 
1509 
 Associates Degree 25 68 93 
Bachelor's Degree  
or higher 
289 530 819 63 353 416 352 883 1235 
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Piedmont 
Household Income in the Past 12 Months  
(in 2009 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7314 7315 Total 
Total: 1528 1712 3240 
<$10,000 377 565 942 
$10,000-14,999 120 256 376 
$15,000-19,999 275 149 424 
$20,000-24,999 122 184 306 
$25,000-29,999 135 123 258 
$30,000-34,999 37 63 100 
$35,000-39,999 76 146 222 
$40,000-44,999 99 26 125 
$45,000-49,999 59 19 78 
$50,000-59,999 16 32 48 
$60,000-74,999 70 58 128 
$75,000-99,999 81 50 131 
$100,000-124,999 31 14 45 
$125,000-149,999 0 17 17 
$150,000-199,999 21 0 21 
>$200,000 9 10 19 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Median Household Income in Past 12 Months  
(in 2009 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7314 7315 
Median  $    19,775.00   $    16,151.00  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Racial Composition (2010 Census) 
Census Tract: 7314 7315 Total 
Total Population: 4673 5174 9847 
White (Non-Hispanic) 997 1601 2598 
Hispanic/Latino 2428 2419 4847 
 
Educational Attainment (2010) 
Census Tract: 7314 7315 Total 
  
Pop.  
18 - 
24 
Pop. 
25 + 
Total 
Pop.  
18 - 
24 
Pop. 
25 + 
Total 
Pop.  
18 - 
24 
Pop. 
25 + 
Total 
Total Population: 409 2497 2906 435 2650 3085 844 5147 5991 
Less than High School  48 926 974 88 1155 1243 136 2081 2217 
High School Graduate  
(includes equivalency) 
280 729 1009 130 790 920 410 1519 1929 
Some College 
81 
444 
607 139 
273 
481 220 
717 
1088 
Associates Degree 82 69 151 
Bachelor's Degree  
or higher 
0 315 315 78 363 441 78 678 756 
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Bell Hill 
Household Income in the Past 12 Months  
(in 2009 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7318 7319 Total 
Total: 2526 1791 4317 
<$10,000 564 421 985 
$10,000-14,999 365 245 610 
$15,000-19,999 145 116 261 
$20,000-24,999 209 67 276 
$25,000-29,999 57 96 153 
$30,000-34,999 202 162 364 
$35,000-39,999 154 135 289 
$40,000-44,999 72 91 163 
$45,000-49,999 129 10 139 
$50,000-59,999 83 180 263 
$60,000-74,999 124 69 193 
$75,000-99,999 250 112 362 
$100,000-124,999 80 52 132 
$125,000-149,999 75 6 81 
$150,000-199,999 17 10 27 
>$200,000 0 19 19 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Median Household Income in Past 12 Months  
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7318 7319 
Median  $     23,059.00   $      30,663.00  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Racial Composition (2010 Census) 
Census Tract: 7318 7319 Total 
Total Population: 6172 5227 11399 
White (Non-Hispanic) 2635 1774 4409 
Hispanic/Latino 2295 1960 4255 
 
Educational Attainment (2010) 
Census Tract: 7318 7319 Total 
  
Pop. 
18 - 
24 
Pop. 
25 + 
Total 
Pop. 
18 - 
24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Pop.  
18 - 
24 
Pop. 
25 + 
Total 
Total Population: 743 3824 4567 710 2962 3672 1453 6786 8239 
Less than High School  195 1013 1208 103 604 707 298 1617 1915 
High School Graduate  
(includes equivalency) 
322 1400 1722 377 1229 1606 699 2629 3328 
Some College 
192 
551 
884 132 
400 
760 324 
951 
1644 
 Associates Degree 141 228 369 
Bachelor's Degree  
or higher 
34 719 753 98 498 596 132 1217 1349 
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Oak Hill 
 
Household Income in the Past 12 Months  
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7322.03 7324 7326 7327 Total: 
Total: 1141 2329 1633 1628 6731 
<$10,000 98 310 131 104 643 
$10,000-14,999 66 312 61 208 647 
$15,000-19,999 46 106 131 54 337 
$20,000-24,999 41 189 65 127 422 
$25,000-29,999 25 229 125 83 462 
$30,000-34,999 38 242 133 148 561 
$35,000-39,999 103 59 64 61 287 
$40,000-44,999 77 104 127 73 381 
$45,000-49,999 36 42 21 40 139 
$50,000-59,999 145 117 190 165 617 
$60,000-74,999 141 131 226 187 685 
$75,000-99,999 173 189 209 162 733 
$100,000-124,999 87 165 23 79 354 
$125,000-149,999 57 65 53 99 274 
$150,000-199,999 7 69 28 27 131 
>$200,000 1 0 46 11 58 
 
Median Household Income in Past 12 Months  
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7318 7319 
Median  $     23,059.00   $      30,663.00  
 
Racial Composition (2010 Census) 
Census Tract: 7318 7319 Total 
Total Population: 6172 5227 11399 
White (Non-Hispanic) 2635 1774 4409 
Hispanic/Latino 2295 1960 4255 
 
Educational Attainment (2010) 
Census Tract: 7318 7319 Total 
  
Pop. 
18 - 
24 
Pop. 
25 + 
Total 
Pop. 
18 - 
24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Pop.  
18 - 
24 
Pop. 
25 + 
Total 
Total Population: 743 3824 4567 710 2962 3672 1453 6786 8239 
Less than High School  195 1013 1208 103 604 707 298 1617 1915 
High School Graduate  
(includes equivalency) 
322 1400 1722 377 1229 1606 699 2629 3328 
Some College 
192 
551 
884 132 
400 
760 324 
951 
1644 
 Associates Degree 141 228 369 
Bachelor's Degree  
or higher 
34 719 753 98 498 596 132 1217 1349 
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Quinsigamond Village 
 
Household Income in the Past 12 Months  
(in 2009 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7329.01 7329.02 Total 
Total: 2912 19 2931 
<$10,000 261 0 261 
$10,000-14,999 286 0 286 
$15,000-19,999 244 0 244 
$20,000-24,999 145 0 145 
$25,000-29,999 111 0 111 
$30,000-34,999 114 0 114 
$35,000-39,999 151 9 160 
$40,000-44,999 130 0 130 
$45,000-49,999 94 0 94 
$50,000-59,999 340 0 340 
$60,000-74,999 220 10 230 
$75,000-99,999 329 0 329 
$100,000-124,999 207 0 207 
$125,000-149,999 106 0 106 
$150,000-199,999 109 0 109 
>$200,000 72 0 72 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Median Household Income in Past 12 Months  
(in 2009 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census 
Tract: 
7329.01 7329.02 
Median  $      45,663.00   $           67,625.00  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Racial Composition (2010 Census) 
Census Tract: 7329.01 7329.02 Total 
Total Population: 6592 2459 9051 
White (Non-Hispanic) 4074 1993 6067 
Hispanic/Latino 1116 210 1326 
 
Educational Attainment (2010) 
Census Tract: 7329.01 7329.02 Total 
  
Pop. 
18 - 
24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Pop. 
18 - 
24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Pop.  
18 - 
24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Total Population: 1068 4473 5541 2821 9 2830 3889 4482 8371 
Less than High School  141 698 839 0 0 0 141 698 839 
High School Graduate  
(includes equivalency) 
154 1615 1769 536 9 545 690 1624 2314 
Some College 
696 
850 
1868 2285 
0 
2285 2981 
850 
4153 
 Associates Degree 322 0 322 
Bachelor's Degree  
or higher 
77 989 1066 0 0 0 77 989 1066 
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Green Island 
 
Household Income in the Past 12 Months  
(in 2009 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7325 
Total: 668 
<$10,000 54 
$10,000-14,999 79 
$15,000-19,999 55 
$20,000-24,999 61 
$25,000-29,999 14 
$30,000-34,999 68 
$35,000-39,999 6 
$40,000-44,999 108 
$45,000-49,999 0 
$50,000-59,999 42 
$60,000-74,999 107 
$75,000-99,999 38 
$100,000-124,999 0 
$125,000-149,999 9 
$150,000-199,999 27 
>$200,000 0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Median Household Income in Past 12 Months  
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7325 
Median  $                  31,058  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Racial Composition (2010 Census) 
Census Tract: 7325 
Total Population: 1776 
White (Non-Hispanic) 679 
Hispanic/Latino 694 
 
Educational Attainment (2010) 
Census Tract: 7325 
  
Pop. 
18 - 24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Total Population: 147 1035 1182 
Less than High School  43 328 371 
High School Graduate  
(includes equivalency) 
54 346 400 
Some College 
50 
206 
268 
 Associates Degree 12 
Bachelor's Degree  
or higher 
0 142 142 
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West Tatnuck 
 
Household Income in the Past 12 Months  
(in 2009 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7307 
Total: 2802 
<$10,000 93 
$10,000-14,999 58 
$15,000-19,999 53 
$20,000-24,999 204 
$25,000-29,999 61 
$30,000-34,999 59 
$35,000-39,999 145 
$40,000-44,999 159 
$45,000-49,999 56 
$50,000-59,999 263 
$60,000-74,999 383 
$75,000-99,999 504 
$100,000-124,999 194 
$125,000-149,999 168 
$150,000-199,999 177 
>$200,000 225 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Median Household Income in Past 12 Months  
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7307 
Median  $                       69,280  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Racial Composition (2010 Census) 
Census Tract: 7307 
Total Population: 6803 
White (Non-Hispanic) 5509 
Hispanic/Latino 371 
 
Educational Attainment (2010) 
Census Tract: 7307 
  
Pop. 
18 - 24 
Pop. 
25 + 
Total 
Total Population: 421 4923 5344 
Less than High School  4 379 383 
High School Graduate  
(includes equivalency) 
105 1058 1163 
Some College 
248 
783 
1390 
 Associates Degree 359 
Bachelor's Degree  
or higher 
64 2343 2407 
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Hadwen Park 
 
Household Income in the Past 12 Months  
(in 2009 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7331.01 
Total: 877 
<$10,000 33 
$10,000-14,999 25 
$15,000-19,999 24 
$20,000-24,999 51 
$25,000-29,999 15 
$30,000-34,999 57 
$35,000-39,999 11 
$40,000-44,999 73 
$45,000-49,999 47 
$50,000-59,999 101 
$60,000-74,999 101 
$75,000-99,999 161 
$100,000-124,999 114 
$125,000-149,999 36 
$150,000-199,999 16 
>$200,000 12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Median Household Income in Past 12 Months  
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7331.01 
Median  $                              60,089  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Racial Composition (2010 Census) 
Census Tract: 7331.01 
Total Population: 2058 
White (Non-Hispanic) 1517 
Hispanic/Latino 255 
 
Educational Attainment (2010) 
Census Tract: 7331.01 
  
Pop. 
18 - 24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Total Population: 192 1414 1606 
Less than High School  19 133 152 
High School Graduate  
(includes equivalency) 
66 534 600 
Some College 
86 
305 
467 
 Associates Degree 76 
Bachelor's Degree  
or higher 
21 363 384 
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Grafton Hill 
 
Household Income in the Past 12 Months  
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7323.01 7323.02 Total 
Total: 1742 1724 3466 
<$10,000 75 166 241 
$10,000-14,999 102 104 206 
$15,000-19,999 76 86 162 
$20,000-24,999 109 92 201 
$25,000-29,999 53 28 81 
$30,000-34,999 20 56 76 
$35,000-39,999 117 76 193 
$40,000-44,999 70 85 155 
$45,000-49,999 99 171 270 
$50,000-59,999 199 118 317 
$60,000-74,999 142 188 330 
$75,000-99,999 350 255 605 
$100,000-124,999 155 120 275 
$125,000-149,999 101 29 130 
$150,000-199,999 13 150 163 
>$200,000 61 0 61 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Median Household Income in Past 12 Months  
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7323.01 7323.02 
Median  $     57,318.00   $      49,942.00  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Racial Composition (2010 Census) 
Census Tract: 7323.01 7323.02 Total 
Total Population: 4155 3902 8057 
White (Non-Hispanic) 3180 2474 5654 
Hispanic/Latino 325 669 994 
 
Educational Attainment (2010) 
Census Tract: 7323.01 7323.02 Total 
  
Pop. 
18 - 24 
Pop. 
25 + 
Total 
Pop. 
18 - 24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Pop.  
18 - 24 
Pop  
25 + 
Total 
Total Population: 188 3105 3293 578 2643 3221 766 5748 6514 
Less than High School  26 248 274 37 396 433 63 644 707 
High School Graduate  
(includes equivalency) 
101 990 1091 118 774 892 219 1764 1983 
Some College 
34 
689 
962 308 
370 
763 342 
1059 
1725 
 Associates Degree 239 85 324 
Bachelor's Degree  
or higher 
27 935 962 115 1018 1133 142 1953 2095 
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Newton Square 
Household Income in the Past 12 Months  
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7308.02 7309.01 Total 
Total: 826 1302 2128 
<$10,000 91 134 225 
$10,000-14,999 37 65 102 
$15,000-19,999 23 83 106 
$20,000-24,999 0 54 54 
$25,000-29,999 0 10 10 
$30,000-34,999 13 62 75 
$35,000-39,999 34 22 56 
$40,000-44,999 59 25 84 
$45,000-49,999 36 25 61 
$50,000-59,999 97 108 205 
$60,000-74,999 96 133 229 
$75,000-99,999 122 276 398 
$100,000-124,999 100 143 243 
$125,000-149,999 69 19 88 
$150,000-199,999 19 115 134 
>$200,000 30 28 58 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Median Household Income in Past 12 Months  
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census 
Tract: 7308.02 7309.01 
Median 
 $           
60,878.00  
 $           
58,287.00  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Racial Composition (2010 Census) 
Census Tract: 7308.02 7309.01 Total 
Total Population: 2046 3404 5450 
White (Non-Hispanic) 1680 2883 4563 
Hispanic/Latino 145 210 355 
 
Educational Attainment (2010) 
Census Tract: 7308.02 7309.01 Total 
  
Pop. 
18 - 
24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Pop.  
18 - 
24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Pop.  
18 - 
24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Total Population: 103 1317 1420 375 2610 2985 478 3927 4405 
Less than High School  0 45 45 12 232 244 12 277 289 
High School Graduate  
(includes equivalency) 
10 306 316 122 606 728 132 912 1044 
Some College 
84 
163 
368 234 
436 
824 318 
599 
1192 
 Associates Degree 121 154 275 
Bachelor's Degree  
or higher 
9 684 693 7 1182 1189 16 1866 1882 
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Forest Grove 
 
Household Income in the Past 12 Months  
(in 2009 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7306 
Total: 2970 
<$10,000 171 
$10,000-14,999 84 
$15,000-19,999 119 
$20,000-24,999 117 
$25,000-29,999 53 
$30,000-34,999 92 
$35,000-39,999 115 
$40,000-44,999 181 
$45,000-49,999 101 
$50,000-59,999 202 
$60,000-74,999 293 
$75,000-99,999 456 
$100,000-124,999 328 
$125,000-149,999 224 
$150,000-199,999 275 
>$200,000 159 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Median Household Income in Past 12 Months  
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7306 
Median  $                           74,457  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Racial Composition (2010 Census) 
Census Tract: 7306 
Total Population: 8799 
White (Non-Hispanic) 7545 
Hispanic/Latino 358 
 
Educational Attainment (2010) 
Census Tract: 7306 
  
Pop. 
18 - 24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Total Population: 2345 5077 7422 
Less than High School  47 213 260 
High School Graduate  
(includes equivalency) 
753 985 1738 
Some College 
1440 
767 
2659 
 Associates Degree 452 
Bachelor's Degree  
or higher 
106 2660 2766 
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Burncoat 
Household Income in the Past 12 Months  
(in 2009 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7302 
Total: 2557 
<$10,000 50 
$10,000-14,999 146 
$15,000-19,999 51 
$20,000-24,999 74 
$25,000-29,999 132 
$30,000-34,999 77 
$35,000-39,999 88 
$40,000-44,999 85 
$45,000-49,999 221 
$50,000-59,999 264 
$60,000-74,999 397 
$75,000-99,999 334 
$100,000-124,999 275 
$125,000-149,999 134 
$150,000-199,999 166 
>$200,000 63 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Median Household Income in Past 12 
Months  
(in 2010 inflation-adjusted dollars) 
Census Tract: 7302 
Median  $                   63,854  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Racial Composition (2010 Census) 
Census Tract: 7302 
Total Population: 5583 
White (Non-Hispanic) 4403 
Hispanic/Latino 435 
 
Educational Attainment (2010) 
Census Tract: 7302 
  
Pop. 
18 - 24 
Pop.  
25 + 
Total 
Total Population: 430 4387 4817 
Less than High School  0 215 215 
High School Graduate  
(includes equivalency) 
127 1338 1465 
Some College 
218 
728 
1442 
 Associates Degree 496 
Bachelor's Degree 
or higher 
85 1610 1695 
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Appendix C: Toxic Hazards 
Status 
   
Operating 
   
Temporarily Closed 
   
Permanently Closed 
   
Unknown 
   
          
Address 
 
Type of Hazard(s) 
 
 
Place/Business Problem Status 
41 Sutton Lane  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
AA Brunell 
Electroplating CO 
shipment of waste Unknown 
100 Research Drive  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Abbot Bioresearch 
Center 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions 
below  
major threshold 
Operating 
363 Franklin St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
Advance Plating 
Corp AND Hi-Tech 
Gold Plating Corp. 
shipment of waste Unknown 
360 Franklin St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
David Clark Co Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions 
below  
major threshold 
Operating 
116 Worcester Rd  
Grafton, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Aggregate Industries 
Concretes 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions 
below  
major threshold 
Operating 
Millbury St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic 
Aggregate Industries 
Concretes 
shipment of waste Unknown 
115 Northeast 
Cutoff  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Water AND 
Waste AND Land 
Allegro 
Microsystems Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions 
below  
major threshold 
Operating 
4 Westec Drive  
Auburn, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
Allied Machined 
Products Corp 
shipment of waste Unknown 
1 Innovation Drive  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
Alpha-Beta 
Technology 
shipment of waste Unknown 
104 Lamartine St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Land 
Angelica Textile 
Services 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
50 Gardner St  
Worcrester, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
Astro Wire & Cable 
Corp 
shipment of waste Unknown 
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4 Latti Farm Rd  
Millbury, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Bay State Circuits Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
12 Latti Farm Rd  
Millbury, MA 
Toxic 
Cameron 
International Corp 
shipment of waste Unknown 
284 Grove St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Bodycote Thermal 
Processing 
shipment of waste AND 
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
1537 Grafton Rd  
Millbury, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
Caledonian Alloys shipment of waste Unknown 
1535 Grafton Rd  
Millbury, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
FIBA Technologies 
shipment of waste AND 
potential uncontrolled 
emissions AND potential 
emissions below  
major threshold 
Operating 
20 N. Main St  
North Grafton, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
Washington Mills  
Electro Minerals 
Corporation 
shipment of waste AND 
 potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
244 Worcester St  
Grafton, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Water AND 
Waste AND Land 
Wyman Gordon 
Plant 
shipment of waste AND  
actual or potential 
emissions 
Operating 
692 Millbury St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Castrol Heavy Duty 
Lubricants 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Permanently  
closed 
10 New Bond St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Cincinnati Milacron-
Heald Corp 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Permanently  
closed 
1 New Bond St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Water AND 
Waste AND Land 
St Gobain Sbrasives  
Ceramics & Plastics 
shipment of waste AND 
actual or potential 
emissions AND potential 
uncontrolled emissions 
Operating 
115 Stafford St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Concord Wire Co Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Temporarily  
closed 
243 Stafford St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
GF Wright Steel & 
Wire 
shipment of waste AND 
 potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Temporarily  
closed 
1001 Southbridge St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste 
Cookson 
Performance Plastics  
AND Polar 
Beverages 
shipment of waste AND 
 potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Permanently  
closed 
1075 Southbridge St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic Northeast Display shipment of waste Unknown 
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340-358 Park Ave  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
Coppus Engineering 
Corp 
shipment of waste Unknown 
175 James St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Creative Packaging 
and Paper 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
53 Millbrook St  
Suite 2  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
ECM Plastics Inc shipment of waste Unknown 
95 Grand St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Eddington Thread 
Manufacturing 
shipment of waste AND  
actual or potential 
emissions AND potential 
uncontrolled emissions 
Operating 
2-14 Kansas St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic 
Environmental Inks 
& Coatings 
shipment of waste Unknown 
160 Fremont St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
FAPL Corp 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
33 Arctic St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Flexographic Inc 
shipment of waste AND 
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
112 Harding St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
GKN Sinter Metals 
Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
705 Plantation St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Goddard Valve 
Corporation 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
717 Plantation St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Saint Gobain 
Performance Plastics 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions 
below  
major threshold 
Operating 
150 Goddard  
Memorial Dr  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Heinrich Ceramic 
Decal Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
unknown class of volatile  
organic compounds 
Permanently  
closed 
125 Goddard  
Memorial Dr  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Madison Cable Corp 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions 
below  
major threshold 
Operating 
110 Goddard  
Memorial Dr  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Pan Glo 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions 
below  
major threshold 
Operating 
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35 New St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Independent Plating 
Co Inc AND  
Worcester  MFG Inc 
generation AND  
shipment of waste 
Unknown 
508 Boston 
Turnpike  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Industrial Polymers 
& Chemicals Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions 
below  
major threshold AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
Millbury  
Industry Park  
Millbury, MA 
Toxic 
JEN Manufacturing 
Inc 
shipment of waste Unknown 
10 Nebraska St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
John J Adams Die 
Corp 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
35 Sword St  
Auburn, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Kadant Solutions Div 
shipment of waste AND  
actual or potential 
emissions AND potential 
uncontrolled emissions 
Operating 
28 Sword St  
Auburn, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Montrose CDT 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions 
below  
major threshold 
Permanently  
closed 
14 Sword St  
Auburn, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
New England Metal 
Treating Co 
shipment of waste Unknown 
33 Hermon St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
Killeen Machine Tool 
Co Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
40 Rockdale St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Komtek 
Technologies 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
54 Rockdale St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Vellumoid Corp 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Temporarily  
closed 
20 Rockdale St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
Walker Osco Inc shipment of waste Unknown 
15 Sagamore Rd  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
L&J of New England 
Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
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677 Cambridge St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Lutco Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions AND potential 
emissions below  
major threshold 
Operating 
641 Cambridge St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic 
Wachusett Wire  
Company Inc 
shipment of waste Unknown 
640 Lincoln St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
METSO Automation 
USA Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Permanently  
closed 
42-46 Bowditch Dr  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
METSO Automation 
USA Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions 
below 
 major threshold 
Operating 
333 South St  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
MKE Peripherals of 
America Inc  
AND Advanced 
Microsensors 
shipment of waste Unknown 
40 Crescent St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Morgan 
Construction 
(Siemens) 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions 
below  
major threshold 
Operating 
31 Garden St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
New Garden Park 
generation of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Permanently  
closed 
43 Hammond St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
New Method Plating 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
10 Mann St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
New York Twist Drill 
Inc 
shipment of waste Unknown 
119 Dewey St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
Parker & Harper 
MFG 
shipment of waste Unknown 
84 Prescott St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Parker Metals 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Temporarily  
closed 
42A Harlow St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
Peterson Spring Co  
Commonwealth 
Plant 
shipment of waste Unknown 
530 Turnpike Rd  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
PHALO shipment of waste Unknown 
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1 Agrand St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
Rand Whitney 
Container LLC 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
19 McKeon Rd  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Robinson Thread 
Company 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Permanently  
closed 
38 Austin St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic Sonju Corporation shipment of waste Unknown 
149 Washington St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Stanley Tools 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Temporarily  
closed 
324 Clark St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Waste 
AND Land 
Unitrode Corp Micro 
Networks 
shipment of waste Unknown 
7 B St  
Auburn, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
WOLFCOACH 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions 
below  
major threshold 
Permanently  
closed 
160 Gold Star Blvd  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Wright Line Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions 
below  
major threshold 
Operating 
105 Madison St  
Worcester, MA 
Toxic AND Air 
AND Waste AND 
Land 
Wyman Gordon Co 
shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled 
emissions 
Operating 
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Appendix D: Water Hazards 
Activity Status 
   
Effective   
   
Expired   
   
Terminated   
   
Continued   
   
Unknown   
   
          
Address 
Type of 
Hazard(s) 
Place/Business Problem 
Activity  
Status 
Crane St  
Worcester, MA 
Water 
City of Worcester  
MS4 Outfall 
-Crane Street 
  Unknown 
382 Plantation St  
Worcester, MA 
Water 
City of Worcester  
MS4 Outfall 
-Plantation Street 
  Unknown 
Suntaug Rd  
Worcester, MA 
Water 
City of Worcester  
MS4 Outfall 
-Suntaug Rd 
  Unknown 
70 Quinsigamond 
Ave  
Worcester, MA 
Water 
Combined  
Sewer Overflow  
Treatment Facility 
Raw Sewage Influent 
AND  
effluent gross (rainfall) 
Expired 
92 South Main St  
Holden, MA 
Water Deer Run Subdivision   Unknown 
50 Eastern Point Dr  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Water 
Eastern Point  
Condiminiums 
  Unknown 
727 Salisbury St  
Worcester, MA 
Water 
Salisbury Hill  
Townhouse 
Community 
  Unknown 
177 South St  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Water Sunward Manor   Unknown 
70 Fremont St  
Worcester, MA 
Water AND  
Waste AND  
Land 
True Plastics, Inc 
Effluent gross (chlorine)  
AND shipment of waste 
Terminated 
50 Route 20  
Millbury, MA 
Water AND  
Waste 
Upper Blackstone  
Wastewater  
Treatment Plant 
Effluent gross  
(ceriodaphnia)  
AND shipment of waste 
Effective 
88 Wallace Avenue  
Auburn, MA 
Water Wallace Avenue Site   Unknown 
Walsh Avenue  
Auburn, MA 
Water Walsh Avenue W T F Effluent gross (chlorine) Expired 
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Citywide  
Worcester, MA 
Water 
Worcester Stormwater  
Prevention Plan 
  Unknown 
71 Stonehouse Hill 
Rd  
Holden, MA 
Water 
Worcester Water  
Filtration Plant 
Effluent gross  
(ceriodaphnia, chlorine) 
Continued 
Rte 122 St  
Millbury, MA 
Water AND  
Waste 
Wyman Gordon  
Company 
Effluent gross  
(ceriodaphnia, aluminum)  
AND shipment of waste 
Expired 
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Appendix E: Air Hazards 
Status 
   
Operating   
   
Temporarily Closed   
   
Permanently Closed   
   
          
Address 
Type of  
Hazard(s) 
Place/Business Problem Status 
1017 Southbridge St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
1017 Southbridge  
Associates 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
60 Franklin St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 60 Franklin St Realty potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
62 Washington St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
62 Washington St  
Realty Trust 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
69 Hammond St  
Worcester, MA 
Air   potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
9 Norwich St  
Worcester, MA 
Air   
potential uncontrolled emissions  
(volatile organic compounds) 
Permanently  
Closed 
620 Park Ave  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Land 
AD Worcester potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
333 South St Bld 2  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND 
Land 
Advanced Microsensors 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
47 Washington St  
Auburn, MA 
Air Alfred L Brown Co potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
7 Island Rd  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
All Faiths Cemetery &  
Crematory 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
 AND potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Operating 
70 Quinsigamond 
Ave  
Worcester, MA 
Air AM Castle & Company 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Permanently  
Closed 
15 Hope Ave  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
American Pressed  
Aluminum Co 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Temporarily  
Closed 
1040 Southbridge St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Anderson Products 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
25-40 Yorkshire Ter  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air Ashford Crossing potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
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500 Salisbury St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Assumption College 
potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Operating 
35-50 Lagrange St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Atlantic Ball Valve potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
99 Auburn St  
Auburn, MA 
Air Auburn High School potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
110 Shore Dr  
Worcester, MA 
Air Bancroft School potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
72 Plantation St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Barstow Corporation potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
1 Maple Ave  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air Beal School potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
530 Boston Tpk 
Ashburnham, MA 
Air Belden potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
17 Hermon St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Bliss Industries potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
700 Plantation St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Body Shop World 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
651 Lake St  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Boston Power  
Crushing Corp 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
160 Southbridge St 
Auburn, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Brady Built of  
New England 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
Brussels St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Brussels Development potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
44 Brigham Hill Rd  
Grafton, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Burgess Investment Co 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
AND shipment of waste 
Temporarily  
Closed 
135 Burncoat St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Burncoat Middle School potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
179 Burncoat St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Burncoat Sr High 
School 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
490 Main St  
Leicester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Cable Service Co AND  
Iroquois Chemicals Inc 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
365 Plantation St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Land 
Cambridge Biotech potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
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49 Sword St  
Auburn, MA 
Air Casella Waste Systems potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
1 Chadwick Square 
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Chadwick Partners OR  
Woodbury&Company 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
525 Chandler St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Chandler Magnet  
School 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
334 South St  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Charles River  
Laboratories 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
99 Crescent St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
CK Smith & Company  
Fuel Oil 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
950 Main St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Clark University 
actual or potential emissions AND  
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Operating 
72 Coes St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Coes Knife Co potential uncontrolled emissions 
Temporarily  
Closed 
One College St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND 
Waste 
AND  
Land 
College of the  
Holy Cross 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste  
AND potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Operating 
51-53 Hermon St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Come Play Products potential uncontrolled emissions 
Temporarily  
Closed 
340 Main St  
Suite 600  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Commerce Associates  
Management 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Operating 
181 Greenwood St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Continental  
Consolidated  
Industries 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste  
AND potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Permanently  
Closed 
344 Park Ave  
Worcester, MA 
Air Coppus Engineering potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
10 Webster Place  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Coyne Textile Services 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
616 Chandler St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Cumberland Farms 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
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7 Canterbury St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Davids Service 
Company 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
Route 56  
Leicester, MA 
Air Doelcam Display Inc potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
Greenwood St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
DPW Landfill  
Gas to Energy Proj. 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
42 Harlow St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND 
Land 
Durham School 
Services  
AND  
Rockwood Land Trust 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
222 Harrington Way  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Ecotarium 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste  
AND potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Operating 
375 Airport Dr  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND 
Land 
Worcester Regional  
Airport 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
189 May St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Fairlawn Hospital 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
381 Plantation St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND 
 and 
Five Biotech 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
377 Plantation St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Four Biotech 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Temporarily  
Closed 
18 Grafton St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
General Tool Inc 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
41 Fremont St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
GHM Industries 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently 
Closed 
321 Park Ave  
Worcester, MA 
Air Gibbs Oil Co potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
19 Floral St  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air Green Thumb THE potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
35-B New St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Heffernan Press  
Incorporated 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Temporarily  
Closed 
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1148 Main St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Hess Gas Station 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
70 Winter St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Heywood Building potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
70 Southbridge St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Holiday Inn 122 potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
85 Millbury St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Homart Division/ 
MUIR AND Oscars  
Cleaner & Repairs 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
69 Main St  
Leicester, MA 
Air Hub Fabric Leather Co potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
330 Franklin St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Interstate Brake Co 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Temporarily  
Closed 
Millbury Indust Park  
Millbury MA 
Air JEN Manufacturing Inc 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste  
AND potential emissions below 
major threshold 
Operating 
75 Quinsigamond 
Ave  
Worcester, MA 
Air John Nissen Baking C potential uncontrolled emissions 
Temporarily 
 Closed 
26 Southbridge St  
Auburn, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Jonstar Realty Corp/ 
Northeast Display Inc/ 
Crystal R&D/  
Churchill Coatings 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
Worcester Center  
Worcester, MA 
Air Jordan Marsh Co potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
156 Goddard Mem 
Dr  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Kinefac Corp 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
10 Coppage Dr  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Lavigne Press Inc 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
280 Greenwood  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Lewcott Sandman Co 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
Country Club Blvd  
Worcester, MA 
Air Lincoln Village potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
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37 Pleasant Valley Dr  
Worcester, MA 
Air Lincoln Village potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
50 Skyline Dr  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
MA Army  
National Guard 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
3 Bancroft St  
Auburn , MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
MA Turnpike Authority  
Maintenance 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
118 Harding St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Mass Steel  
Treating Co 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
939 Southbridge St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Massachusetts  
Electic  
Worcester 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
281 Lincoln St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
MCCM Hahnemann 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
Memorial School Dr  
Leicester, MA 
Air Memorial School potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
Route 56  
Leicester, MA 
Air 
Millbrook  
Distributors Inc 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
331 Southwest 
Cutoff  
Millbury, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Millbury Resource  
Recovery Facility 
actual or potential emissions AND  
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Operating 
600 Boston Turnpike  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air Monarch Spring MFG potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
15 Belmont St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Morgan Construction potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
220 Brooks St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
NEDCO 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
35 Nelson Pl  
Worcester, MA 
Air Nelson Place School potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
15 Chestnut St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
New England Tele 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste  
AND potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Temporarily  
Closed 
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38 Harlow St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
New Street  
Realty Corp 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
98 Tainter St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Nine Points  
Woodworking Inc 
potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Operating 
150 Harrington Way  
Worcester, MA 
Air North High School potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
131 Southbridge St  
Auburn, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Northeast Foods Inc  
AND  
NOVA Services Inc 
shipment of waste AND  
potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Permanently  
Closed 
555 Plantation St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Notre Dame Dulac potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
104 Randolph Rd  
Worcester, MA 
Air Odd Fellows Home potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
185 Park Ave  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Park Avenue Mobil 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
150 Grove St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Parker Realty  
Corporation 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
99 Hope Ave  
Worcester, MA 
Air POBCO Inc potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently 
Closed 
145 Brooks St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Pratt & Whitney Co 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
27 Mechanic St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Putnam & Thurstons potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
670 Boylston St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Quinsigamond 
Community College 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Operating 
42 Southbridge St  
Auburn, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Redman Card  
Clothing Co 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
1 Duncan Ave  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Reed & Prince MFG Co 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
500 Lincoln St  
Worcester, MA 
Air REP VI Hotel Worcester potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
65 Tainter St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND 
Land 
Rice Barton Corp potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
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45 McKeon Rd  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Riley Power Inc 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
50 Lagrange St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Roosevelt School potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
48 Mason St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Royal Institl Linen potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
180 Grove St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Rural Cemetery 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Operating 
120 Mayfield St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
S Ralph Cross &  
Sons Inc 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
34 Mechanic St  
Room 20  
Worcester, MA 
Air Safety Fund potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
760 Millbury St  
Worcester, MA 
Air SamJay Realty Trust potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
8 Latti Farm Rd  
Millbury, MA 
Air 
Service Tire  
Truck Center 
potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Temporarily  
Closed 
One Envelope Ter  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Sheppard  
Envelope Co 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
15 Sheridan Dr  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air Sherican Apts potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
May St  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air 
Shrewsbury  
Coolidge 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
518 Rear Boston Tpk  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air 
Shrewsbury  
Electric and 
Cable Operations 
actual or potential emissions Operating 
64 Holden St  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air 
Shrewsbury  
High School 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
45 Oak St  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air Shrewsbury HS potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
101 Plantation St  
Worcester, MA 
Air St Francis Home potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
25 Southgate St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Land 
Standard Foundry  
AND 
Torwel Industries 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Temporarily  
Closed 
65 Armory St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Land 
Stanson Inc potential uncontrolled emissions 
Temporarily  
Closed 
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14 Richards St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Sullivan  
Middle School 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
1099 Grafton St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Sunoco  
Service Station 
Grafton St 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
1083 Pleasant St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Tatnuck Magnet  
School 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
207 Greenwood St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Technology  
Container Corp 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
15 Coppage Dr  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Thermalcast 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
3 Washburn Sq  
Leicester, MA 
Air Town Hall Building potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
406 Chandler St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Towne and Country  
Cleansing Craftsmen 
potential emissions below  
major threshold  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
57 Union St  
Worcester, MA 
Air TSI Mason Research potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
222 Maple St  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Umass Med School  
Shrewsbury Campus 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
55 Lake Ave North  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Umass Medical School 
actual or potential emissions  
AND shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Operating 
373 Plantation St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Umass Medical School  
Biotech 2 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
119 Belmont St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Umass Memorial  
Med Center 
potential emissions below  
major threshold  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
315 Hartford Tpk  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
United Parcel  
Service 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
18 Chestnut St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Unum-Provident  
Company 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
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50 Route 20  
Millbury, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Upper Blackstone  
Wastewater  
Treatment Plant 
actual or potential emissions  
AND shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Operating 
4 East Central St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
US Postal Service  
VMF 
actual or potential emissions  
AND shipment of waste AND  
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Operating 
25 Winthrop St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Vernon Hill  
Development  
Realty LLC 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
211 Providence St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Vernon Hill School potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
784 Boston Tpk  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air 
Veterinary Centers  
of America 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Temporarily  
Closed 
20 N Main St  
North Grafton, MA 
Air 
Washington Mills  
Electro Minerals  
Corporation 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
446 Main St  
Worcester, MA 
Air WCNB Operations Cent potential uncontrolled emissions 
Temporarily  
Closed 
300 Mower St  
Worcester, MA 
Air West Tatnuck School potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
240 Cherry St  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air 
Whatman Specialty  
Products, Inc 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
199 Chandler St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
White Cleaners 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
542 Southbridge St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Wire & Metal  
Separation  
Systems Inc 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Temporarily  
Closed 
919 Millbury St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Wirefab Inc potential uncontrolled emissions 
Temporarily  
Closed 
424 Main St  
Leicester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Wood Art Inc 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
75 Temple St Rear  
Worcester, MA 
Air Woodmeister Corp potential uncontrolled emissions 
Temporarily  
Closed 
139 Holden St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Worcester Animal  
Rescue League 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
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266 Franklin St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Worcester Cold Storage 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
90 Lamartine St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Worcester  
Fibre & Batting 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
175 Main St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Worcester 2 MA CTL  
Office AT&T 
potential emissions below  
major threshold  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
67 Millbrook St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Worcester  
Business Center LLC 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
455 Main St  
Worcester, MA 
Air Worcester City Hall potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
55 Millbrook St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Worcester 
Cold Storage 
potential emissions below  
major threshold  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
50 Franklin St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Worcester  
Commons LLC 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Temporarily  
Closed 
20 East Worcester St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Worcester Dept of  
Public Works 
potential emissions below  
major threshold  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
420 Grafton St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Worcester East  
Middle School 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
69 Tacoma St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Worcester  
Housing Authority 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
448 Southbridge St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Worcester  
Intermodel Terminal 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
1 Brussels St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Worcester  
Knitting Co Inc 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Permanently  
Closed 
20 Irving St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Worcester  
Public Schools  
Admin Building 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
278 Grove St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Worcester Regional 
Transit Authority 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
182 Holden St  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air 
Worcester  
Sand and Gravel 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
80 Chapel St  
Leicester, MA 
Air 
Worcester  
Spinning 
potential uncontrolled emissions 
Temporarily  
Closed 
486 Chandler St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Worcester  
State College 
potential emissions below  
major threshold  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
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Land 
305 Belmont St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Worcester  
State Hospital 
potential emissions below  
major threshold  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
2 Main St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Worcester  
Superior Court 
potential emissions below  
major threshold 
Operating 
420 Boston Tpk  
Shrewsbury, MA 
Air Worcester Taper Pin potential uncontrolled emissions 
Temporarily  
Closed 
20 Franklin St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Worcester  
Telegram  
& Gazette Corp 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
2 Grove St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Worcester Voc  
Tech High School 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Operating 
26 Salisbury St  
Worcester, MA 
Air 
Worcester Voc  
Tech High School 
potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
69 Armory St  
Worcester, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Wright Machine  
Corp 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Permanently  
Closed 
Rte 122 St  
Millbury, MA 
Air AND  
Waste 
AND  
Land 
Wyman Gordon  
Company 
potential uncontrolled emissions  
AND shipment of waste 
Temporarily  
Closed 
One Salem Sq  
Worcester, MA 
Air YWCA Worcester potential uncontrolled emissions Operating 
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Appendix F: Waste Hazards 
Address Type of 
Hazard(s) 
Place/Business Problem Status 
1442 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
7 Eleven Unknown Unknown 
1065 Millbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
AMI Trucklease Corp Unknown Unknown 
218 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AAMARC Corp Unknown Unknown 
304 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
AAMCO Transmissions Unknown Unknown 
22 Eskow Rd 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Abraham Sack Realty 
Trust 
Unknown Unknown 
70 James St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
ACCU Trak Tool Corp Unknown Unknown 
410 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
ACE Automatic 
Transmission 
Unknown Unknown 
254 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Advanced Auto Body Inc Unknown Unknown 
1 Innovation Dr 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Agilux Laboratory Unknown Unknown 
75 West Boylston St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Albrizio Advertising Inc Unknown Unknown 
84 Creeper Hill Rd 
North Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
All Steel Fab Co Inc Unknown Unknown 
41 Chandler St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Allaires Power 
Equipment 
Unknown Unknown 
50 Millbrook St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Allied MFG Co Inc Unknown Unknown 
Main and Lagrange St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Altieri Service Inc Unknown Unknown 
30 Colton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Aluminum Hard Chrome 
Corp 
Unknown Unknown 
983 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
American Discount Auto 
Parts 
Unknown Unknown 
530 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste American Discount Auto 
Parts 
Unknown Unknown 
47 Rockland Rd 
Auburn, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
American Specialty 
Equipment 
Unknown Unknown 
22 Park Ave Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Antons Cleaners Inc Unknown Unknown 
365 Plantation St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Aquila 
Biopharmaceuticals 
Unknown Unknown 
516 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Arm a Son Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
539 Hartford Pike Waste AND Arrow Carrier Unknown Unknown 
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Shrewsbury, MA Land Corporation 
39 Mason St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Arthur Cole Painting 
Corp 
Unknown Unknown 
7 Neponset St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Astra Pharmaceutical 
Products 
Unknown Unknown 
1013 Main St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Atamian Motors Inc Unknown Unknown 
82 Harrison Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Atlas Parcels Co Unknown Unknown 
82 Pinehurst Ave 
Auburn, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Auburn Auto Body 
Works 
Unknown Unknown 
1021 Millbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Audettes Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
1369 Main St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Automatic Transmission 
Service 
Unknown Unknown 
731 Main St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Automiser Leasing & 
Rental 
Unknown Unknown 
248 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Autozone #5013 Unknown Unknown 
542 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Autozone 3461 Unknown Unknown 
152 Webster St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
B C Industries Unknown Unknown 
442 Southwest Cutoff 
(Route 20) Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Ballard Mack Sales Inc Unknown Unknown 
72 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Bancroft Motors Unknown Unknown 
41 Salem St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Bancroft Tire Center Unknown Unknown 
1521 Grafton Rd 
Millbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Barrett Centrifugals Unknown Unknown 
2 Keese St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Barry Transport Inc Unknown Unknown 
722 Plantation St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Barstow Corporation Unknown Unknown 
127 Chandler St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Beacon Auto Sales 
Company 
Unknown Unknown 
571 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Bed Bath and Beyond Unknown Unknown 
133 Paine St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Beechaven Nursing 
Home 
Unknown Unknown 
108 Belmont St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Belmont Tailors & 
Cleaners 
Unknown Unknown 
367 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Benson & Wood Inc Unknown Unknown 
28 Bowditch Dr Waste AND Berlyn Extruders Inc Unknown Unknown 
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Worcester, MA Land 
32 Greenwood St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Best Cleaners Unknown Unknown 
65-73 Water St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Bestrest Mattress Co Unknown Unknown 
965 Millbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Bettez Laroche 
Upholstering Co 
Unknown Unknown 
105 Creeper Hill Rd 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Bil Mar Transport Inc Unknown Unknown 
121 Gold Star Blvd 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Blue Star Cleaners  Unknown Unknown 
179 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
BOC Associates Inc Unknown Unknown 
70 Creeper Hill Rd 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Borggaard Construction 
Corp 
Unknown Unknown 
2 Sherman St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Botwinik Bros of Mass Unknown Unknown 
262 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Boulevard Garage Unknown Unknown 
8 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Brady Flaherty Ink Co 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
1256 Main St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Brite Cleaners Inc Unknown Unknown 
126 Southwest Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Brittany Motors Inc Unknown Unknown 
45 Grand St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Brown H H Shoe Co Unknown Unknown 
16A Muskeego St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Budget Transmission Unknown Unknown 
130 West Boylston St 
Wocester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Bughaus Inc Unknown Unknown 
16 Muskeego St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Buduo Andrew 
Contractor Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
111 Randolph Rd 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
C & R Tire Co Inc Unknown Unknown 
201 Memorial Dr 
Shrwsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
C C Eastern Inc Unknown Unknown 
53 Gardner St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Canterbury Automotive Unknown Unknown 
30 Beaver St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Canterbury Automotive Unknown Unknown 
449 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Canterbury Automotive Unknown Unknown 
1255 Millbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Cantwell Associates Unknown Unknown 
83 Southgate St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Carlton Trucking Co Inc Unknown Unknown 
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149 Southwest Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Carolina Freight Carriers 
Corp 
Unknown Unknown 
234 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Carriage Ship Inc Unknown Unknown 
768 Main St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Central New England 
College 
Unknown Unknown 
240 Barber Ave Bldg 5 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Certified Tape & Label Unknown Unknown 
86 Westboo Rd 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Certus Inc Unknown Unknown 
321 M Main St 
Millbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Chabot Motors Inc Unknown Unknown 
236 Franklin St 
Worceste, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Chandler Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
162 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Chandler Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
45-61 Fremont St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Chemical Sales & 
Service 
Unknown Unknown 
14 Putnam Ln 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Claflin Donohue Unknown Unknown 
35 Park Ave Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Clark George H & Co Inc Unknown Unknown 
618 Lincoln St 
Worcester, M 
Waste AND 
Land 
Clearview Service 
Station Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
277 East Mountain St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Clini Tech Services Inc Unknown Unknown 
15 Albany St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Clutch & Brake Inc Unknown Unknown 
333 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Coca Cola Bottling Unknown Unknown 
41 Sutton Ln 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Cole Arthur Painting 
Corp 
Unknown Unknown 
950 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
College Square Getty Unknown Unknown 
1359 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Colonial Auto of 
Worcester Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
455 Pleasant St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Columbia Services Inc Unknown Unknown 
44 Portland St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Commonwealth Press Unknown Unknown 
80 Webster St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Comp Assoc Unknown Unknown 
665 Cambridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Consolidated 
Fabricators Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
625 Hartford Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Conway Central Express Unknown Unknown 
189 Washington St Waste AND Christy Chemical Corp Unknown Unknown 
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Worcester, MA Land 
987 Millbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Crusader Auto Unknown Unknown 
271 Franklin St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
CSX Intermodal 
Terminals 
Unknown Unknown 
10 South Main St 
Leicester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Cumberland Farms Unknown Unknown 
165 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Curry Printing & Copy 
CTR 
Unknown Unknown 
111 Higgins St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Curtis Industries LLC Unknown Unknown 
115 Dewey St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Curtis Tractor CAB Inc Unknown Unknown 
197 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
CVS 0008 Unknown Unknown 
481 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
CVS 0153 Unknown Unknown 
500 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
CVS 0707 Unknown Unknown 
638 Chandler St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
CVS 1035 Unknown Unknown 
100 Worcester St 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
CVS 2172 Unknown Unknown 
115 Stafford St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
CVS Pharmacy 0166 Unknown Unknown 
44 West Boylston St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
CVS Pharmacy 0299 Unknown Unknown 
400 Park Dr Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
CVS Pharmacy 0657 Unknown Unknown 
50 Southwest Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
CVS Pharmacy 1273 Unknown Unknown 
630 Plantation St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
CVS Pharmacy 2461 Unknown Unknown 
123 Summer St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
CVS Pharmacy 8414 Unknown Unknown 
16 Houghton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
D J Mungovan Trucking 
Co Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
5 Natick St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
D&B Auto Body Inc Unknown Unknown 
66 Millbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
DA Enterprises Inc Unknown Unknown 
310 Belmont St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Dalonzo T J Inc Unknown Unknown 
86 Westboro Rd 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Dana Trucking Terminal Unknown Unknown 
453 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Daniels Bros Auto Sales Unknown Unknown 
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25 Tobias Boland Way 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Darden Restaurant Inc Unknown Unknown 
182 Southwest Cutoff Waste AND 
Land 
Dario Diesel Service Unknown Unknown 
1187 Millbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Deangelis Railroad 
Contractors 
Unknown Unknown 
62 Milbrook St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Deboise Auto Body Inc Unknown Unknown 
10 Harrison St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Desjardin Auto Service Unknown Unknown 
632 Lake St 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Detts Trailer & Truck 
Repair 
Unknown Unknown 
520 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Diamond Chevrolet Inc Unknown Unknown 
530 Franklin St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Digioia Imports Inc Unknown Unknown 
566 Southwest Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Discount Repair Shop Unknown Unknown 
77 East Worcester St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
DKD Dolutions Inc Unknown Unknown 
567 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Doctor Nicks 
Transmissions 
Unknown Unknown 
443 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Dons Diagnostic Service 
Center Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
40 Millbrook St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Eagle Plating Co Inc Unknown Unknown 
561 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Eagleton Enterprises Inc Unknown Unknown 
29 Winfield St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Eastern Auto Body Co Unknown Unknown 
241 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Eastern Chemical 
Specialties 
Unknown Unknown 
81 South Main St 
Leicester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Eddies Auto and Truck 
Service Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
328 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
EG&G Mason Research 
Inst 
Unknown Unknown 
203 Southbridge St 
Auburn, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Elbro Toolco Inc Unknown Unknown 
45 Water St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Elegant Entries Inc Unknown Unknown 
29 Sword St Auburd, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
EM Lubricants Inc Unknown Unknown 
1405 Main St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Engine Works Unknown Unknown 
800 Main St Leicester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Entwistles Garage Inc Unknown Unknown 
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242 Stafford St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Environmental Products 
& Services Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
432 Franklin St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Etres Auto Body Inc Unknown Unknown 
Washington St Rt 20 
Auburn, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Exxon Company USA Unknown Unknown 
351 Franklin St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Fashion Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
101 Millbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Federal Express Corp Unknown Unknown 
300 Century Dr West 
Boylston 
Waste AND 
Land 
FEDEX Express ORHA 
Station 
Unknown Unknown 
462 Pleasant St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Finish Master Unknown Unknown 
27 South 
Quinsigamond Ave 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Firestone Complete and 
Care 
Unknown Unknown 
10 Donahue Ln 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Fleming Transportation 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
3 Fruit St Shrewsbury, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Flex O' Graphic PRTG 
Plate Co 
Unknown Unknown 
33 Canterbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
FMK Unknown Unknown 
217 Stafford St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Form Roll Die Corp Unknown Unknown 
258 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Franchi Bros Auto Body 
& Radiator 
Unknown Unknown 
60 Webster Pl 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
FREM Corporation Unknown Unknown 
68 Auburn St Auburn, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Fuller Automotive 
Group Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
48 Wilson St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Furniture Plus Stripping 
Workshop 
Unknown Unknown 
95 Prescott St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
G&R Screw Machine 
Prods 
Unknown Unknown 
18 Grafton St Floor 7 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Gallant Machine Works 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
366 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Gallo Motor Center 
Corp 
Unknown Unknown 
1123 Pleasant St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Gerardis Amoco Unknown Unknown 
9 North St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Gervais Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
994 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Ginos Foreign Cars Unknown Unknown 
222 Maple Ave Waste AND GL Synthesis Inc Unknown Unknown 
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Shrewsbury, MA Land 
981 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Goodyear Auto Service 
Center 
Unknown Unknown 
333 Pleasant St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Goodyear Auto Service 
Center 
Unknown Unknown 
165 Worcester St 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Grafton Auto Body Inc Unknown Unknown 
60 Kin St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Green Bros of 
Worcester Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
200 South Main St 
Leicester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Greenwood Auto Sales 
& Service 
Unknown Unknown 
26 Colton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Hard Chrome DIV Unknown Unknown 
4 Ash St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Harding Floral 
Container Co 
Unknown Unknown 
112 Gold Star Blvd 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Harr Ford Unknown Unknown 
29 Glennie St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Harr Motor Company Unknown Unknown 
421 Harding St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Harris Auto Body Inc Unknown Unknown 
157 Harding St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Harry Heitin Auto 
Radiator Co Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
39 Jolma Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Haven Ind Inc Unknown Unknown 
2 Latti Farm Rd 
Millbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Herb Chambers CPD Unknown Unknown 
433 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Heritage Auto Service Unknown Unknown 
184 Madison St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Hess Gas Station Unknown Unknown 
312 Belmont St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Hess Gas Station Unknown Unknown 
23 Burncoat St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Hilton Photography Unknown Unknown 
55 Chandler St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Hobart Sales & Service Unknown Unknown 
10 New Bond St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Hobbs Fasteners by ITW Unknown Unknown 
1 Appian Way 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Hobbs Fasteners INC Unknown Unknown 
72 Commercial St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Holmes Graphics Inc Unknown Unknown 
22R Eskow Rd 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Holmes Graphics Inc Unknown Unknown 
130 Gold Star Blvd Waste AND Home Depot 2684 Unknown Unknown 
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Worcester, MA Land 
7 Brookfield St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Howard Product Inc Unknown Unknown 
150 Blackstone River 
Rd Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Hudson RPM 
Distributors 
Unknown Unknown 
100 Grove St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Hygienic Matress Co Inc Unknown Unknown 
235 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Imported Cars of 
Worcester Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
481 Hartford Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Independent Truck 
Service 
Unknown Unknown 
383 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Indiana Screw Machine 
Products 
Unknown Unknown 
100 Barber Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Insight Neuroimaging 
Systems 
Unknown Unknown 
800 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Interlab Products II Inc Unknown Unknown 
983 Millbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Interstate Brands Corp Unknown Unknown 
53 Wiser Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Intransit Container Inc Unknown Unknown 
11 Arthur St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
J&B Auto Repairing Inc Unknown Unknown 
411 Hartford Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
J&D Truck Inc Unknown Unknown 
45 Waterville St 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
J&M Transmission Unknown Unknown 
528 Pleasant St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Jawad Gulf Station Unknown Unknown 
69 South Ludlow St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Jeans Foreign Auto 
Repair 
Unknown Unknown 
512A Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Jiffy Lube Unknown Unknown 
1003 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Jiffy Lube 1193 Unknown Unknown 
656 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Jiffy Lube 332 Unknown Unknown 
43 Canterbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
JM Garage Unknown Unknown 
95 Higgin St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Johnson & Bassett Inc Unknown Unknown 
141 Higgens Industrial 
Park Rd Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Joy Metal Trading Co 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
90 Prescott St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
K&D Magmotor Corp Unknown Unknown 
1145R Main St Waste AND K&H Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
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Worcester, MA Land 
75 Webster St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Kare Corp Unknown Unknown 
590 Southbridge St 
Worcester, Ma 
Waste AND 
Land 
Kelley Square Tire Co 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
78 Canterbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Kelly Auto Body Inc Unknown Unknown 
200 Harding St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Kennedy Die Castings 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
10 Plastics St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Kinefac Corp Unknown Unknown 
249 Hartford Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Knese New England Unknown Unknown 
320 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Krugers Garage Unknown Unknown 
18 Canterbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Kustom Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
72 Gardener St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Kustom Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
854 Main St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Kwik Cleaners Unknown Unknown 
17 Mill St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
L Hardy Company Unknown Unknown 
424 Belmost St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Labaks Sign Co Unknown Unknown 
13 Lakeview Ave 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Lake View Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
41 Jackson St 
Worester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Lavigne Press Inc Unknown Unknown 
151 Manville St 
Leicester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Leicester Recycling 
Center 
Unknown Unknown 
1 Dix St Worcester, MA Waste AND 
Land 
Lex Company Unknown Unknown 
590 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Lincoln Auto & Truck Unknown Unknown 
545 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Lincoln Plaza Cleaners 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
121 Creeper Hill Rd 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Lincoln Precision 
Machining Co 
Unknown Unknown 
248 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Lincoln St Texaco Unknown Unknown 
370 Hartford Pike 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Linde Truck Repair Unknown Unknown 
211 Granite St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Linders Inc Unknown Unknown 
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51 Creeper Hill Rd 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Liquid Air Corp of North 
America 
Unknown Unknown 
97 Temple St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Lowell Corp Unknown Unknown 
533 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Lowes Home Centers 
Inc 1206 
Unknown Unknown 
63 Southbridge St 
Auburn, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
LT Garage Unknown Unknown 
17 Cambridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Lucey Harry F Co Inc Unknown Unknown 
143 Washington Street 
Auburn, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Lundgren Collision 
Center 
Unknown Unknown 
130 Higgins St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Lutco Bearings Inc Unknown Unknown 
288 Grove St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Lutco Inc Thomas Smith 
Div 
Unknown Unknown 
70 Vernon St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
M & I Cleaners Unknown Unknown 
176 Main St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
MA Elec Co Southbridge 
Serv Ctr 
Unknown Unknown 
7 Main St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
MA Elec Co Webster 
Serv Ctr 
Unknown Unknown 
701 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
MA National Guard Unknown Unknown 
12 Mason St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
MA Transport Inc Unknown Unknown 
20 Jolma Rd 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Maaco Auto Painting 
and Body Wor 
Unknown Unknown 
220 Worcester St 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mackouls Cars Inc Unknown Unknown 
288 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Macnash Corporation Unknown Unknown 
73 West Boylston St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Malo Auto Body Inc Unknown Unknown 
2 May St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mals Auto Sales Unknown Unknown 
501 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Marane Oil Heat Inc Unknown Unknown 
221 Southwest Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Margin Leasing Inc Unknown Unknown 
200 Southwest Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Marine USA Inc Unknown Unknown 
549 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Marks Auto Park Inc Unknown Unknown 
102 Highland St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Marks Service Center Unknown Unknown 
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369 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Martin Tire Sales Inc Unknown Unknown 
7 lenora St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mass Histology Services Unknown Unknown 
1500 Century Dr West 
Boylston 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mass Materials 
Research Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
47 Sword St Auburn, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mass Truck 
Refrigeration Service 
Unknown Unknown 
130 Massasoit Rd 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Massasoit Auto Body 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
475 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
McDonalds Corporation Unknown Unknown 
760 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mercedes-Benz of 
Shrewsbury 
Unknown Unknown 
105 Piedmont St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Meservey Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
516 Franklin St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Metal Strip of New 
England 
Unknown Unknown 
452 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
MHF-LS Worcester 
Transload Facility 
Unknown Unknown 
67 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Midas Muffler Unknown Unknown 
90 Worcester St North 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mikes Mobil Unknown Unknown 
1 Polito Dr Shrewsbury, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mobil 2728 Unknown Unknown 
22 Maple Ave 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mobil Oil Corp Unknown Unknown 
635 Chandler St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mobil Oil Corp Unknown Unknown 
10 Mill St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mobil Oil Corp Fnd Unknown Unknown 
420 Belmont St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Monro Muffler Brake 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
605 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Monroe Shop #424 Unknown Unknown 
164 Southwest Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Monroe Body Works Inc Unknown Unknown 
271 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Motiva Enterprises LLC Unknown Unknown 
719 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Motiva Enterprises LLC Unknown Unknown 
326 Pleasant St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mr Clean Unknown Unknown 
1 Coes Sq Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Muffler Shop of 
Worcester Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
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29 Bluff St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Muirs Services Inc Unknown Unknown 
15 Maple Ave 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Muirs Services Inc Unknown Unknown 
104 Blackstone River 
Rd Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mungovan Warehouse 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
1066 Millbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Mungovan Warehouse 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
21 Lafayette St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
N F Sheldon Inc Unknown Unknown 
477 Southbridge St 
Worcester, Ma 
Waste AND 
Land 
N F Sheldon Inc Unknown Unknown 
70 Piedmont St 
Worcester, Ma 
Waste AND 
Land 
Nameco Polymer 
Graphics Div 
Unknown Unknown 
449 Southwest Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
National Grid Training 
Center 
Unknown Unknown 
293R Hartford Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
New England Disposal 
Technologies Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
237 Chandler St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
New England Envelope 
Mrg Co 
Unknown Unknown 
314 Southwest Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
New England Motors 
Services 
Unknown Unknown 
Grafton St Shrewsbury, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
New England Tele Unknown Unknown 
38 Albany St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Noars Enterprises Inc Unknown Unknown 
218 Worcester St 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Noel Motors Inc Unknown Unknown 
125 Barber Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Northeast Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
4 A St Auburn, MA Waste AND 
Land 
Northeast Clarklift Corp Unknown Unknown 
51 Lyman St 
Worcester, Ma 
Waste AND 
Land 
Notre Dame Cemetery Unknown Unknown 
40 Quinsigamond Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
NSTAR Gas Company Unknown Unknown 
287 Grafton St 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
NTW LLC 566 Unknown Unknown 
646 Chandler St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Oil Doctor Unknown Unknown 
1117 Pleasant St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Okes Auto Repair 
Service 
Unknown Unknown 
181 Greenwood St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Okonite Co The Unknown Unknown 
415 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Oliver Gear Inc Unknown Unknown 
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897 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
One Hour Martinizing Unknown Unknown 
27 Knowlton Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Oska Steel Inc Unknown Unknown 
68 South Ludlow St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Owens Illinois 
Worcester Box P 
Unknown Unknown 
64 West Boylston St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
P A Cleaners Inc Unknown Unknown 
14 Millbrook St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
PA Cleaners Unknown Unknown 
364 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Park Ave Printers Inc Unknown Unknown 
60 Prescott St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Parker Metal Corp Unknown Unknown 
13 Lamartine St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Parker Mfg Co Unknown Unknown 
70 Beacon St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Parks E W Co Unknown Unknown 
21 Intervale Rd 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Parkway Transmissions Unknown Unknown 
3 Elm St Shrewsbury, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Patrick Subaru Unknown Unknown 
1000 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Paul Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
Auburn Ind Park Bldg 5 
Auburn, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Paul Revere Life 
Insurance 
Unknown Unknown 
9 Halmstad Street 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Pauls Automotive 
Repairs 
Unknown Unknown 
99 Creeper Hill Rd 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Peppers Auto Track 
Repairs 
Unknown Unknown 
328 Main St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Perfecta Camera Unknown Unknown 
301 Southwest Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Perro Ken & Sons Inc Unknown Unknown 
350 Harding St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Perros Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
445 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Peter Pan Bus Lines Inc Unknown Unknown 
380 Maple Ave 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Photo Expert LLC Unknown Unknown 
250 Chandler St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Polyplate Inc Unknown Unknown 
584 West Boylston St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Prism Color Labs Store II Unknown Unknown 
36 Boylston St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Produx Co Inc Unknown Unknown 
104 Prescott St Waste AND Proto Technology Corp Unknown Unknown 
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Worcester, MA Land 
382 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Providence & 
Worcester Railroad 
Unknown Unknown 
126 Dewey St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Public Auto Body Co Unknown Unknown 
27 Washburn St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Qualatron 
Electroplating Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
40 James St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Quality Transmission 
Service 
Unknown Unknown 
340 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Quick Stop Printing Unknown Unknown 
11 Sigel St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
R L B Unknown Unknown 
209 Stafford St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Rabidous Servous STA Unknown Unknown 
390 Main St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Radiology Clinic Inc Unknown Unknown 
185 Memorial Dr 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Rands Towing Service 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
188 Worcester St 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Rays Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
861 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Redi Lube Plus of New 
England 
Unknown Unknown 
1 Keese St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Regen Auto Electric Inc Unknown Unknown 
523 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Reliable Electroplating 
Co 
Unknown Unknown 
100 Front St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Ritz Camera Center 317 Unknown Unknown 
344 Harding St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Rizzutos Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
17 West St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Rochette E R Lab Inc Unknown Unknown 
16 South Cambridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Ronnies Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
140 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Rons Auto Repair Unknown Unknown 
314B Southwest Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Rottis Repair Service Unknown Unknown 
118 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Royal Cleaners Unknown Unknown 
38 Noth Main St 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Rudys  Dry Cleaners Unknown Unknown 
130 Goddard Memorial 
Dr Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Saeilo Enterprises Unknown Unknown 
43 Chandler St Waste AND Sagar Corp Unknown Unknown 
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Worcester, MA Land 
79 May St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sainsbury & OcOnell Inc Unknown Unknown 
24 Jolma Rd 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Saltus Press Unknown Unknown 
285 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sam's Mobil Service Unknown Unknown 
1448 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Samara Auto Sales Unknown Unknown 
318 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sams Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
301 Barber Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sams Club #6649 Unknown Unknown 
1 Tobias Boland Way 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sams Club 6649 Unknown Unknown 
57 Armory St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sandweld Unknown Unknown 
390 Hartford Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Saulenas Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
19 Albany St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sbrogna Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
129 Southbridge St 
Auburn, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Scavone Cali 
Construction Co I 
Unknown Unknown 
20 Nippnapp Tr 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Schnitzer Steel 
Industries 
Unknown Unknown 
35 Nyland Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Scott Automotive Unknown Unknown 
47 Lagrange St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sem Tec Inc Unknown Unknown 
243 Stafford St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Service Network Inc Unknown Unknown 
28 Rockdale St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Service Station 
Maintenance 
Unknown Unknown 
50 Boston Turnpike Rd 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Shaws 7470 Unknown Unknown 
14 West Boylston St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Shaws 7624 Unknown Unknown 
340 Grove St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Shell Service Station Unknown Unknown 
47 Milton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sherwin Williams Co Unknown Unknown 
455 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sherwin Williams Co 
9129 
Unknown Unknown 
60 South Ludlow St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sherwin Williams #5158 Unknown Unknown 
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391 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Shrewsbury 
Lawnmower Service 
Unknown Unknown 
507 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Shrewsbury Lube Shop 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
65 Prospect St 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Shrewsbury Town of Unknown Unknown 
Municipal Dr 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Shrewsbury Town of 
Electric Lt Plt 
Unknown Unknown 
17 East Worcester St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Simone Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
334 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Skaff Petroleum Inc 
#2488 
Unknown Unknown 
982 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Smith James & Sons Inc Unknown Unknown 
984 Main St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Something Special Unknown Unknown 
193 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Spags Supply 
Incorporated 
Unknown Unknown 
173 Mill St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Speedway Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
18 Wellington St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Spellane Automotive Inc Unknown Unknown 
111 Southwest Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Spring Rebuilders Unknown Unknown 
470 Hartford Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Spring Rebuilders Unknown Unknown 
1051 Millbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sprint Lube & Repair Unknown Unknown 
257 Granite St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Standard Auto 
Wrecking Co Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
Southgate and Armory 
Sts Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Standard Foundry Div Unknown Unknown 
1451 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Standard Lock Washer 
& Mfg Co 
Unknown Unknown 
231 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Starr Tick Pontiac 
Cadillac Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
171 Fremont St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Steele W M Co Unknown Unknown 
616 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sullivan Tire Unknown Unknown 
275 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sun Refining and 
Marketing Company 
Unknown Unknown 
1340 Main St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sunoco Service STA Unknown Unknown 
809 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sunoco Service STA Unknown Unknown 
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643 Chandler St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sunoco Service STA Unknown Unknown 
81 Summer St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sunoco Service STA Unknown Unknown 
Grafton and Burt STS 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sunoco Service STA Unknown Unknown 
53 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Sunshine Coin Op Unknown Unknown 
298 Plantation St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Super Cleaners Unknown Unknown 
158 Harding St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Superior Auto Body Co Unknown Unknown 
54 Jackson St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Swanstrom Galvanizing Unknown Unknown 
529 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Target T1348 Unknown Unknown 
625 Chandler St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Tatnuck Cleaners Unknown Unknown 
644A Chandler St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Tatnuck Laundrymat Unknown Unknown 
1136 Pleasant St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Tatnuck Square 
Cleaners 
Unknown Unknown 
1 Southwest Cutoff 
Millbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
TBV Inc Unknown Unknown 
166 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Teddy's Cleaners Inc Unknown Unknown 
24 Woodward St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Thermoplastics Co Inc Unknown Unknown 
181 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Thomas Auto Body Inc Unknown Unknown 
24A Greenwood St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Tonys Automotive 
Machine 
Unknown Unknown 
476 Hartford Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Tose Fowler Trucking Co Unknown Unknown 
567 Main St 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Towne Cleaners Unknown Unknown 
456 Grove St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Townsend Inc Unknown Unknown 
1095 Main St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Trotto Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
West Boylston and 
Millbrook St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Truck Lease Corp Unknown Unknown 
100 Gold Star Blvd 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Trucklease Corp Unknown Unknown 
70 Fremond St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
True Plastics Corp of 
Mass 
Unknown Unknown 
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307 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Turnpike Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
305 Belmont St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Umass Med School 
Brudnick NRI 
Unknown Unknown 
26 Queen St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Umass Med School City 
Campus 
Unknown Unknown 
364 Plantation St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Umass Med 
School/Lazare Research 
Unknown Unknown 
169B Memorial Dr 
Shrwsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
United Rentals North 
America Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
169A Memorical Dr 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
United Rentals North 
America Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
605 Hartford Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
United Truck Leasing 
Corp 
Unknown Unknown 
345 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Universal Metal Corp Unknown Unknown 
471 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Universal Metal Corp Unknown Unknown 
640 Plantation St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
US Navy Marine Corps 
Reserve 
Unknown Unknown 
605 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
VA Worcester CBOB Unknown Unknown 
Worcester St RTE 122 
Grafton, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Valetone Cleaners Unknown Unknown 
39 West Boylston St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Valvoline Instant Oil 
Change 
Unknown Unknown 
24 Wells St Worcester, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Van Batenburgs Garage 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
90 Madison St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Vantage Printing Inc Unknown Unknown 
67 West Boylston St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
VAP RAP Inc DBA 
Yankee Food Mart 
Unknown Unknown 
Cambridge and 
Southbridge Sts 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Verizon Manhole 6408A Unknown Unknown 
3 Industrial Dr 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Verizon New England 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
160 Stafford St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Verizon New England 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
23 Maple Ave 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Viking Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
17 Falmouth St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Village Auto Service Unknown Unknown 
315 Plantation St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Viomedics Inc Unknown Unknown 
540 Main St Worcester, Waste AND Vuonas Al Unknown Unknown 
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MA Land 
6 Becket St 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Wades Auto Enterprises Unknown Unknown 
67 Main St Boylston, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Wagner Motor Sales Unknown Unknown 
4 Washington Auburn, 
MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Walker Pattern & Mold 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
22 School St 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Wall Trucking In Unknown Unknown 
407 Hartford Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Wanderlust Inc Unknown Unknown 
38R Albany St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Warner Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
446 Franklin St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Warrens Automotive 
Machine Shop 
Unknown Unknown 
459 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Waste Oil Co Unknown Unknown 
36 Maple Ave 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Wilson and Rand Unknown Unknown 
316 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Worcester Business 
Machines Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
25 Sagamore Rd 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Worcester Center for 
Crafts 
Unknown Unknown 
100 Foster St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Worcester Common 
Outlet Mall & Garage 
Unknown Unknown 
29 Albany St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Worcester Dept of 
Traffic Engineering 
Unknown Unknown 
12A Jacques St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Worcester Oil 
Purification Corp 
Unknown Unknown 
50 Suffolk St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Worcester Slitting & 
Mfg Co 
Unknown Unknown 
463 Millbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Worcester 
Transmissions Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
60-68 Prescott St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
WPI Life Sciences and 
Bioengineering CRT 
Unknown Unknown 
446 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Yatims Exxon Unknown Unknown 
464 Hartford Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Yellow Freight System 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
1135 Millbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Zack Tank & Chassis Unknown Unknown 
Clapp Street Ct 
Worcester, MA 
Waste AND 
Land 
Zack Tank & Chassis Unknown Unknown 
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Appendix G: Land Hazards 
Address Type of 
Hazard(s) 
Place/Business Problem Status 
121 Southbridge St 
Auburn, MA 
Land  Unknown Unknown 
13 Hope Avenue 
Worcester, MA 
Land  Unknown Unknown 
17 Southgate Place 
Worcester, MA 
Land  Unknown Unknown 
26 Southgate Place 
Worcester, MA 
Land  Unknown Unknown 
218 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Land  Unknown Unknown 
383 Southbridge St 
Worcester, MA 
Land  Unknown Unknown 
4 Westec Dr Auburn, 
MA 
Land Allied Machined 
Products Corp 
Unknown Unknown 
373 Plantation St 
Biotech 2 Worcester, 
MA 
Land Alpha Beta Technology 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
560 Lincoln St 
Worcester, MA 
Land American Discount 
Auto Parts 
Unknown Unknown 
7 Neponset St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Astra Pharmaceutical 
Products 
Unknown Unknown 
1013 Main St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Atamian Motors Inc Unknown Unknown 
100 North St 
Worcester, MA 
Land ATL. Richfield/Maki 
Electric 
Unknown Unknown 
254 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Land Auto Tech Body Works Unknown Unknown 
24 Portland St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Bancroft Tire Center Unknown Unknown 
462 Main St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Coes Knife Unknown Unknown 
405 Grove St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Cristy Chemical Corp Unknown Unknown 
44 Portland St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Davis Press Inc Unknown Unknown 
234 Park Avenue 
Worcester, MA 
Land Elm Park Auto Body Unknown Unknown 
409 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Land ExxonMobil Oil Corp Unknown Unknown 
26 Grove St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Former Worcester 
Vocational High School 
Building B 
Unknown Unknown 
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34 Grove St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Former Worcester 
Vocational High School 
Building C 
Unknown Unknown 
571 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Land Hechinger Home 
Quarters No 7021 
Unknown Unknown 
373 Plantation St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Hybridon Inc Unknown Unknown 
95 Prescott St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Keating Enterprises Inc Unknown Unknown 
46A-48 Mason and 29 
Winfield St Worcester, 
MA 
Land Mason-Winfield Unknown Unknown 
150 Blackstone River 
Rd Worcester, MA 
Land Metech International Unknown Unknown 
516 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Land Mid State Collision 
Center 
Unknown Unknown 
1 Polito Dr 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Land Neles Jamesbury Inc 
Ne Service Ctr 
Unknown Unknown 
7 Lenora St Worcester, 
MA 
Land New England Horse 
Labs 
Unknown Unknown 
100 Barber Ave 
Worcester, MA 
Land Origenix Technologies Unknown Unknown 
41 Sutton Ln 
Worcester, MA 
Land Precision Chrome 
Finishing Corp 
Unknown Unknown 
111 Higgins St 
Worcester, MA 
Land R & A Machine Co Inc Unknown Unknown 
60 Prescott St 
Worcester, MA 
Land RXI Pharmaceuticals Unknown Unknown 
481 Hartford Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Land Sexton Associates Inc Unknown Unknown 
One Envelope Ter 
Worcester, MA 
Land Sheppard Envelope Co Unknown Unknown 
Canterbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Land South Worcester 
Industrial Park 
Unknown Unknown 
Southgate and Armory 
Sts Worcester, MA 
Land Standard Foundry Div Unknown Unknown 
1451 Grafton St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Standard Lock Washer 
& Mfg Co 
Unknown Unknown 
Belmont and Rena Sts 
Worcester, MA 
Land Sunoco Service Sta Unknown Unknown 
110 Worcester Rd 
Grafton, MA 
Land Sunoco Service Sta Unknown Unknown 
443 Lincoln St and 
Bates A Worcester, 
MA 
Land Sunoco Service Sta Unknown Unknown 
800 Main St Leicester, Land Sunoco Service Sta Unknown Unknown 
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MA 
275 Boston Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Land Sunoco Service Sta Unknown Unknown 
411 Hartford Tpke 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Land Tri State Truck Center 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
7 Coppage Dr 
Worcester, MA 
Land Turf Products Corp of 
Mass 
Unknown Unknown 
383 Shrewsbury St 
Worcester, MA 
Land United Scrwe Machine 
Products 
Unknown Unknown 
Neponset St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Verizon New England 
Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
25 Tobias Boland Way 
Worcester, MA 
Land Walmart Supercenter 
4387 
Unknown Unknown 
50 Millbrook St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Worcester Carbide 
Corp 
Unknown Unknown 
75 Webster St 
Worcester, MA 
Land Worcester Electric Mtr 
Repair 
Unknown Unknown 
9 Latti Farm Rd 
Millbury, MA 
Land Worcester Telegram & 
Gazette 
Unknown Unknown 
323 Southwest Cutoff 
Worcester, MA 
Land Worcester Truck Body 
Co Inc 
Unknown Unknown 
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Appendix H: Active DEP Classified Sites in Five Neighborhoods 
 
 
Site Name (Address)
Location 
Type
Notification    
Date
Compliance    
Status
Phase Status Date Chemical Releases [Amt.]
Grand St. Industrial Park        
(93-95 Grand St.)
Industrial 9/20/1993 RAM  II 4/28/2010 Waste Oil
Chafitz Properties                    
(35 Hermon St.)
11/6/1998 Tier 1D 11/6/1999
Arsenic[70MG/KG]; 
Lead[38000MG/KG]
Sagarian Property                     
(43 Chandler St.)
1/18/2002 DPS 1/18/2003 Oil[14in.]
Vacant Residential Bldg         
(17 Ethan Allen St.)
Commercial 9/21/2009 Tier 2 IV 9/21/2010 Fuel Oil#2[16.8in.]
FMR Worc. Hospital                 
(26 Queen St.)
Municipal 11/7/2005 REMOPS V 11/7/2006 Fuel Oil#6[12in.]
FMR Muirs Services                 
(29 Bluff St.)
Commercial/ 
Private
6/19/2008 Tier 2 II 6/19/2009
Dichloroethene[3.5MG/L]; 
Tetrachloroethene[9.3MG/L]; 
Trichloroethene[2.8MG/L]; 
Vinyl Chloride[0.48MG/L]
FMR Parker & Harper 
MFG Co. (119 Dewey St.)
1/29/2007 Tier 2 II 1/29/2008
Arsenic[44.7MG/KG]; 
Aromatic Hydrocarbons[1410MG/KG]; 
Aliphatic Hydrocarbons[4840MG/KG]; 
Petroleum Hydrocarbons[3120MG/KG]
Mason Winfield LLC                 
(29 Winfield St.)
4/11/2007 DPS 4/11/2008 Vinyl Chloride[0.017MG/L]
CK Smith                                        
(99Crescent St.)
Commercial 9/28/1998 REMOPS V 9/28/1999 Waste Oil[149PPMV]
CK Smith                                       
(83 Crescent St.)
Commercial 5/29/2008 Tier 2 6/1/2010 Oil[8.76in.]
RTEs 99 - 75 - Crescent 
St.
Commercial 6/11/1998 URAM 6/11/1999 Fuel
FMR Texaco/ FMR HiLo 
Station (294 BelmontSt.)
4/15/1989 Tier 1C V 11/10/2006 UNKNOWN
Peterson Oil Service                   
(14 Putnam Ln.)
12/22/2009 DPS 12/22/2010
Tetrachloroethene[1.8MG/KG]; 
Trichloroethene[1.7MG/KG]; 
4-Methyl-2-Pentanone[19MG/KG]
Fantasia Dr                                  
(29 Albany St.)
5/24/2000 DPS 5/24/2001
Aromatic Hydrocarbons[980-1100MG/KG]; 
Aliphatic Hydrocarbons[430-1600MG/KG]; 
Naphthalene[30MG/KG]
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FMR Come Play Products     
(344 Franklin St.)
6/29/2009 DPS 6/29/2010
Dichloroethylene[43.6MG/KG and 
349UG/L]; Tetrachloroethane[74.1UG/L]; 
Dichloroethene[8.22MG/KG]; 
Trichloroethene[0.821MG/KG and 
38.2UG/L]; Vinyl Chloride[4.94MG/KG]
Friendly House                          
(27 Wall St.)
10/2/2002 Tier 2 IV 10/24/2005
Tetrachloroethylene[54.8PPM]; 
Trichloroethene[4PPM]
Mobil Station                           
(334 Grafton St.)
Gas Station 11/22/1989 REMOPS V 4/4/2005 UNKNOWN
El Dauphinais INC                     
(263 Grafton St.)
Gas / 
Industrial
10/16/1992 DPSTRM
V    
Interim
8/23/2012 Petroleum[N/A]
Thomas Auto Body                 
(225 Grafton St.)
Commercial 9/18/2007 Tier 2 IV 10/24/2012 Unknown Oil [52in.]
Getty Station                            
(350 Greenwood St.)
Commercial 3/15/2007 Tier 1C III 2/3/2012 Fuel Oil#2[0.21]
National Envelope Corp. 4/24/2007 DPS 7/7/2011
Arsenic[0.024MG/L]; 
Cadmium[0.18MG/L]
Rte 146 MHD
Roadway 
State
2/2/2000 DEPMOU 7/7/2000 Oil
Liberty MA Portfolio Fee 
LLC
Industrial 5/10/2007 DPS II 11/3/2008
Lead[26UG/L]; 
Vinyl Chloride[45UG/L]
P&W Railroad                    
(across from 861 Millbury 
St.)
Commercial/     
Industrial
12/21/1999 URAM 2/24/2000 Oil
MA HWY Manhole 
Release (510 Millbury 
St.)
State 9/27/2005 Tier 2 II 6/17/2009 Oil[75GAL]
Susan P. Athanas Trust        
(982 Southbridge St.)
7/27/2007 DPS 1/30/2009 Trichloroethene[49UG/L]
Keith Hill Real Estate 
Trust (1023 Southbridge 
St.)
5/30/2001 DPS 10/3/2001 Dichloroethene[48UG/L]
WMH Tool Group INC              
(1025-1039 Southbridge 
St.)
2/19/2003 Tier 2 12/17/2007
Trichloroethane[8400UG/L]; 
Dichloroethene[190UG/L]; 
Carbon Tetrachloride[120UG/L]; 
Trichloroethene[1900UG/L]
Bloch NE INC 7/15/1997 REMOPS V 7/31/2012
1-Dichloroethene[30.6UG/L]; 
Trichloroethylene[10200UG/L]
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Appendix I: DEP Classified Sites 
COMPLIANCE STATUS 
 
RAO (Response Action Outcome ):  These sites have submitted an RAO application, which shows that 
the response action(s) taken were enough to eliminate all substantial hazards.  Low risk sites. 
DEPNDS / DEPNFA / LSPNFA / PENNDS / PENNFA / WCSPRM: Sites classified as having any of these 
compliance statuses were reported to MassDEP prior to October 1993.  Their status as a disposal site 
is either pending, or the DEP has deemed the site no longer hazardous.  
DPS / DPSTRM (Down-gradient Property Status): Sites with DPS status have submitted reports to the 
DEP which state that contamination is coming from an up-gradient property.  DPSTRM status means 
that a site’s DPS status has been terminated. 
URAM (Utility-Related Abatement Measure):  Abatement measures on a hazardous release are being 
or were performed.  Each release has been assigned a RTN (Release Tracking Number). 
REMOPS / ROSTRM (Remedy Operations): These sites have been assessed and a remedial system for a 
permanent solution is currently in operation.  This remedy must rely on active maintenance and 
operation. ROSTRM status means prior Remedial Op Status has been terminated. 
DEPMOU: The DEP has well-assessed the site and hold a Memorandum of Understanding (or other 
written agreement) with the responsible party(ies). 
SPECPR:  Special Project status. 
Tier Classified Sites (1A, 1B, 1C, 2, 1D): A tier classified site has been assigned its own tier status based 
on its NRS Scale (Numerical Ranking System).  A higher NRS score correlates to a larger environmental 
risk and thus a higher tier.  Tier 1A sites are considered the highest risk sites; those that fail to provide 
proper submittal to the DEP default to Tier 1D status.  Note that all transition sites that have accepted 
waivers prior to 1993 are categorically given Tier 2 status. 
RTN Closed (Release Tracking Number): A release tracking number is assigned to all registered sites for 
classification purposes.  An RTN Closed status means that the DEP has assigned the site to an already 
existing, ‘primary’ RTN.  Any further response actions for this site will be done with the new RTN. 
STMRET / INVSUB / UNCLASSIFIED (UC):  These compliance statuses indicate that the site’s RAO 
Submittal has been retracted, deemed invalid, or otherwise not reviewed by the DEP. 
RAO CLASS   
Class A RAO: Remedial work completed; classified as "no significant risk" 
Class B RAO: Site assessment showed "no significant risk"; no remedial work required. 
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Class C RAO: Temporary cleanup status; site is not considered  "substantial hazard" status. Site must 
be evaluated every FIVE years to until it is suitable for either a Class A RAO or Class B RAO status. 
RELEASE/SITE CLEANUP PHASE   
Phase I - Initial Investigation: samples are taken; contaminants are determined/analyzed; Tier 
classification 
Phase II - Comprehensive Assessment: risks are determined, including health, welfare, environmental 
risks 
Phase III - Remedial Action Plan: cleanup options are assessed; Remedial Action Alternatives 
considered; best cleaup plan is chosen 
Phase IV - Implementation: the action plan chosen in III is implemented 
Phase V - Operation, Maintenance, Monitoring: site cleanup process; long-term treatment is 
continuously monitored 
    
Release Address 
Site Name/ 
Location Aid 
Comp- 
liance  
Status 
Comp- 
liance  
Status  
Date 
P
h
ase 
RAO  
Class 
Chemical  
Type 
2 KANSAS ST BABCO REALTY TIER 1B 7/11/97 IV   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
401 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
CHARLES MANOOG  
YARD 9 WCSPRM 6/20/94     Oil 
QUINSIGAMOND AVE 
COMMONWEALTH  
GAS URAM 8/8/11 III   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
717 PLANTATION ST 
CUSTOM COATING &  
LAMINATION LSPNFA 7/14/95       
241 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
EASTERN CHEM  
SPECIALTIES RAO 7/7/97   A2   
MASSASOIT RD EXXON STATION FMR RAO 5/1/08 V A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
70 JAMES ST 
GF WRIGHT  
STEEL & WIRE RAO 1/31/06 II A2   
1264 GRAFTON ST 
GRAFTON STREET  
MOBIL LSPNFA 8/3/95     Oil 
35 NEW ST 
INDEPENDENT  
PLATING CO INC RAO 7/31/95   A3 Oil 
52-54 HERMAN ST 
WORCESTER LION 
 DISTRIBT DEPNDS 4/2/96       
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442 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF MORSE MACK TRUCK RAO 5/26/06   A2 Oil 
70 JAMES ST 
NATIONAL  
STANDARD CO RAO 1/28/11   C2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
1 NEW BOND ST NORTON CO RAO 7/16/96     
Haz.  
Mat. 
68 SOUTH LUDLOW ST OWENS ILLINOIS FPD DEPNFA 9/2/93       
1074 MILLBURY ST P&W RR PARCEL A 2+4 
RTN  
CLOSED 1/11/01     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
MARMON PL 
MARMON PLACE  
PROPERTY RAO 8/9/95   A3   
290 BELMONT ST U HAUL RAO 6/20/01   A2 Oil 
80 BALLARD ST 
LIBERTY PROPERTY  
FMR US STEEL RAO 10/14/05 V C1 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
345 SHREWSBURY ST 
UNIVERSAL  
METALS CORP LSPNFA 8/11/97       
145 BROOKS ST WARNER AND SWASEY DEPNFA 9/2/93       
459 SOUTHBRIDGE ST WARREN OIL CO RAO 1/29/98     
Haz.  
Mat. 
150 WORCESTER  
CENTER BLVD WHITE & BAGLEY PENNFA 7/2/97       
501 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
WORCESTER  
AUTO HEATING DEPNFA 4/2/96       
150 PRESCOTT ST 
WORCESTER TELEGRAM 
& GAZETTE RAO 6/1/01 IV C2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
9 NEPONSET ST 
GREENDALE MALL  
RILEY STOKER RAO 8/8/97 III A2   
280 GREENWOOD ST 
LEWCOTT CHEM  
SANDMAN CO RAO 7/31/95     Oil 
130 PRESCOTT ST WORCESTER T & G DEPNFA 12/7/88       
67 WEST BOYLSTON ST SHELL STATION FMR RAO 10/30/97   B1   
STAFFORD ST 
KETTLE BROOK  
ESTATES WCSPRM 2/24/93     Oil 
416 BELMONT ST 
416 BELMONT ST 
PROPERTY DPS 3/3/95     Oil 
281 PARK AVE AMOCO STATION FMR REMOPS 2/19/08 V   Oil 
233 SOUTHBRIDGE ST CK SMITH TANK FARM RAO 11/7/01 IV B2   
250 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF 
KENMORE  
TRANSPORTATION DEPNDS 9/3/93       
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328 SHREWSBURY ST EG&G INC RAO 8/9/95   A2   
229 PARK AVE SHELL OIL CO RAO 10/4/96   A2   
551 LINCOLN ST 
SHELL SERVICE  
STATION FMR RAO 2/16/01   A3 Oil 
471 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
UNIVERSAL 
METAL CORP PENNFA 7/15/95     Oil 
53 WISER AVE 
JOHNSON  
STEEL & WIRE RAO 3/4/02 IV C1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
130 HIGGINS ST 
R & A MACHINE  
COMPANY DPS 12/21/95     
Haz.  
Mat. 
398 BELMONT ST DRAKE PETROLEUM CO RAO 6/22/95   A2 Oil 
35 ELECTRIC CT 
35 ELECTRIC COURT  
PROPERTY LSPNFA 4/7/97       
133 WEST  
BOYLSTON ST TEXACO STATION RAO 8/8/02   C2   
290 WEST  
BOYLSTON ST ALAN CORP WCSPRM 10/15/93     Oil 
AIRPORT DR AVIALL PENNFA 8/8/95       
22 ESKOW RD 
22 ESKOW RD  
PROPERTY RAO 7/29/96     Oil 
130 PRESCOTT ST 
WORC.TELEGRAM  
& GAZETTE II RAO 4/10/00 III A2   
MAIN ST WEBSTER SQ PLAZA RAO 12/29/97 III A3 Oil 
1078 MAIN STREET  
10 MILL ST 
MOBIL STATION  
01 FND RAO 9/9/02 V A2   
321 PARK AVE 
GIBBS SERVICE  
STATION RAO 7/16/96       
705 PLANTATION ST 
GODDARD VALVE  
CORP RAO 9/14/98 IV C1 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
41 SUTTON LN LOTS  
4-1 4-2 5 AND 6 
AA BRUNELL  
ELECTRO INC TIER 2 8/1/96 II     
70 QUINSIGAMOND 
AVE CASTLE METALS RAO 12/30/09 IV A3   
287 GROVE ST WORC TRANSIT AUTH. RAO 2/20/08 V C1   
100 PRESCOTT ST RAVINE BEECH CO INC LSPNFA 8/7/95       
79 MAY ST 
SAINSBURY &  
OCONNELL RAO 4/30/96 II B1   
1 ENDICOTT ST GRANITE REALTY TRUST DPS 3/26/08 II     
366-382  
SHREWSBURY ST GALLO REALTY CORP RAO 12/20/05 II A2   
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1270 GRAFTON ST 
BREAULTS  
AUTO SERVICE RAO 8/1/95     Oil 
15 CHESTNUT ST NE TELEPHONE CO RAO 7/20/95   A2   
30 BALLARD ST PATRIOT METALS RAO 9/2/08 IV C1   
10 MANN ST 
NEW YORK  
TWIST DRILL REMOPS 4/28/09 V   Oil 
46A-48 MASON ST 
INSTITUTIONAL  
LINENS INC RAO 5/20/10   C2   
1066-1074  
MILLBURY ST P&W RR PARCEL B RAO 6/3/02 IV C2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
125 BROOKS ST VACANT LOT RAO 11/20/97   A2   
SOUTHBRIDGE ST REALTY TRUST FMR RAO 4/8/96   B1   
386-390  
SHREWSBURY ST GALLO CAR RENTAL DEPNFA 4/2/96       
393-395  
SHREWSBURY ST GALLO REALTY CORP DEPNDS 4/2/96       
276 PARK AVE GALLO REALTY CORP RAO 10/24/94       
70 GOLDSTAR BLVD GALLO REALTY CORP WCSPRM 5/13/94       
15 HOPE AVE 
FMR AMERICAN  
PRESSED METALS RAO 12/1/10 V A3 Oil 
490 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST 
APPLIANCE  
SERVICE & REPAIR RAO 1/25/06   A2 Oil 
135 GOLDSTAR BLVD WORC WRIGHT LINE PENNFA 7/25/95       
50 MILL ST STOP & SHOP STORE 55 RAO 12/17/96 II A3   
545 LINCOLN ST LINCOLN PLAZA 37 RAO 3/1/96 II A2   
40 WOLCOTT ST POLAR CORPORATION DPS 7/10/96       
267 SHREWSBURY ST VENETIAN BLIND CO WCSPRM 7/19/94     Oil 
9 HALMSTAD ST 
GREENWOOD  
AUTOMOTIVE CENTER RAO 6/22/98 II A1   
CRESCENT ST 
CRESCENT ST  
PROPERTY DEPNDS 9/2/93       
38 40 POND ST 
HARDING ST  
REALTY CORP TIER 2 9/12/97 II   Oil 
640 LINCOLN ST JAMESBURY CORP DPS 7/5/01 IV   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
851 MILLBURY ST MORGAN LINEN LSPNFA 6/19/96       
145 BROOKS ST 
WARNER & SWASEY  
GRINDING RAO 9/6/95   A2 Oil 
1001 SOUTHBRIDGE ST GORDON REALTY FMR LSPNFA 6/25/98     Oil 
994 GRAFTON ST FOREIGN AUTO RAO 8/9/96   A2 Oil 
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455 SOUTHBRIDGE ST CALLAHAN INC DEPNDS 4/19/94       
1255 MILLBURY ST CENTRAL OIL COMPANY RAO 8/8/02 II A3   
24 ROCKDALE ST SERVICE STATION RAO 12/18/95     Oil 
199 CHANDLER ST WHITE CLEANERS RAO 7/17/01 III A2 Oil 
135 STAFFORD ST 
STAFFORD  
IRON WORKS RAO 8/9/96   B2   
456 GROVE ST TOWNSEND INC DEPNFA 4/26/96       
38 HERMON ST PAP REALTY TRUST RAO 5/10/99   A2   
294 BELMONT ST 
FMR TEXACO  
FMR HI LO GAS STATION TIER 1C 11/10/06 V     
GREAT BROOK VLY WORC HOUSING AUTH. RAO 4/28/99 II A4   
315 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF 
NORTHLAND  
TRUCKING RAO 8/6/96   A2   
5 JACQUES ST ENGINE REALTY TRUST LSPNFA 10/5/95       
460 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
PROVIDENCE  
WORCESTER RR RAO 8/8/97   B2   
2 LAFAYETTE ST WORC HOUSING AUTH. DEPNFA 3/28/96       
40 MILLBROOK ST EAGLE ELECTROPLATING RAO 7/7/97   A1   
975 MILLBURY ST 
WORCESTER  
COMMUNICATIONS DEPNFA 5/6/96       
360 PARK AVE DCJ COMPANY RAO 10/25/07   A2   
75 EAST  
WORCESTER ST 
WORC T & G  
FLEET GARAGE RAO 1/9/96   A2   
635 CHANDLER ST 
TATNUCK SQUARE  
MOBIL 01 079 WCSPRM 7/3/95       
722 PLANTATION ST GARRAPY PLATING RAO 8/23/06       
115 NORTHEAST 
 CUTOFF SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO RAO 2/22/96       
95 HIGGINS ST GREATER MEDIA CABLE DEPNFA 3/28/96     Oil 
361-379 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF 
KEL EQUIPMENT LEASING 
INC RAO 10/26/98 III A3 Haz.Mat. 
75 CRESCENT ST 
MARANE OIL  
TERMINAL DPS 8/9/96     Oil 
RANDOLPH RD PROPERTY RAO 11/29/04   A2   
398-400 GROVE ST ATRIUM RESTAURANT RAO 4/14/10 V C2 Oil 
312 BELMONT ST 
HESS STATION 21528  
FMR MERIT OIL RAO 8/24/00 V A2 Oil 
466 LINCOLN ST SHELL SERVICE STA RAO 8/2/96       
190 MADISON ST MERIT OIL CORP RAO 3/11/98 IV B1 Oil 
333 SHREWSBURY ST 
COCA COLA  
BOTTLING CO RAO 12/24/96   A2 Oil 
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334 GRAFTON ST 
MOBIL STATION  
01 EMB REMOPS 4/4/05 V     
370 BELMONT ST SUNOCO STATION RAO 11/1/99   A2 Oil 
220 BROOKS ST 
220 BROOKS ST  
PROPERTY WCSPRM 10/22/90     Oil 
WORCESTER  
CENTER BLVD MEDICAL CITY RAO 12/4/00 IV A3 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
81 SUMMER ST GAS N GO SUNOCO RAO 10/2/96       
25 ST JOHNS RD L FARBER CO RAO 9/16/97   A2 Oil 
82 WEST BOYLSTON ST MCFEE & NEWTON RAO 9/26/08   B1   
390 BELMONT ST MOBIL STATION RAO 11/1/99   A2 Oil 
205 CHANDLER ST 
MUIRS BUILDING &  
PROPERTY LSPNFA 1/23/97       
456 GRAFTON ST CUMBERLAND FARMS RAO 12/28/95   A2   
29 ALBANY ST DPW GARAGE RAO 7/3/01 III A3   
255 PARK AVE 
PARKVIEW  
OFFICE TOWER RAO 1/6/95   B1 Oil 
90 MAY ST WHITAKER REED CO RAO 5/1/95   A3 Oil 
409 PARK AVE 
PARKWAY MOBIL  
STATION 01 PFC RAO 2/14/03   A3   
27 33 SHREWSBURY ST PATS SERVICE STATION RAO 10/16/01   C1   
352 BELMONT ST GETTY STATION FMR PENNFA 6/18/96     Oil 
15 PUTNAM LN OIL TERMINAL FMR RAO 1/27/05 II A2 Oil 
357 PARK AVE GULF BP STATION FMR RAO 8/3/98 II     
979 MILLBURY ST WORC HOUSING AUTH. RAO 5/1/96   B1 Oil 
1310-1312 GRAFTON ST CITGO STATION RAO 7/1/96   NC Oil 
26 QUEEN ST WORC CITY HOSPITAL REMOPS 6/6/07 V     
442-446 PARK AVE HENRYS WALLPAPER WCSPRM 5/11/92     Oil 
BYRON ST 
BOSTON & MAINE  
RAILROAD YARD RAO 8/9/96     
Haz.  
Mat. 
340 GROVE ST 
STAR ENTERPRISE  
TEXACO RAO 8/25/00 III A2   
69 ARMORY ST WRIGHT MACHINE CORP RAO 12/1/06 IV C2   
527 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF SUNOCO STATION RAO 11/1/96   A2   
185 PARK AVE MOBIL STATION 01-EL5 RAO 2/15/02 V C2   
1429 GRAFTON ST 
MARANE  
TEXACO STATION RAO 7/9/02 V A2 Oil 
7-9 CANTERBURY ST SCRAP METAL YARD RAO 7/30/04 IV A3 Oil 
EXCHANGE ST  
WORCESTER CTR BL PARCEL 35 WCSPRM 5/5/98     Oil 
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41 ROCKDALE ST KOMTEK INDUSTRIES RAO 11/17/97 IV A3 Oil 
1451 GRAFTON ST 
STANDARD LOCK  
WASHER RAO 11/28/01 II A2 Oil 
514 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST JACKS GETTY RAO 5/1/01 II A2 Oil 
160 GOLD STAR BLVD WRIGHT LINE INC DPS 11/18/96     Oil 
51 BALLARD ST GAS N GO FMR RAO 5/31/05   C1 Oil 
4 EAST CENTRAL ST USPS WORCESTER RAO 5/6/98   NC Oil 
45 MCKEON RD 
RILEY STOKER  
RESEARCH CTR WCSPRM 10/18/94       
263 GRAFTON ST EL DAUPHINAIS INC DPSTRM 7/12/11 V   Oil 
690 GRAFTON ST 
DUQUETTE 
 SERVICE STATION RAO 8/25/03 III A2   
248 LINCOLN ST LINCOLN ST TEXACO RAO 7/15/99 II A2   
7 WEST BOYLSTON ST WINDSIR RESTAURANT WCSPRM 2/1/93     Oil 
72 COES ST CK COMPANY INC TIER 2 2/21/07 IV   Oil 
150 GROVE ST WRIGHT LINE RAO 6/29/04   A2   
166 STAFFORD ST 
NEW ENGLAND  
TELEPHONE RAO 12/27/95   A2 Oil 
41 FREMONT ST 
GESSNER CORP  
GHM INDUSTRIES RAO 7/14/98 II A2 Oil 
30 CHANDLER ST MOBIL SERVICE STA RAO 1/12/00 IV A2   
450 496 MILLBURY ST PETERSON OIL CO RAO 8/27/07 V A2 Oil 
882 WEST  
BOYLSTON ST BOBS SUMMIT AUTO RAO 8/6/97   A2 Oil 
601 619 LINCOLN ST LINCOLN ST PROPERTY RAO 8/24/04 III A2 Oil 
90 HARDING ST PATRICK MOTORS RAO 12/31/04 V A2   
SKYLINE DR WORC AIR NATL GUARD RAO 6/18/99 III A2   
236 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF SERVICE STA FMR RAO 4/7/99   B1 Oil 
207 GRAFTON ST PUBLIC OIL RAO 9/21/06 IV A2 Oil 
342 PLEASANT ST CUMBERLAND FARMS RAO 4/2/98 III NC   
419 GROVE ST PROPERTY LSPNFA 6/19/96     Oil 
1256 MAIN ST BRITE CLEANERS RAO 7/21/97     Oil 
1275 MAIN ST 1275 MAIN ST PROP RAO 7/20/07 V A3 Oil 
45 BALLARD ST CITGO GAS STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 3/13/01     Oil 
692 696 MILLBURY ST DRYDEN OIL CO RAO 2/28/01 IV C1 Oil 
544 MILLBURY ST MILLBURY ST TEXACO RAO 3/31/06 IV C1   
1 BALLARD ST ALS GARAGE WCSPRM 4/2/96     Oil 
510 MILLBURY ST MILLBURY STREET AUTO RAO 3/15/04 III A2 Oil 
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744 MILLBURY ST 
SAM JAY REALTY TRUST  
FMR S&S RAO 12/29/06 IV C1   
670 CAMBRIDGE ST GAS STATION FMR RAO 5/3/05 III A2 Oil 
295 SHREWSBURY ST NE TELEPHONE RAO 11/2/94   A3 Oil 
707 MILLBURY ST P&B AUTO REPAIR RAO 8/1/97       
1200 MILLBURY ST 
HERRITAGE  
BUSINESS PARK RAO 4/30/02 II B2 Oil 
431 MILLBURY ST PETERSON OIL CO RAO 8/7/97   A2 Oil 
145 HAMILTON ST TEXS GARAGE WCSPRM 4/11/96     Oil 
6 NEPONSETT ST NE TELEPHONE RAO 7/20/95   A2   
779 MAIN ST SUNOCO STATION RAO 11/9/93   A2   
77 HIGHLAND ST TEXACO STATION RAO 2/25/03 V A2 Oil 
974 SOUTHBRIDGE ST MOBIL STATION RAO 4/7/98 II A2 Oil 
702 WEST  
BOYLSTON ST SUNOCO STATION RAO 6/30/97   A2   
54 STAFFORD ST TEXACO STATION RAO 12/20/96   A2 Oil 
193 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF MOBIL STATION RAO 1/30/97   A2   
950 SOUTHBRIDGE ST SUNOCO STATION RAO 5/12/97   B1 Oil 
1107 PLEASANT ST TEXACO STATION RAO 1/19/00 II A2 Oil 
244 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF TRUCK STOP FMR RAO 1/27/02 II A2   
189 MAY ST FAIRLAWN HOSPITAL RAO 11/22/95   A2 Oil 
225-231  
SHREWSBURY ST 
ATAMIAN  
MOTORS INC  RAO 3/25/05 II A2 Oil 
93-95 GRAND ST GRAND INDUST PARK TIER 2 6/15/05 II   Oil 
501 PARK AVE 
MARANE BULK  
TERMINAL RAO 8/2/99 II A2 Oil 
310 BELMONT ST TEXACO STATION RAO 7/28/97     Oil 
939 SOUTHBRIDGE ST MASS ELECTRIC RAO 2/20/96   A2 Oil 
14 PUTNAM LN CLAFLIN DONOHUE CO RAO 5/31/01 V C1 Oil 
399 SOUTHBRIDGE ST GETTY STATION FMR RAO 10/15/04 II A3 Oil 
81 THOMAS ST PRIME VALUE MARKET 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/4/94     Oil 
375 AIRPORT DR OLD TERMINAL BLDG RAO 5/1/95   A2 Oil 
LK SIDE AVE 
NEAR INT  
VETERANS AVE RAO 12/20/93     Oil 
570 LINCOLN ST 
ST JOAN OF ARC  
CHURCH RAO 10/7/94   A2 Oil 
4 SUMMERHILL AVE BELL ATLANTIC RAO 10/30/94   A2 Oil 
2 VERDI RD NO LOCATION AID RAO 2/17/06   A2 Oil 
939 SOUTHBRIDGE ST MASS ELECTRIC RAO 7/30/97 III A2 Oil 
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9 CASCO ST NO LOCATION AID RAO 7/13/00   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
50 KINGSBURY ST 
IN FRONT OF 
WORCAPPLIANCE RAO 1/5/94     Oil 
119 BELMONT ST 
MED CTR OF CTL MA   
WEST OF HOPPER ST RAO 10/12/94   A1 Oil 
RTE 290W 
IMMEDIATE PRIOR TO  
GRAFTON ST EXIT 14 RAO 12/14/93   A1 Oil 
34 ALBANY ST 
RADIO OIL CO ACROSS  
FROM DPW GARAGE RAO 2/16/94   A1 Oil 
BRIDGE ST 
MANHOLES EAST OF  
CURES FURNITURE STORE 
RTN  
CLOSED 4/11/95     Oil 
50 SKYLINE DR 
WORC AIR NAT'L  
GUARD BASE 
RTN  
CLOSED 8/7/97     Oil 
10 MANN ST NEW YORK TWIST DRILL TIER 2 3/3/98 V   Oil 
403 BELMONT ST MHD HQ RAO 10/2/95   A2 Oil 
585 PARK AVE 
REAR OF MILLS RADIATOR  
SERVICE INC RAO 2/18/94   A2 Oil 
1060 MILLBURY ST 
TANK 2 NORIS OIL  
TANK FARM RAO 1/3/95   A2 Oil 
375 AIRPORT DR 
WORCESTER AIRPORT  
MAINTENANCE AREA RAO 1/12/95 II A2 Oil 
11 WESTBROOK RD PRIVATE RESIDENCE RAO 2/24/97 II A2 Oil 
NEW BOND ST 
NEAR NORTON CO  
NEAR BUILDING 419 RAO 2/7/94   A1 Oil 
NEW BOND ST 
NEAR BUILDINGS  
503 & 419 AND C ST RAO 2/7/94   A1 Oil 
105 MADISON ST ROOF OF BUILDING 125 RAO 4/1/94   A1 Oil 
267 SHREWSBURY ST 
AIRLINE LEWIS  
VENETIAN BLIND 
RTN  
CLOSED 12/10/94     Oil 
344 PARK AVE 
SUPERLAND ASSOCIATES  
PROPERTY RAO 10/29/10   C2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
STORES ST 
ABRASIVES 7  
BUILDING 566 RAO 4/19/94   A1 Oil 
14 PUTNAM LN CLAFLIN & DONAHUE 
RTN  
CLOSED 3/2/95     Oil 
383 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
UNITED VAN LINES- 
DESIGNS & ROSE INC RAO 4/19/94   A1 Oil 
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453 LAKE AVE 
CROSS ST  
OAK BEACH TERR RAO 4/15/94   A1 Oil 
21 SVENSON AVE 
UNITED VAN LINES- 
DESIGNS & ROSE INC RAO 4/28/94   A2 Oil 
30 BALLARD ST PATRIOT METALS 
RTN  
CLOSED 4/1/03     Oil 
1148 MAIN ST MERIT GAS STATION REMOPS 2/17/10 V   
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
648 CHANDLER ST DUDLEY SERVICE CTR RAO 7/29/94   A2 Oil 
96 DEWEY ST 
FRM LANOTTE & SONS  
BUILDING RAO 9/8/04 III A2 Oil 
360 FRANKLIN ST 
DAVID CLARK CO MAIN  
BUILDING BOILER RM RAO 6/6/94   A1 Oil 
105 MADISON ST WYMAN GORDAN CO RAO 7/21/09 IV A3 
Oil &  
Haz. 
 Mat. 
WINFIELD ST PARK AVE RAO 5/5/94   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
75 77 GOLD STAR BLVD 
FLAGSHIP BANK 
 AND TRUST RAO 4/29/94 II B2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
54 STAFFORD ST GETTY OIL RAO 9/12/94   A1 Oil 
1 NEW BOND ST NO LOCATION AID RAO 8/23/94   A1 Oil 
22 SACHEM AVE CHURCH OF CHRIST RAO 9/24/08   A2 Oil 
99 STANTON STREET  
8 EVERARD ST RESIDENCE RAO 7/29/94   A1 Oil 
1060 MILLBURY ST USS INDUSTRIAL PARK RAO 12/13/96 II A3 Oil 
ARRARAT ST NO LOCATION AID RAO 8/17/94   A2 Oil 
287 GROVE ST WRTA RAO 2/20/08 IV   Oil 
115 STAFFORD ST FRM CONCORD WIRE RAO 2/2/07 IV A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
MILLBURY ST DRYDEN OIL CO RAO 9/16/94   A1 Oil 
45 BALLARD ST GETTY GAS STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 3/13/01 II   Oil 
2 BOYLSTON ST 
SERVICE STATION  
(FMR) RAO 8/27/96   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
PULLMAN ST BLDG 45 RAO 10/14/94   A1 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
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25 QUINSIGAMOND  
AVE 
COMMONWEALTH  
GAS CO RAO 8/21/95   A2 Oil 
ALLEN COURT DR WORCESTER T&G RAO 11/27/00   A1 Oil 
45 PULLMAN ST G & H WOODWORKING RAO 6/19/95   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
216 GRAFTON ST AIELLO FAMILY TRUST RAO 6/27/95   A2 Oil 
149 WASHINGTON ST STANLEY TOOL BLDG DPS 7/7/95 III   Oil 
566 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF ABRAMSON LN RAO 10/26/94   A1 Oil 
670 WEST  
BOYLSTON ST 
QUINSIGIMOND  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE RAO 4/11/97   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
1078 MAIN ST MOBIL RAO 9/18/95   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
29 ALBANY ST WORCESTER DPW GARAGE 
RTN 
CLOSED 6/5/96     Oil 
1013 MAIN ST 
ATAMIAN  
MOTORS FMR RAO 8/2/96   B2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
382 SOUTHBRIDGE ST ENGINE HOUSE RAO 12/13/94   A2 Oil 
10 NEW BOND ST CINCINNATI MILACRON RAO 10/23/95   A2 Oil 
32 TERRACE DR RODOLAKIS PROPERTY RAO 2/17/95   A3 Oil 
50 FRANKLIN ST BANCROFT RAO 6/8/95   A2 Oil 
35B NEW ST  
NEW STREET EXT 
FMR RAMA REALTY  
PROPERTY RAO 10/30/98 III B2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
10 LINCOLN ST MARRIOTT RAO 11/14/94   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
99 CRESCENT ST CK SMITH RAO 1/10/95   A1 Oil 
1060 MILLBURY ST USS INDUSTRIAL PARK RAO 7/1/96   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
487 PARK AVE DAVIDS SERVICE CTR RAO 4/12/95   A2 Oil 
216 GRAFTON ST AIELLO TRUST PROP RAO 12/16/97   A3 Oil 
23 UPLAND ST POLE 4 RAO 2/13/95   A1 Oil 
130 HIGGINS ST R&A MACHINE DPS 12/21/95     Oil 
25 WINTHROP ST ST VINCENTS HOSPITAL RAO 7/31/01 IV A2 Oil 
40 WALCOTT ST POLAR BEVERAGE RAO 12/19/95     Oil 
40 WALCOTT ST POLAR BEVERAGES RAO 12/19/95   A2 Oil 
38 ALBANY ST NOARS OIL RAO 4/5/95   A1 Oil 
501 PARK AVE MARINE OIL CO RAO 3/6/95   A1 Oil 
32 CAMBRIDGE ST UPPER PARKING LOT RAO 3/23/95   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
305 BELMONT ST WORCESTER ST HOSP RAO 9/17/10 III   Oil 
328 GREENWOOD ST ANTHONY ARMS APT RAO 9/14/95   A1 Oil 
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430 459  
SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
BETWEEN SOUTHGATE 
&HAMMOND ST RAO 1/25/95 II B2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
10 NEW BOND ST CINCINNATI MILICRON RAO 2/16/10 III   Oil 
25 WINTHROP ST ST VINCENTS HOSPITAL RAO 7/31/01     Oil 
378 BELMONT ST NO LOCATION AID RAO 5/2/95   A1 Oil 
340 GROVE ST 
INTERSECTION 
 GOLD STAR BLVD 
RTN  
CLOSED 6/13/98     
Haz.  
Mat. 
125 PROVIDENCE ST GIRLS CLUB RAO 7/21/95     Oil 
702 WEST BOYSTON ST GETTY GAS STATION RAO 6/19/95   A1 Oil 
280 MAY ST CORNER OF CHANDLER RAO 2/13/95   B1 Oil 
ABRAMSON LN FAIR THE RAO 10/3/97 II A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
177 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF 
OCONNELL  
OIL ASSOC RAO 2/5/07 IV A2 Oil 
333 PLEASANT ST CROSS ST & MARRICK ST RAO 5/20/98 II A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
175 MAIN ST 
BTWN SCHOOL AND 
THOMAS ST RAO 9/25/95   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
305 BELMONT ST POWER PLANT RAO 9/17/10 III A2 Oil 
15 RIPLEY ST 
CATHOLIC CHARITIES  
OFTHE DIOCESE  
OF WORCESTER RAO 4/17/02 V C1 Oil 
190 MADISON ST INT GREEN ST 
RTN  
CLOSED 8/28/96     
Haz.  
Mat. 
1451 GRAFTON ST 
STANDARD LOCK AND  
WASHER RAO 11/28/01     Oil 
149 WASHINGTON ST STANLEY TOOLS RAO 7/21/09 V   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
350 PLANTATION ST TROPICAL BANANA CO RAO 9/11/95   A2 Oil 
248 LINCOLN ST TEXACO RAO 7/15/99 II A2 Oil 
RTE 290E PAST BROSNIHAN SQ RAO 7/12/95   A1 Oil 
1227 1241 MAIN ST NO LOCATION AID RAO 5/24/96 II B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
125 PROVIDENCE ST GIRLS INC RAO 7/21/95   A2 Oil 
22 SACHEM AVE CHURCH OF CHRIST 
RTN  
CLOSED 6/20/95     Oil 
RTE 290E JUST BEFORE EXIT 21 RAO 10/5/95   A1 Oil 
RTE 190N 
JUST SOUTH OF  
GREENDALE MALL RAO 8/10/95   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
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50 FRANKLIN ST 
SW CORNER OF PORTLAND  
AND FRANKLIN ST RAO 5/15/95   C1 Oil 
7 BALLARD ST JJ NISSEN BAKING CO RAO 6/20/96   A3 Oil 
50 SKYLINE DR 
WORC AIR NAT'L 
GUARD STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/24/98     Oil 
60 SOUTH LUDLOW ST 
CUMBERLAND FARMS- 
GULF RAO 3/15/96   A1 Oil 
22 PORTLAND ST H GLICK AND SONS RAO 6/28/96   B1 Oil 
70 PULLMAN ST 
INT WITH  
W MOUNTAIN ST RAO 8/2/02 V A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
RTE 290 WESTBOUND 
COLLEGE SQUARE  
ON RAMP RAO 8/4/95   A1 Oil 
ST JOHNS RD OFF 230 CAMBRIDGE ST RAO 9/14/95   A1 Oil 
35B NEW ST ENSOL 
RTN  
CLOSED 10/28/95     
Haz.  
Mat. 
500 GRAFTON ST EDWARD NABHIAN RAO 7/24/95   A1 Oil 
175 MAIN ST AT&T RAO 8/12/96   A2 Oil 
190 MADISON ST MERIT STATION RAO 10/20/95   A2 Oil 
38 HIGH ST ST PAULS CATHEDRAL RAO 6/30/06   A2 Oil 
33 MILLBROOK ST AMI FUELING FACILITY RAO 1/17/96 II A2 Oil 
243 STAFFORD ST KETTLE BROOK RAO 11/13/95   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
239 MILL ST OCOINS PARKING LOT RAO 9/16/96   A2 Oil 
80 BALLARD ST US STEEL FMR 
RTN 
CLOSED 9/25/96     Oil 
24 ROCKDALE ST M & D REALTY DPS 12/18/95     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
24 ROCKDALE ST M & D REALTY RAO 12/18/95   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
ABRAMSON LN 
GREENWOOD RD  
& RT 20 RAO 6/19/96   A1 Oil 
18 AUDUBON RD RESIDENCE RAO 10/2/96   A2 Oil 
450 MILLBURY ST PETERSON OIL 
RTN  
CLOSED 6/16/97     Oil 
170 BELMONT ST BELMONT ST SCHOOL RAO 5/1/96   A2 Oil 
10 NEW BOND ST 
CINCINNATI MILICRON  
MW5  AREA 2 
RTN  
CLOSED 1/17/96     Oil 
10 NEW BOND ST 
CINCINNATI MILICRON 
MW11  AREA 5 
RTN  
CLOSED 1/17/96     Oil 
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81 HOPE AVE 
WORC AREA ASSOC FOR 
RETARDED CHILDREN RAO 6/22/07 IV A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
1475 MAIN ST MILLBROOK FACILITY RAO 12/22/95   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
656 PARK AVE JIFFY LUBE RAO 12/26/95   A1 Oil 
GREENWOOD ST 
ARBRAMSON LANE  
(FORMERLY THE FAIR) RAO 8/29/96   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
640 LINCOLN ST NELES JAMESBURY RAO 5/16/96   A1 Oil 
440 GROVE ST WORC ATHLETIC CLUB DPS 12/5/95     
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
176 GREEN ST GENERAL AUTOMOTIVE RAO 6/4/96   B1 Oil 
15 RIPLEY ST 
CATHOLIC CHARITIES OF THE 
DIOCESE OF WORCESTER 
RTN  
CLOSED 4/9/96     Oil 
54 STAFFORD ST GETTY STATION RAO 12/20/96   A2 Oil 
25 51 UNION ST MARKET STREET DPS 12/8/95     
Haz.  
Mat. 
33 MILLBROOK ST AMI LEASING RAO 2/23/96   A1 Oil 
1 COLLEGE ST HOLY CROSS COLLEGE RAO 2/29/96   A1 Oil 
36 UPSALA ST UPSALA SCHOOL RAO 3/19/96   A3 Oil 
60 FREMONT ST VALKYRIE PROPERTY RAO 7/24/96   A1 Oil 
475 SHREWSBURY ST STEVENS WALDEN INC REMOPS 9/29/06 V   
Haz.  
Mat. 
UNION ST RTE 290 OVERPASS RAO 3/14/96   A1 Oil 
29 ALBANY ST WORC DPW YARD RAO 4/17/96   A1 Oil 
6 PULLMAN ST 
FMR PULLMAN-STANDARD 
CAR MANUFACT FAC RAO 11/2/10   C1 
Oil & 
Haz. 
Mat. 
SOUTHWEST CUTOFF TRUCK ACCIDENT RAO 4/22/96   A1 Oil 
148 WEST  
BOYLSTON DR 
MORRISON  
LUMBER FMR RAO 3/14/96   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
27 LOUISE ST RESIDENTIAL SPILL RAO 5/10/96   A2 Oil 
39 CLEARVIEW AVE RESIDENCE RAO 12/10/96   A2 Oil 
RTE 290W NEAR HOLY CROSS COLLEGE RAO 5/7/96   A1 Oil 
1180 MILLBURY ST EXTRA SPACE STORAGE RAO 3/20/96   B1 Oil 
527 GRAFTON ST GETTY STATION REMOPS 8/27/04 V   Oil 
75 QUINSIGAMOND  
AVE 
TRANSFORMER  
RELEASE RAO 5/29/96   A1 Oil 
RUNWAY 1129 WORCESTER AIRPORT RAO 5/16/96   A1 Oil 
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323 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST KENYON OIL RAO 4/26/99 III A2 Oil 
6 PULLMAN ST FOURNIER LEASING ROSTRM 11/2/10 V   Oil 
130 HIGGINS ST LUTCO TOOL CO RAO 12/3/07 II A2 Oil 
40 ROCKDALE ST KOMTEK RAO 4/29/97   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
53 WISER AVE 
INTRANSIT CONTAINER  
CORP RAO 8/12/96   A1 Oil 
NEW BOND ST BUILDING 108 RAO 7/24/96   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
1 NEW BOND ST BUILDING 108 RAO 11/22/96   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
1066 1074 MILLBURY 
ST P&W RR PARCEL B 
RTN  
CLOSED 7/24/96     Oil 
271 FRANKLIN ST CONRAIL RAO 8/6/96   A1 Oil 
545 SOUTHBRIDGE ST PAINT FIRE RAO 10/16/96   A1   
501 PARK AVE MARANE OIL CORP 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/4/97     Oil 
574 578 MILLBURY ST CARVILLE PROPERTY RAO 10/29/96 II B2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
562 572 MILLBURY ST IRISH CLUB RAO 8/20/96 II B1 Oil 
184 PROVIDENCE ST DENNIS SHINE POOL RAO 7/23/96   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
38 HIGH ST ST PAULS CATHEDRAL 
RTN  
CLOSED 8/30/96     Oil 
HERMON ST WORC STORAGE CO RAO 9/12/96   A1 Oil 
60 QUINSIGAMOND  
AVE 
WORC DPW COMBINED 
SEWER OVERFLOW STA RAO 6/19/03 II B2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
99 CRESCENT ST CK SMITH & CO INC RAO 5/5/97   A2 Oil 
BYRON ST 
BOSTON&MAINE 
RAILROAD YARD RAO 7/16/97   A3 Oil 
390 BELMONT ST HYDRAULIC SPILL RAO 10/15/96   A1   
248 256 PARK AVE CITY OF WORCESTER DPW RAO 7/7/97   A2 
Haz. 
Mat. 
KANSAS ST 
ACROSS FROM  
ENV INC RAO 8/9/96   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
54 STAFFORD ST GETTY STATION RAO 12/20/96     
Haz.  
Mat. 
2 PULLMAN ST LEAKING USTS RAO 6/30/97 II A2 Oil 
804 MILLBURY ST TRUCK ACCIDENT RAO 10/2/96   A1 Oil 
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375 AIRPORT DR WORCESTER AIRPORT RAO 9/27/96   A2 Oil 
53 NORTHBORO ST JARMAX REALTY TRUST RAO 4/8/97   A3 Oil 
22 GRAFTON ST ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 12/12/96   A1 Oil 
287 GROVE ST WRTA RAO 2/20/08     Oil 
141 HIGGINS ST BROOKS ST DPS 12/4/97 II   
Haz.  
Mat. 
1107 PLEASANT ST TATNUCK SQ TEXACO RAO 1/19/00 III A2   
250 FRANKLIN ST ROADWAY ACCIDENT RAO 11/22/96   A2 Oil 
185 JUNE ST BUS ACCIDENT RAO 12/2/96   A1 Oil 
789 GRAFTON ST 
LILY TRANS- 
PORTATION CO RAO 12/4/96   A2 Oil 
1060 MILLBURY ST MILLBURY AND RTE 146 RAO 12/13/96   A3 Oil 
1 APPIAN WAY HOBBS FASTENERS RAO 10/24/97   A3 Oil 
48 GODDARD MEM DR TRANSFORMER RAO 12/20/96   A2 Oil 
25 WINTHROP ST ST VINCENTS HOSP RAO 12/19/96   A1   
390 BELMONT ST GETTY RAO 7/13/00 III A2 Oil 
1060 MILLBURY ST BALLARD ST RAO 1/8/97   A1 Oil 
360 FRANKLIN ST DAVID CLARK INC RAO 10/29/96   A2 Oil 
30 CHANDLER ST MOBIL SERVICE STA RAO 1/12/00 II A2 Oil 
1107 PLEASANT ST TEXACO STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/12/97     Oil 
690 GRAFTON ST DUQUETTE SERVICE STA RAO 8/25/03     Oil 
RTE 290E E CENTRAL ST RAO 5/30/97   A1 Oil 
38 HIGH ST ST PAULS CATHEDRAL RAO 2/3/97   B1 Oil 
701 LINCOLN ST MA ARMY NAT GUARD RAO 10/4/00   A2 Oil 
72 SHREWSBURY ST EDWARD BUICK RAO 4/10/97   A2 Oil 
13 DARTMOUTH ST DARTMOUTH ST SCH RAO 9/17/02 III A3 Oil 
16 BROOK ST ROCKDALE ST RAO 11/18/97 II A3 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
216 GRAFTON ST 85 GREEN ST TRUST RAO 12/16/97     Oil 
626 CHANDLER ST GETTY STATION RAO 7/2/99 II A1 Oil 
SOUTHWEST CUTOFF 
INTERSECTION WITH  
MASSASOIT RD RAO 1/29/98   A1 Oil 
27 WESTBROOK AVE MARANE OIL HEAT INC RAO 3/25/97   A1 Oil 
490 MILLBURY ST PETERSON OIL 
RTN  
CLOSED 6/16/97     Oil 
375 AIRPORT DR 
WORCESTER AIRPORT  
OLD CENTRAL TOWER RAO 3/28/97   A2 Oil 
389 MILLBURY ST MILLBURY ST SCHOOL RAO 4/11/97   A1 Oil 
23 NORTH ASHLAND ST 
ELM PARK COMMUNITY  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL RAO 2/7/97   B1 Oil 
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77 HIGHLAND ST TEXACO STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 4/29/98     Oil 
SWAN AVE POLE 19 RAO 4/9/97   A1   
2 KANSAS ST NAPL 
RTN  
CLOSED 7/12/97 II   Oil 
935 GRAFTON ST 
PERKINS FARM  
MARKETPLACE RAO 3/20/98   A3 Oil 
2 KANSAS ST CAMBRIDGE ST 
RTN  
CLOSED 7/12/97     
Haz.  
Mat. 
35 PARK AVE 
TOOMEYS  
RENT ALL CENTER RAO 5/23/97   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
141 GROVE ST WORCESTER FIRE STA RAO 5/14/97   A1 Oil 
350 SOUTHBRIDGE ST UNDER RR BRIDGE RAO 5/15/97   A1 Oil 
190 MADISON ST MERIT GAS STATION DPS 3/17/97       
1 WISER AVE 
ST CATHERINE  
OF SWEDEN RAO 5/19/99 II A2 Oil 
125 HAMILTON ST NO LOCATION AID RAO 4/27/99 II A2 Oil 
490 MILLBURY ST PETERSON OIL 
RTN  
CLOSED 6/16/97     Oil 
410 GROVE ST 
GOLDSTAR  
PARTNERS LLC RAO 1/25/04   A3 Oil 
1 NEW BOND ST NORTON CO RAO 11/26/97   A1 Oil 
RTE 290E AT EXIT 21 RAO 7/24/97   A2 Oil 
263 GRAFTON STREET  LOT 2C DPS 11/28/11     Oil 
45 FREMONT ST 
CHEMICAL SALES  
SERVICE RAO 7/24/97   A1   
4 EAST CENTRAL ST WORC POST OFFICE RAO 10/1/97   A1   
65 ARMORY ST 
SWIP 3 SONS  
TRUCKING BLDG SPECPR 7/30/08     Oil 
549 PARK AVE EASTERN AUTO BODY RAO 8/8/97   A1 Oil 
305 BELMONT ST WORCESTER ST HOSP 
RTN  
CLOSED 12/16/97     Oil 
25 WESTCHESTER ST MERCY CTR RAO 10/27/97   A2 Oil 
702 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST GETTY GAS STATION RAO 10/30/97   A2 Oil 
PARCEL B WASHINGTON SQ RAO 6/5/97   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
135 BURNCOAT ST 
BURNCOAT  
MIDDLE SCHOOL RAO 11/14/02 III A2 Oil 
WASHINGTON SQ PARCEL A RAO 7/18/97   B1 
Haz. 
Mat. 
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2 PULLMAN ST MNL-CSL LLC RAO 9/29/06 II A3 
Haz.  
Mat. 
10 PULLMAN ST CNE INC RAO 9/29/06 II A3 
Haz.  
Mat. 
40 PULLMAN ST CNE INC RAO 9/27/06 II B1 
Haz. 
Mat. 
926 WEST  
BOYLSTON ST NORTH END MOTORS STMRET 12/31/03     
Haz.  
Mat. 
13 HOPE AVE BLOCH NE INC REMOPS 7/18/11 V   
Haz.  
Mat. 
64 BEACON ST COME PLAY PRODUCTS RAO 7/20/05   A2 Oil 
RTE 290W 
BRIDGE OVER  
LAKE QUINSIGAMOND RAO 11/5/97   A1 Oil 
1233 MAIN ST GAS STA FMR REMOPS 9/28/04 V     
275-281 LINCOLN ST 
CNR DUXBURY AND  
LINCOLN ST RAO 9/17/08   A2 Oil 
33 37 MASSASOIT RD LADY OF LORETO RAO 7/7/98   A2 Oil 
527 GRAFTON ST GETTY REALTY CO 
RTN  
CLOSED 4/11/02     Oil 
52 HIGH ST 
ST JOSEPHS HOME 
 FOR WOMEN 
RTN  
CLOSED 2/27/02 II   Oil 
248 LINCOLN ST TEXACO STATION RAO 9/29/98   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
135 BURNCOAT ST 
BURNCOAT  
MIDDLE SCH 
RTN  
CLOSED 5/26/01     Oil 
69 NELSON PL 
BROWNING-FERRIS INDUST  
ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 12/12/97   A1 Oil 
275-281 LINCOLN ST 
HAHNEMANN  
HOSPITAL 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/15/98     Oil 
390 BELMONT ST 
POWERTEST  
SERVICE STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 12/11/97     Oil 
72 SHREWSBURY ST GMC TRUCK RAO 8/12/97   B1 Oil 
440 LINCOLN ST ALL AMERICA RAO 4/29/98   A2   
81 SUMMER ST GAS N GO FMR RAO 2/26/98   A2 Oil 
52 HIGH ST 
ST JOSEPHS HOME  
FOR WOMEN 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/25/98     Oil 
1 AGRAND ST 
RAND WHITNEY  
CONTAINER RAO 10/15/98   A2 Oil 
1 NEW BOND ST MILL 7 RAO 1/5/98   A1 Oil 
49 ELM ST 
CHANCELLORY OF 
WORC ARCH DIOCESE RAO 3/19/98   A2 Oil 
448 SOUTHBRIDGE ST INTRANSIT TRUCK YARD RAO 3/12/98   A1 Oil 
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61 SOUTH LUDLOW ST CUMBERLAND FARMS RAO 10/27/99 III A2 Oil 
193 195 LAKE AVE FORMER MARINA RAO 12/22/00   B2 Oil 
680 CAMBRIDGE ST MYSTERY DUMPING RAO 1/26/98   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
100 250 BARBER AVE 
WORCESTER ROLLED  
STEEL FMR RAO 1/30/03 V A3 
Haz.  
Mat. 
207 GRAFTON ST PUBLIC OIL FACILITY TIER1D 7/7/08     Oil 
487 PARK AVE TEXACO STA RAO 2/9/98   A1 Oil 
527 GRAFTON ST GETTY STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 4/11/02     Oil 
10 ROYAL RD RESIDENCE RAO 6/25/99 II A2 Oil 
75 GROVE ST PARKER AFFILIATES RAO 1/12/99   A1 Oil 
72 GROVE ST 72 GROVE ST PARKING LOT RAO 3/23/99   A3 
Haz. 
Mat. 
INTERSECTION OF  
RTES 290 190 RAMP OF ROUTE 290 RAO 4/15/98   A1 Oil 
939 SOUTHBRIDGE ST MA ELECTRIC RAO 9/23/09 V C1 Oil 
440 LINCOLN ST 
ALL AMERICA  
FINANCIAL RAO 2/28/03 II A3 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
75 CRESCENT ST MARANE OIL HEAT RAO 2/23/99   A2 Oil 
2 SHERMAN ST 
LEYDEN  
DEVELOPMENT CORP RAO 5/13/98 II A3 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
70 JAMES ST 
FORMER NATIONAL  
STANDARD CO 
RTN  
CLOSED 7/10/06     
Haz.  
Mat. 
1264 GRAFTON ST 
GETTY  
SERVICE STATION RAO 11/14/00 II A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
1107 PLEASANT ST 
TIVERTON PKWY  
CORNER OF RAO 4/26/00   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
29 ALBANY ST 
WORCESTER  
DPW YARD 
RTN  
CLOSED 7/8/98     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
195 EASTERN AVE RESIDENCE RAO 4/2/99   A2 Oil 
75 CRESCENT ST MARANE OIL HEAT INC RAO 2/23/99   A2 Oil 
INTERSTATE 290 EXIT 17 EAST RAO 7/2/98   A1 Oil 
1093 PLEASANT ST TATNUCK SCHOOL RAO 6/22/98   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
1227 MAIN ST 
NORTH OF  
WEBSTER PLAZA RAO 11/6/98   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
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490 MILLBURY ST PETERSON OIL SERVICE 
RTN  
CLOSED 4/27/00     Oil 
CORRINE ST POLE 1 RAO 8/3/98   A2 Oil 
CRESCENT ST 
BORDER OF RTES 99  
75 AND CRESCENT ST URAM 6/18/98     Oil 
515 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
WIRE AND SCRAP  
METAL SEPARATION CO RAO 8/28/98   A2 Oil 
2 BROOK ST OS WALKER CO RAO 9/17/98   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
111 SHREWSBURY  
17 EAST WORCESTER CORNER OF S HILL ST RAO 7/2/99   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
616 CHANDLER ST CUMBERLAND FARMS RAO 7/28/99   A2 Oil 
1 FIRTH ST NO LOCATION AID RAO 7/29/98   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
165 BALLARD ST 
ALLIED METAL  
PRODUCTS RAO 12/3/98   A2 Oil 
54 ROCKDALE ST VELLUMOID FACILITY RAO 11/27/06 V C1 Oil 
77 HIGHLAND ST GETTY PROPERTIES CO 
RTN 
CLOSED 3/2/01     Oil 
20 WORCESTER  
CENTER BLVD MED CITY RAO 10/26/98   A1 Oil 
40 WALCOTT ST POLAR BEVERAGES RAO 10/28/98   A1 Oil 
RTE 290 W COLLEGE SQUARE RAO 10/27/98   A2 Oil 
33 BEACHMONT ST RESIDENCE RAO 12/22/98   A2 Oil 
53 CEDAR ST NAJEMI PROPERTY RAO 11/16/98 II A2 Oil 
375 AIRPORT DR WORC REG AIRPORT REMOPS 3/19/09 V   Oil 
234 BROOKS ST 85 GREEN ST TRUST RAO 9/28/98   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
105 MADISON ST WYMAN GORDON 
RTN  
CLOSED 5/24/99     Oil 
11 CANTERBURY ST WILLIAM F LYNCH RAO 3/29/01 II A2 Oil 
15 MONROE AVE RESIDENCE RAO 7/18/00 II A2 Oil 
403 BELMONT ST 
MA HIGHWAY 
MAINTENANCE YARD RAO 11/20/98   A2 Oil 
99 CRESCENT ST CK SMITH REMOPS 2/12/04 V   Oil 
33 MILLBROOK ST AMI TRUCK LEASE RAO 6/7/04   A2 Oil 
501 PARK AVE MARANE FACILITY RAO 8/6/99     Oil 
556 MASSASOIT RD ABRANO PROPERTY DPS 3/7/00     
Haz.  
Mat. 
35 BALLARD ST F AND D TRUCKING RAO 10/30/06 V A2 Oil 
350 GREENWOOD ST 
GRENWOOD SERVICE  
STATION RAO 7/2/99   A1 Oil 
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55 LAKE AVENUE N U MASS MED COMPLEX RAO 1/4/99   A2 Oil 
70 PULLMAN ST WM REISNER CORP 
RTN  
CLOSED 1/12/99     
Haz.  
Mat. 
231 CAMBRIDGE ST HONEY FARMS RAO 4/22/03 III A2 Oil 
35 HERMON ST CHAFITZ PROPERTY TIER1D 11/15/99     
Haz.  
Mat. 
40 TEMPLE ST SAINT JOHNS CHURCH RAO 1/25/99   A2 Oil 
12 HIGH ST 
MASS ELECTRIC  
ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 1/19/99   A1 Oil 
717 PLANTATION ST FURON RAO 1/25/99   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
9 LACONIA RD RESIDENCE RAO 5/20/99   A2 Oil 
26 QUEEN ST 
U MASS MED CENTER  
DE TOX CTR RAO 3/14/03 II A2 Oil 
11 PROCTOR ST 
WORCESTER SEWER  
PUMP STATION RAO 1/22/99   A2 Oil 
939 SOUTHBRIDGE ST GARAGE 
RTN  
CLOSED 3/4/99     
Haz.  
Mat. 
SOUTHBRIDGE ST 399 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
RTN  
CLOSED 4/16/02 II     
20 EAST WORCESTER ST WORCESTER DPW RAO 11/13/01 II A3 Oil 
115 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF 
AF AMORELLO AND SONS 
INC RAO 12/22/99   B1 Oil 
350 MILLBURY ST 
IRISH CAR  
CAR FORMER RAO 1/30/04 III B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
463 MILLBURY ST 
WORC TRANSMISSION  
FORMER RAO 6/29/04 III B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
477 MILLBURY ST WORC TIRE FORMER RAO 1/30/04 III B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
735 737 MILLBURY ST TIPPERARY PUB RAO 4/20/04 III B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
753 MILLBURY ST STARR SCRAP METAL 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/26/03 II   
Haz.  
Mat. 
135 MILLBURY ST NOARS OIL CO RAO 9/17/99   A2 Oil 
185 MADISON ST EXXON CO RAO 3/5/99   A1 Oil 
26 QUEEN ST 
WORCESTER  
CITY CAMPUS 
RTN  
CLOSED 12/9/99     Oil 
375 AIRPORT DR DYN AIR FUELLING RAO 3/23/99   A1 Oil 
36 42 HARLOW ST NEW ST REALTY TRUST RAO 12/2/99   B2 Oil 
MASSASOIT RD UTILITY POLE NO 46 RAO 1/19/99   A1   
375 AIRPORT DR WOR REG AIRPORT RAO 1/31/03 III A2 Oil 
375 AIRPORT RD WOR REG AIRPORT RAO 1/31/03 III A3 Oil 
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45 FREMONT ST 
CHEMICAL SALES  
AND SERVICE RAO 4/5/99   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
RTE 20 AND  
MASSASOIT RD NO LOCATION AID RAO 5/5/99   A1 Oil 
284 GROVE ST 
LINDBERG 
HEAT TREATING CO REMOPS 1/30/06 V   Oil 
70 JAMES ST M & I REALTY INC 
RTN  
CLOSED 10/18/99     Oil 
85 PRESCOTT ST PARKER METAL CORP RAO 4/8/99   A1 Oil 
51 BALLARD ST BALLARD ST SUNOCO 
RTN  
CLOSED 3/13/01     Oil 
141 BALLARD ST GRANGER PROPERTY RAO 3/3/00   B2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
625 CHANDLER ST BOURQUE PROPERTY RAO 3/3/99   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
JAMES ST 
JAMES STREET 
TY COBB FIELDS RAO 12/5/07 II A3 
Haz.  
Mat. 
514 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST JACKS GETTY FORMER RAO 5/1/01     Oil 
2 WESTBROOK CIR COFFEY RESIDENCE RAO 12/13/05   A2 Oil 
51 GOLD STAR BLVD FLEET BANK REMOPS 8/8/06     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
WORCESTER  
CENTER BLVD MED CITY RAO 9/24/99   A2 Oil 
100 CENTRAL ST FALLON CLINIC RAO 6/21/99   A2 Oil 
897 GRAFTON ST YANG OH DRY CLEANER RAO 4/14/03 IV A2 
Haz. 
Mat. 
57 UNION ST PRIMEDICA TESTING LAB RAO 7/9/99   A2 Oil 
21 BUCKINGHAM ST RESIDENCE RAO 5/28/99   A1 Oil 
RTE 290 EASTBOUND MM 9.5 RAO 7/14/99   A1 Oil 
1275 MAIN ST TEXACO FMR 
RTN  
CLOSED 7/26/99     Oil 
501 PARK AVE ABS BRAKE SHOP RAO 8/6/99 II A2 Oil 
7 9 CANTERBURY ST SCRAP YARD FMR 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/15/99     
Haz.  
Mat. 
414 CHANDLER ST DAIRY MART RAO 6/21/00   A2 Oil 
83 ELM ST POLE 3 RAO 9/3/99   A2 Oil 
514 WEST  
BOYLSTON ST PETERSON OIL RAO 5/3/00   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
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1 NEW BOND ST 
NORTON CO N  
OF BLD 519 RAO 1/19/00   A2 Oil 
RTE 146 NEAR 80 BALLARD ST 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/15/01     
Haz.  
Mat. 
75 GROVE ST PARKER REALTY CORP RAO 11/3/04 IV A1 Oil 
2 GROVE ST 
WOR VOCATIONAL  
HIGH SCHOOL RAO 10/14/11   A3 Oil 
55 LAKE AVENUE N UMASS MEDICAL CTR RAO 10/22/99   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
384 SUNDERLAND RD REDWOOD HILL APTS RAO 10/21/99   A1 Oil 
57 WEST BOYLSTON ST MOTIVA ENTERPRISES RAO 8/11/03 IV A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
382 SOUTHBRIDGE ST RAIL ROAD YARD RAO 12/3/03 IV C1 Oil 
214 SHREWSBURY ST 
UMASS MEMORIAL  
MRI AND IMAGING RAO 1/8/07 II A3 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
45 GREAT BROOK  
VALLEY AVE BLDG 45 GROUP F WHA RAO 8/29/03 II A2 Oil 
196 LINCOLN ST HILLTOP FLOWER SHOP RAO 2/8/00   A2 Oil 
FRANK ST 
EASTBOUND  
MILE POST 42.5 RAO 11/15/99   A2   
105 MADISON ST WYMAN GORDON 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/29/00       
475 SHREWSBURY ST 
FORMER STEVENS WALDEN  
TOOL FACTORY 
RTN  
CLOSED 10/20/00     Oil 
544 MILLBURY ST JEMS OF NEW ENGLAND 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/8/03     Oil 
54 ROCKDALE ST VELLUMOID INC 
RTN  
CLOSED 6/23/00     Oil 
2 BELLE VISTA RD 
PIONEER OIL  
ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 11/10/99   A1 Oil 
RTE 290 RTE 290 N AT RTE 190 N RAO 12/27/99   A1 
Haz. 
Mat. 
68 MALVERN RD POLE 4 RAO 12/30/99   A1   
99 CRESCENT ST CK SMITH&CO INC 
RTN  
CLOSED 3/14/00     Oil 
66 PROVIDENCE ST MAHONEY PROPERTY RAO 1/26/00   A2 Oil 
47 HARVARD ST 
JEMS OF  
NEW ENGLAND RAO 1/24/00   A1 Oil 
120 ST NICHOLAS AVE RESIDENCE RAO 5/11/00   A2 Oil 
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477 SOUTHBRIDGE ST SHELDON PROPERTY RAO 12/15/99   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
MILLBURY ST 
ACROSS ST FROM 861 
MILLBURY ST  
AT P&W RR URAM 12/28/99     Oil 
57 59 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST SHELL STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 8/12/00     Oil 
633 GRAFTON ST 
PETROLEUM SERVICE 
OF WORCESTER RAO 2/18/00   A2 Oil 
RTE 290 
RTE 290 AT EXIT 12  
BROSNIHAN SQ RAO 2/8/00   A2 Oil 
8 EBENEZER ST RESIDENCE RAO 12/18/00   A2 Oil 
CARPENTER ST TANKER THREAT RAO 2/11/00   A1 Oil 
80 BALLARD ST RTE 146 MHD DEPMOU 7/7/00     Oil 
486 CHANDLER ST 
WORCESTER STATE  
COLLEGE RAO 3/31/00   A1   
20 EAST WORCESTER ST SEWER DEPT RAO 2/2/06 II   Oil 
207 GRAFTON ST PUBLIC OIL FMR 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/16/00     Oil 
CURTIS PKWY VARNUM ST RAO 5/26/00   A2 Oil 
65 WATER ST UTILITY POLE 12-1 RAO 6/14/00   A2 Oil 
9 NORWICH ST 
MA COLLEGE  
OF PHARMACY RAO 11/22/00   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
4 EAST CENTRAL ST USPS WORCESTER RAO 8/20/04 III A3 Oil 
125 GREEN HILL PKWY PARKS&REC ADMIN RAO 6/22/01   A2 Oil 
1 NEW BOND ST NORTON CO THE RAO 4/17/01   A2 Oil 
99 CRESCENT ST 
CK SMITH&CO INC  
FACILITY RAO 6/16/00   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
50 RICHLAND ST ST MARYS HIGHSCHOOL RAO 8/24/00   A2 Oil 
71 PULLMAN ST 
CHACHARONE  
PROPERTY RAO 4/10/00 II B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
40 SUTTON LN LOT 4A LOT 4A TIER 2 2/5/02 II   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
535 LINCOLN ST LINCOLN PLAZA RAO 6/5/00   A2 Oil 
527 GRAFTON ST GETTY STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 4/11/02     Oil 
633 GRAFTON ST WARNER AVE RAO 2/15/02   B1 
Haz. 
Mat. 
55 LAKE AVENUE N UMASS MED CENTER RAO 1/3/01   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
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53-57 MILLBROOK ST AMERICAN POLYMERS INC RAO 6/19/00   A3 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
75 QUINSIGAMOND 
AVE NISSEN BAKERY RAO 7/28/00   A2 Oil 
29 ALBANY ST FANTASIA DR DPS 12/29/00     
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
1 DUNCAN AVE 
OCONNELL WORCESTER  
LLC PROPERTY RAO 8/28/03 II A3 
Haz.  
Mat. 
375 AIRPORT DR 
WORC AIRPORT -  
HANGAR 2 AREA RAO 4/27/04 IV B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
375 AIRPORT DR 
WORCESTER  
REGIONAL AIRPORT RAO 9/1/00   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
375 AIRPORT DR 
WORCESTER AIRPORT -  
GLYCOL RECOVERY AREA RAO 10/29/04 III B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
266-270 PARK AVE BLUE JEANS PIZZA RAO 6/6/01   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
81 HOPE AVE 
SEVEN HILLS  
FOUNDATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 10/25/04     
Haz.  
Mat. 
17 SOUTHGATE PL SWIP PARCEL 10A SPECPR 7/30/08       
25 SOUTHGATE ST SWIP PARCEL 9A SPECPR 7/30/08       
28 SOUTHGATE ST PARCEL 4A RAO 10/8/10 II B2   
564 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF 
PRICE CHOPPER  
STORE 160 RAO 9/8/00   A1 Oil 
141 BALLARD ST RTE 146 DPS 1/15/04 II   
Haz.  
Mat. 
31 GARDEN ST 
NEW ENGLAND  
PLATING FACILITY RAO 9/27/00   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
185 MADISON ST TOSCO CORP RAO 6/12/03 III B1 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
528 PLEASANT ST TOSCO CORP RAO 7/30/03 III B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
446 LINCOLN ST TOSCO CORP RAO 11/22/00   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
6 NAPLES RD 
MEC GREENDALE  
SUBSTATION RAO 9/29/00   A2   
662 MAIN ST MART BLDG RAO 11/22/00   A2 Oil 
3 CONGDON ST N F SHELDON INC RAO 12/11/00   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
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112 HARDING ST PRES MET CORP RAO 8/15/11   C2 
Oil 
&Haz. 
Mat. 
18 CHESTNUT ST UNUM PROVIDENT CO RAO 10/10/00   A2 Oil 
SOUTHBRIDGE ST ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 8/16/01   A1 Oil 
281 PARK AVE AMOCO STATION FMR DPS 8/23/00     
Haz.  
Mat. 
61 MAY ST AST RELEASE RAO 9/6/01   A2 Oil 
382 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
PROVIDENCE &  
WORCESTER RR 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/6/00     Oil 
340 FRANKLIN ST 
CONSOLIDATED  
FREIGHTWAYS RAO 10/31/00   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
641 CAMBRIDGE ST WACHUSETT WIRE CO RAO 10/19/00   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
1 NEW BOND ST NORTON CO BLDG 117 RAO 9/19/01   A2 Oil 
85 PRESCOTT ST 
PRESCOTT ST  
HOLDINGS PROPERTY RAO 7/9/04 II B1 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
89 PRESCOTT ST 
PRESCOTT STREET  
HOLDINGS PROPERTY RAO 7/31/06 IV A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
84 PRESCOTT ST 
PRESCOTT STREET  
HOLDINGS PROPERTY RAO 4/11/07 IV B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
60 68 72 PRESCOTT ST 
PRESCOTT STREET  
HOLDINGS PROPERTY RAO 9/17/01   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
32 PRESCOTT ST 
PRESCOTT STREET  
HOLDINGS PROPERTY RAO 9/4/01   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
30 PRESCOTT ST 
PRESCOTT STREET  
HOLDINGS PROPERTY RAO 9/12/01   B1 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
6 FARADAY ST 
MASSACHUSETTS  
ELECTRIC CO RAO 2/4/03   A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
75 GROVE ST 
GATEWAY PARK  
PROPERTY RAO 12/20/01 III B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
523 531 SOUTHBRIDGE 
ST 
SOUTHBRIDGE STREET 
 LLC PROPERTY RAO 3/9/04 IV C1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
105 MADISON ST WYMAN GORDON CO 
RTN  
CLOSED 1/9/01     
Haz.  
Mat. 
LAKE AVE UTILITY POLE NO 106 RAO 12/5/00   A1 Oil 
DEAN ST WPI RAO 12/18/00   A1 Oil 
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2 GROVE ST 
WORCESTER VOCATIONAL  
HIGH SCHOOL 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/21/00     Oil 
238 SHREWSBURY ST BARONI PROPERTY RAO 11/20/00   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
30 BALLARD ST PATRIOT METALS FMR 
RTN 
CLOSED 5/1/03 III   
Haz. 
Mat. 
722 PLANTATION ST GARREPY PLATERS FMR RAO 8/23/06   B2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
JACQUES ST ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 3/7/01   A2 Oil 
5 MADISON ST FMR BURWICK BLDG RAO 6/1/01   A2 Oil 
105 MADISON ST 
WYMAN GORDON  
BLDG 74 
RTN  
CLOSED 1/10/01     Oil 
510 PLEASANT ST DRY CLEANER FMR TIER1D 11/15/01     
Haz. 
Mat. 
ATNA ST WORCESTER ACADEMY RAO 1/19/01   A1 Oil 
84 FREMONT ST KESSELI&MORSE CO DPS 3/26/01     
Haz.  
Mat. 
331 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF RD 
WASTE  
MANAGEMENT INC RAO 1/23/01   A1 Oil 
409 PARK AVE MOBIL SERVICE STA 10280 
RTN  
CLOSED 7/16/01     
Haz.  
Mat. 
719 SOUTHBRIDGE ST COLLEGE SQ TEXACO RAO 2/16/01   A1 Oil 
638 FRANKLIN ST MA ELECTRIC RAO 2/16/01   A1   
193 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF GETTY STATION RAO 2/20/01   A1 Oil 
655 PARK AVE SOVEREIGN BANK RAO 12/21/01   A3 Oil 
446 MAIN ST SOVEREIGN BANK RAO 9/21/01   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
18 CHESTNUT ST UNUM PROVIDENT RAO 1/24/02   A2 Oil 
115 STAFFORD ST CONCORD TRUST RAO 2/2/07     
Haz.  
Mat. 
340 GROVE ST MOTIVA ENTERPRISES RAO 4/18/01   A1 Oil 
35 ARMORY ST FROST ASSOC INC STMRET 6/16/08 IV   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
440 LINCOLN ST ALLMERICA FINANCIAL 
RTN  
CLOSED 3/13/01     
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
20 HANCOCK HILL DR MAHER PROPERTY RAO 3/15/02   A2 Oil 
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809 GRAFTON ST FORMER GAS STATION RAO 2/5/03 II A3 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
43 CHANDLER ST 
WORCESTER GENERAL  
REPAIR INC RAO 1/4/02   A2 Oil 
2 GREEN HILL AVE 
WORCESTER PARKS  
RECREATION & CEMETARY RAO 6/22/01   A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
101 HIGHLAND ST HONEY FARMS INC REMOPS 4/6/10 V   
Haz.  
Mat. 
333 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF WASTE MGMT RAO 4/19/01   A1   
626 CHANDLER ST GETTY STATION RAO 9/5/01   A1 Oil 
1025 SOUTHBRIDGE ST ANDERSON PRODUCTS RAO 1/7/02   A2 
Oil 
&Haz. 
Mat. 
75 GROVE ST GATEWAY PARK 
RTN  
CLOSED 6/8/01     Oil 
RTE 290 RTE 290 EXIT 11 RAO 6/25/01   A1 Oil 
101 HIGHLAND ST HIGHLAND ASHLAND 
RTN  
CLOSED 3/25/02 II   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
209 SHREWSBURY ST 
ROBERTS  
SHREWSBURY CORP RAO 12/6/01   B2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
55 MILLBROOK ST DK REALTY TRUST RAO 7/23/01   A2 Oil 
61 WEST MOUNTAIN ST PETERSON STEEL CORP RAO 3/21/03 II A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
1023 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
KEITH HILL  
REAL ESTATE TRUST DPS 10/3/01     
Haz.  
Mat. 
1 NEW BOND ST NORTON CO RAO 8/20/01   A2 Oil 
MILLBURY ST 
BETWEEN PETERSON &  
IRISH PUB RAO 7/18/02   A1 Oil 
287 GROVE ST 
WORCESTER REGIONAL  
TRANSIT AUTHORITY REMOPS 4/20/11 V     
53 BARRY RD ROSS RESIDENCE RAO 1/14/02   A2 Oil 
18 STONELEIGH RD RESIDENTIAL RELEASE RAO 3/8/09   A1 Oil 
640 LINCOLN ST 
JAMESBURY INC WALTHAM 
LIME & CONCRETE RAO 5/9/02   A2 Oil 
40 BELMONT ST BELMONT TOWERS RAO 11/21/07 II A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
828 GRAFTON ST TRANSFORMER RAO 9/21/01   A2   
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1442 GRAFTON ST AMERCO I LLC RAO 2/6/02   A2 Oil 
26 QUEEN ST 
UMASS MEMORIAL  
REALTY RAO 8/17/05 IV B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
43 CHANDLER ST WORC GENERAL REPAIR RAO 1/4/02     
Haz.  
Mat. 
377 PLANTATION ST BIOVEST INTERNATIONAL RAO 10/12/01   A2 Oil 
72 PRESCOTT ST MA ELECTRIC CO RAO 10/5/01   A1   
55 MILLBROOK ST DK REALTY TRUST RAO 11/30/04 II A2 Oil 
85 PRESCOTT ST PRESCOTT HOLDINGS LLC 
RTN  
CLOSED 8/30/02     
Haz.  
Mat. 
RTE 290 AT EXIT 12 NO LOCATION AID RAO 7/11/07   A1   
RTE 290 WESTBOUND  
EXIT 13 ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 11/15/01   A1 Oil 
70 CENTRAL ST WORC CITY OF OPCD RAO 1/24/02   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
115 BALLARD ST WORCESTER DPW YARD RAO 11/13/01   A1 Oil 
WEBSTER ST NATIONAL GRID RAO 5/16/06 II     
937 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST PROTANOS AUTO SERVICE RAO 11/13/01   A1 Oil 
19 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF ADM REALTY TRUST DPS 12/17/01     
Haz. 
Mat. 
KANSAS ST AT RR SPUR 
CANADA IMPERIAL OIL  
ASPHALT RELEASE RAO 10/15/02   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
34 ALBANY ST 
GEORGE J SUMMERS  
TRUCKING INC RAO 5/9/05 II A1 Oil 
340 GROVE ST TEXACO SERVICE STATION RAO 8/8/05 II A2 Oil 
284 GROVE ST 
BODYCOTE THERMAL PR - 
FMR LINDBERG HT 
RTN  
CLOSED 10/29/09     
Haz.  
Mat. 
287 GROVE ST 
WORCESTER REGIONAL 
TRANSIT AUTHORITY 
RTN  
CLOSED 6/24/02     Oil 
115 STAFFORD ST CONCORD TRUST RAO 1/4/02   B1 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
190 CAMBRIDGE ST 
INTERSECTION OF  
FREEMONT ST RAO 12/22/01   A1 Oil 
SHREWSBURY ST AT AITCHISON ST RAO 2/15/02   A1   
455 PARK AVE PEPPERCORNS RAO 2/15/02   A1 Oil 
16 BURNCOAT ST RESIDENCE RAO 1/14/02   A2 Oil 
263 GRAFTON ST 
CITGO - FORMER 
 CHARTER FUELS 
RTN  
CLOSED 3/4/02     Oil 
287 GROVE ST WRTA RAO 2/15/02   A1 Oil 
1048 SOUTHBRIDGE ST MERRITT PROPERTY RAO 9/15/09 IV B2 Oil 
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20 EAST WORCESTER ST WORCESTER SEWER DEPT RAO 2/2/06 II A2 Oil 
127 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF 
CONSOLIDATED  
RECYCLING CORP RAO 3/18/02   A1   
853 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST DOUBLE G REALTY TRUST RAO 9/18/02   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
43 CHANDLER ST SAGARIAN SR PROPERTY DPS 1/18/02     Oil 
115 BALLARD ST WORC CITY DPW YARD RAO 12/23/02   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
641 LINCOLN ST 
ROADWAY RELEASE  
AT JAMESBURY RAO 3/29/02   A2   
809 GRAFTON ST FORMER GAS STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 4/22/02 II   Oil 
GARDNER AND  
TAINTER ST GKH PROJECT AREA RAO 10/23/06 II A3 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
1238 MAIN ST GATES LANE SCHOOL RAO 4/30/02   A1 Oil 
600 PARK AVE 
PLYWOOD PLUS  
PARKING LOT RAO 4/12/02   A1 Oil 
950 MAIN ST JONUS CLARK BLD RAO 3/11/03   A1 Oil 
375 AIRPORT DR WORC REG AIRPORT 
RTN  
CLOSED 7/9/02     Oil 
1 WEST BOYLSTON ST CHACHARONE PROPERTY RAO 7/19/02   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
747 PLANTATION ST MOTIVA ENTERPRISES LLC RAO 3/1/07 V A2 
Haz. 
Mat. 
1 NEW BOND ST FMR NAVY BLDGS RAO 3/24/03   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
448 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
INTRANSIT  
CONTAINER INC RAO 6/18/02   A1 Oil 
23 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF FORMER SERVICE STATION RAO 4/22/10 IV C2 Oil 
RTE 290 WESTBOUND PANTATION ST ON RAMP RAO 9/5/02   A1 Oil 
242 SALISBURY ST 
MISSIONARY SISTERS OF 
MARY RAO 4/8/04 II A2 Oil 
SKYLINE DR POLE 16 RAO 7/9/02   A2   
334 GRAFTON ST 
MOBIL  
BUSINESS RESOURCE 
RTN  
CLOSED 10/7/03 V   Oil 
211-215 MAIN ST 
NEW WORCESTER TRAIL 
COURT 
ODONNELL RAO 4/19/06 III A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
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149 WASHINGTON ST THE STANLEY WORKS 
RTN  
CLOSED 7/26/02     
Haz.  
Mat. 
390 MAIN ST SLATER BUILDING RAO 6/4/03   A1 Oil 
1174 MAIN ST 
ALLESCHECK 
PARTNERSHIP RAO 10/4/02   A2 Oil 
RTE 290 E 
SHAWS  
SUPERMARKET INC RAO 8/6/02   A1 Oil 
100 250 BARBER AVE 
OLD WORCESTER 
 ROLLED STEEL 
RTN  
CLOSED 8/9/02       
2 KANSAS ST FMR INDUSTRIAL SITE 
RTN  
CLOSED 1/10/03     
Haz.  
Mat. 
1310 GRAFTON ST 
MUTUAL OIL CO   
STATION 45 RAO 6/18/03   A2 Oil 
72 COES ST 
FORMER COES  
KNIFE FACTORY 
RTN  
CLOSED 12/17/07 II   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
375 AIRPORT RD WORC REG AIRPORT 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/24/02     Oil 
300 MOWER ST 
WEST TATNUCK  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL RAO 8/30/02   A2 Oil 
65 TAINTER ST GKH PROJECT 
RTN  
CLOSED 2/14/03     Oil 
16 PLUM ST 
UNITED NATURAL  
FOODS INC RAO 10/7/02   A1 Oil 
79 BEACON ST AJD ENTERPRISES RAO 5/5/08 II A3 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
939 SOUTHBRIDGE ST MA ELECTRIC CO RAO 10/25/02   A1   
1 DUNCAN AVE 
OCONNELL WORCESTER  
LLC PROPERTY 
RTN  
CLOSED 8/30/02     
Haz.  
Mat. 
42-44 WEBSTER ST 
MA ELECTRIC 
 FMR COAL YARD 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/5/03     
Haz.  
Mat. 
490 SALISBURY ST 
SUBSTATION 
NEARASSUMPTION COLLEGE RAO 9/13/06 IV A2 Oil 
77 PERRY AVE 
MASS ELECTRIC CO  
UTILITY POLE 5 RAO 9/19/02   A1 Oil 
80 BALLARD ST US STEEL PROPERTY RAO 10/14/05     Oil 
2 CHARLOTTE ST HONEY FARMS MINI MART RAO 4/28/03   A2 Oil 
RTE 290 E 
EXPRESS LEASING INC  
ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 12/5/02   A1 Oil 
243 STAFFORD ST 
GF WRIGHT  
STEEL & WIRE CO FMR RAO 3/31/06 II A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
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27 WALL ST FRIENDLY HOUSE TIER 2 10/24/05 IV   
Haz.  
Mat. 
RTE 290 E 
ZAPPALA FARMS  
ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 12/12/02   A1 Oil 
1 DUNCAN AVE 
OCONNEL WORC LLC  
FMR REED AND PRINCE MFG 
RTN  
CLOSED 10/10/02     
Haz.  
Mat. 
GOLD STAR BLVD  
AND RTE 190 
GIROUX BROS TRANS  
ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 12/23/02   A1 Oil 
281 PARK AVE CK SMITH CO INC RAO 2/28/03   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
39 MASON ST MUIRS INC RAO 7/25/03   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
67 91 STAFFORD ST HANDY PAD SUPPLY INC RAO 11/7/03   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
575 PARK AVE MINIT CAR WASH RAO 11/7/03   A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
540 MASSASOIT RD HONEY FARMS RAO 10/23/09 V B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
184 MADISON ST HESS STATION RAO 1/21/03   A1 Oil 
503 505 507 509  
PLANTATION ST PLANTATION VILLAGE LLC RAO 11/19/02   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
60 SALISBURY NORTH HIGH GARDENS RAO 11/7/03   A2   
747 PLANTATION ST SHELL STATION TIER 1C 2/22/03     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
615 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST GIBBS STATION RAO 12/17/03 II A2 Oil 
31 GARDEN ST 
NEW GARDEN PARK 
PROPERTY RAO 9/18/06 IV A3 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
53 HERMON ST DANIEL FREELANDER RAO 6/20/06 II A3 
Haz.  
Mat. 
67 91 STAFFORD ST HANDY PAD SUPPLY INC RAO 11/7/03     
Haz.  
Mat. 
185 PARK AVE MOBIL STATION 01-EL5 
RTN  
CLOSED 1/12/04     
Haz.  
Mat. 
32 MERRICK ST FRIENDLY HOUSE INC RAO 1/8/03   B1 
Haz. 
Mat. 
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14 WEST BOYLSTON ST FORMER WOODBURY CO RAO 1/30/06 II A3 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
55 SALISBURY ST WORCESTER ART MUSEUM RAO 1/9/04   A2 Oil 
162 DELEWANDA DR 
HARRIS OIL CO  
RESIDENTIAL RELEASE RAO 6/30/06 III A2 Oil 
1078 MAIN STREET  
10 MILL ST EXXON MOBIL GAS STA RAO 7/29/03   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
1310 GRAFTON ST 
MUTUAL OIL CO  
STATION 45 RAO 8/22/03   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
1310 GRAFTON ST GETTY STATION 45 RAO 8/26/04   A2 Oil 
1025-1039  
SOUTHBRIDGE ST WMH TOOL GROUP INC RAO 2/19/03   B1 Oil 
1025-1039  
SOUTHBRIDGE ST WMH TOOL GROUP INC TIER 2 12/17/07     
Haz.  
Mat. 
486 CHANDLER ST WORCESTER STATE COLLEGE RAO 2/3/04   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
490 SALISBURY ST 
MA ELECTRIC CO  
SUBSTATION  
NEAR ASSUMPTION 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/17/03     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
312 BELMONT ST HESS STATION 21528 
RTN  
CLOSED 12/13/04 II   
Haz.  
Mat. 
300 GROVE ST 
HLTH FOUNDATION  
OF CENTRAL MA RAO 3/17/05 II B2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
41 IRIQUOIS AVE DICK RESIDENCE RAO 7/14/03   A2 Oil 
JACKSON AND  
SOUTHBRIDGE STS 
JACKSON & SOUTHBRIDGE 
ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 3/26/03   A1 Oil 
HARDING ST 
NISSAN BAKERY  
LOADING DOCKS RAO 5/19/03   A1   
99 DEWEY ST MADIGAN PROPERTY RAO 5/6/05 II A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
96 DEWEY ST 
PHO HIEN  
MEDITATION TEMPLE RAO 8/26/04   A2 Oil 
53-65 CANTERBURY ST  
85 GARDNER CITY OF WORCESTER RAO 10/30/07 II A3 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
281 PARK AVE FORMER C K SMITH 
RTN  
CLOSED 6/25/03     Oil 
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443 LINCOLN ST BATES AVENUE RAO 2/24/06 II A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
375 AIRPORT DR 
WORCESTER 
REGIONALAIRPORT MAINT RAO 11/19/07   A2 Oil 
615 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST GIBBS STATION RAO 12/17/03 II A2 Oil 
75 HAMMOND ST 
PROVIDENCE &  
WORCESTER RR RAO 6/4/04   A2 Oil 
1255 MILLBURY ST VALU GAS RAO 10/10/03   A2   
42 KENWOOD AVE RESIDENTIAL RELEASE RAO 9/5/03   A1 Oil 
86 AUSTIN ST WHITTIER TERRACE ASSOC RAO 5/10/04   B1   
86 AUSTIN ST WHITTIER TERRACE ASSOC RAO 5/25/04   A2   
464 HAMILTON ST  
(IN FRNT OF) HAMILTON ST POLE 62 RAO 9/23/03   A1   
939 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
MASSELECTRIC  
HEADQUARTERS RAO 11/7/03   A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
490 MASSWASOIT RD HURD RESIDENCE INVSUB 9/16/04     Oil 
490 SALISBURY ST 
SUBSTATION NEAR  
ASSUMPTION COLLEGE 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/17/03     Oil 
CENTRAL ST AT  
COMMERCIAL ST CIRCUS TIER1D 8/16/04     Oil 
939 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
WORCESTER MAINTENANCE  
GARAGE RAO 8/25/06 II A3 Oil 
SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF-WEST 
CORNER OF RT 20 &  
MASSASOIT RAO 10/28/03   A1   
38 SUTTON LN  
LOTS 4-1 AND 4-2 FORMER AABEC TIER1D 7/7/08       
926 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST COLVEST WORCESTER LLC RAO 12/31/03   A3 
Haz.  
Mat. 
106 WOODLAND ST MAILLOUX RESIDENCE RAO 1/12/04   A2 Oil 
5 BARBARA LN 
PARCEL 2A-2B  
UST REMOVAL URAM 4/29/11 II   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
89 SHREWSBURY ST 
SCHOOL  
MAINTENANCE BLDG RAO 2/16/05 II A2 Oil 
229 SOUTHBRIDGE ST NAPAC HOLDINGS LTD RAO 9/10/04   A2 Oil 
105 MADISON ST WYMAN GORDON CO RAO 1/20/04   A1   
105 MADISON ST WYMAN GORDON RAO 1/20/04   A1 Oil 
1 SOUTHWEST CUTOFF DOUG RUSSEL MARINE RAO 11/19/03   A1 Oil 
1 SOUTHWEST CUTOFF DOUG RUSSELL MARINE RAO 11/4/03   A1 Oil 
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RTE 290 EAST AT RTE 
190 NEAR PETERSON OIL CO RAO 11/26/03   A2 Oil 
89 SHREWSBURY ST 
SCHOOL  
MAINTENANCE BLDG RAO 12/1/03   A1 Oil 
5 BARBARA LN 
PARCEL 2A-2B  
GRAFTON PARTNERS 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/3/04     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
271 FRANKLIN ST CSX RAIL YARDS RAO 4/13/07   A2   
419 BELMONT ST UMASS MEDICAL CTR RAO 12/8/03   A1   
89 SHREWSBURY ST 
SCHOOL MAINTENANCE 
BLDG 
RTN 
CLOSED 9/28/04     Oil 
133 COBURN AVE LAKE VIEW SCHOOL RAO 2/20/04   A2 Oil 
442 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF 
WASTE MANAGEMENT  
HYDRAULIC RELEASE RAO 12/22/03   A1   
70 JAMES ST FMR NATIONAL STANDARD 
RTN  
CLOSED 7/10/06     
Haz.  
Mat. 
RTE 190 S (EXIT 3 OFF 
RA MASS ELECTRIC RAO 1/15/04   A2 Oil 
349 WILDWOOD RD  
(IN FRNT OF) 
WASTE MGT  
ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 1/5/04   A1   
4 PULLMAN ST 
CENTRAL NEW ENGLAND  
WAREHOUSE MNL CJL LL RAO 3/29/04   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
SAINT JOHNS RD FORMER L FABER CO RAO 11/24/04   A1 Oil 
225 MAY ST JUNE STREET RAO 11/18/03   A2 Oil 
486 CHANDLER ST 
WORCESTER STATE  
COLLEGE RAO 1/26/04   A1   
BURNCOAT STREET 
AND  
RANDOLPH RD 
BURNCOAT PARK  
REALTY TRUST RAO 10/5/04   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
29 WINFIELD ST FMR EASTERN AUTO BODY 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/21/11     
Haz.  
Mat. 
29 WINFIELD ST FMR EASTERN AUTO BODY 
RTN  
CLOSED 12/20/04     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
29 WINFIELD ST FMR EASTERN AUTO BODY 
RTN  
CLOSED 12/20/04     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
SKYLINE DR WORC VOCATIONAL HS RAO 12/16/04   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
465-475 SHREWSBURY 
ST FMR STEVENS WALDEN 
RTN  
CLOSED 5/17/04     
Haz.  
Mat. 
719 SOUTHBRIDGE ST SHELL STATION RAO 3/4/04   A1   
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RTE 290 W 
CENTRAL  
FREIGHTLINES LTD RAO 6/4/04   A1   
10 TOWER ST STRUB RESIDENCE RAO 5/11/04   A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
42-44 WEBSTER ST MA ELECTRIC RAO 5/16/06   A2 Oil 
99 CRESCENT ST CK SMITH CO 
RTN  
CLOSED 8/17/04     Oil 
BLODGETT ST-POLE 1 
BLODGETT ST - POLE 1  
RELEASE OFF BELMONT RAO 3/19/04   A2   
BLODGETT PL MASS ELECTRIC POLE 1 RAO 3/24/04   A1   
199 CHANDLER ST FORMER WHITE CLEANERS RAO 2/3/04   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
115 NORTHEAST 
CUTOFF 
ALLEGRO 
 MICROSYSTEMS INC RAO 3/30/04   A1   
35 BALLARD ST HDC ONE LLC RAO 4/1/04   B1 
Haz. 
Mat. 
10 NEW BOND ST FMR CININATI MILACRON RAO 4/3/06 II A3 Oil 
1 JACQUES ST CNEAD WAREHOUSE RAO 2/16/07 II B1 Oil 
11 EAST CENTRAL ST 
PUB 99 RESTAURANT 
 & PUB INC RAO 12/23/04   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
25 WINTHROP ST ST VINCENTS HOSPITAL RAO 3/18/04   A1   
71 PULLMAN ST PULLMAN ST VACANT LOT RAO 3/9/05   A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
402 CHANDLER ST CHANDLER ST SUBSTATION RAO 1/8/08 IV A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
99 DEWEY ST MADIGAN RESIDENCE 
RTN  
CLOSED 2/18/05     
Haz.  
Mat. 
334 GRAFTON ST MOBIL STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 10/7/04     
Haz.  
Mat. 
937 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST 
FORMER PROTANOS  
SERVICE STATION RAO 5/2/07 IV A3 Oil 
328 SHREWSBURY ST UMASS MEM MED CTR RAO 7/7/04   A1   
310 COBURN AVE MASS ELECTRIC POLE 46 RAO 7/2/04   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
1 COLLEGE ST 
HOLY CROSS  
KIMBALL HALL RAO 11/12/04   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
375 AIRPORT DR AMITY FLIGHT SCHOOL RAO 11/5/04   A2 Oil 
30 WELLINGTON ST MASS ELECTRIC RAO 11/12/04   A1 Oil 
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100-120 FRONT ST WORCESTER OUTLET MALLS RAO 12/10/04   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
11 CANTERBURY ST WILLIAM F LYNCH CO RAO 7/6/09 II A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
443 LINCOLN ST FMR SUNOCO STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 1/6/05     Oil 
69 GREEN ST NEIL SCANNELL RAO 12/22/04   B1 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
81 HOPE AVE SEVEN HILLS FOUNDATION RAO 8/4/04   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
72 CAMBRIDGE ST 
SALVATION ARMY  
PARKING LOT RAO 8/6/04   A1 Oil 
10 NEW BOND ST CHARTER SCHOOL RAO 6/16/05   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
KANSAS ST AT 
SHERMAN ROADWAY 
RTN  
CLOSED 3/1/07     
Haz.  
Mat. 
110 GOLD STAR BLVD EJR REAL ESTATE TRUST RAO 8/4/04   A2 Oil 
1 COLLEGE ST HOLY CROSS COLLEGE RAO 9/23/04   A2   
MAIN STREET AND 
SYLVAN ST 
ROADWAY SPILL AT WHITE 
HEN PANTRY RAO 12/17/04   A1 Oil 
312 BELMONT ST HESS STATION 21528 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/28/04       
394 BELMONT ST DANGELOS RAO 12/10/04   A2 Oil 
2 WASHINGTON SQ 
UNION STATION BUS 
TERMINAL  
CONSTRUCTION RAO 12/10/04   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
44 INDIAN HILL RD KATHLEEN KENNEDY RAO 9/6/05   A2 Oil 
89 SHREWSBURY ST CITY OF WORCESTER 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/28/04     Oil 
135 GODDARD  
MEMORIAL DR FUEL SPILL RAO 7/19/05   A1 Oil 
1 COLLEGE ST 
HOLY CROSS- 
FUEL OIL USTS RAO 7/15/05   A2 Oil 
23 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF FMR SERVICE STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 6/2/06     Oil 
40-88 CRESCENT ST 
MORGAN  
CONSTRUCTION CO RAO 10/28/04   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
42 PRESCOTT ST GATEWAY PARK RAO 2/9/05   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
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41 SUTTON LN  
LOTS 5 AND 6 
AA BRUNELL  
ELECTROPLATING 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/14/05     
Haz.  
Mat. 
101 HIGHLAND ST HONEY FARMS 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/14/05     Oil 
26 ARTHUR ST PREMIUM FUELS CORP. RAO 7/15/05   A2 Oil 
ARARAT ST SAINT-GOBAIN ABRASIVES RAO 11/26/04   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
110 HIGHLAND ST DYNAMY INC TIER 2 12/1/05 V   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
486 CHANDLER ST 
WORCESTER STATE  
COLLEGE RAO 3/4/08 III B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
465-475 SHREWSBURY 
ST MCDONALDS CORP 
RTN  
CLOSED 10/14/05     
Haz.  
Mat. 
29 ALBANY ST WORCESTER DPW RAO 1/27/05   A1   
RTE 290E AT EXIT 11 SUPERIOR BULK LOGISTICS RAO 2/24/05   A1 Oil 
27 GERMAIN ST FRANCIS POTTER RAO 1/17/08 II A2 Oil 
49 INSTITUTE RD WPI RAO 8/28/06 II A2 Oil 
6 PULLMAN ST CORNELIUS LUCEY ROSTRM 11/2/10 V   Oil 
220 BROOK ST VERIZON NEW ENGLAND RAO 8/4/05   A2 Oil 
35 ARMORY ST FROST ASSOCIATES 
RTN  
CLOSED 5/28/09 II     
1060 MILLBURY ST 
LIBERTY CENTRAL 
INDUSTRIAL  
PARK SOUTH RAO 8/10/05   A3 Oil 
450-490 MILLBURY ST 
FORMER PETERSON OIL 
FACILITY 
RTN 
CLOSED 4/8/05       
VERNON ST 
MASSACHUSETTS  
ELECTRIC COMPANY RAO 12/29/05   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
403 BELMONT ST 
JP NOONAN T 
RANSPORTATION RAO 4/7/05   A1 Oil 
26 ALBANY ST WORCESTER DPW RAO 5/11/05   A2 Oil 
49 CANTERBURY ST THOMAS SWEENEY RAO 7/14/05   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
10 MONMOUTH ST FLETCHER RAO 3/17/06   A2 Oil 
32 OXFORD ST 
CANLAND  
ENTERPRISE INC RAO 3/23/06   A2 Oil 
38 ALBANY ST NOARS OIL RAO 7/27/05   A2 Oil 
54-56 GROVE ST CITY OF WORCESTER RAO 5/31/05   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
375 AIRPORT DR WORC REG AIRPORT 
RTN  
CLOSED 5/31/05     Oil 
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100 RESEARCH DR ABBOTT BIORESEARCH CTR RAO 6/17/05   A2 Oil 
143 HAMILTON ST JAMES CHACHARONE RAO 4/22/05   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
211 PROVIDENCE ST WORC PUBLIC SCHOOLS RAO 6/17/05   A1 Oil 
61 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF 
CAMASSE MASONRY  
SUPPLY INC RAO 5/25/05   A2   
13 HOPE AVE 13 HOPE AVENUE 
RTN  
CLOSED 7/21/05     
Haz.  
Mat. 
158-160 FREMONT ST THE ABRAMS GROUP TIER 2 4/28/06 II   
Haz.  
Mat. 
284 GROVE ST 
BODY COAT  
THERMAL PROCESSING 
RTN  
CLOSED 10/29/09     Oil 
344 FRANKLIN ST 
FMR COME PLAY  
PRODUCTS TIER 2 5/15/06 II   
Haz.  
Mat. 
271 FRANKLIN ST RAILROAD YARD RAO 5/15/06   A2 Oil 
366-382 SHREWSBURY 
ST GALLO REALTY CO. RAO 12/20/05     Oil 
814 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST RAMSTROMS SUNOCO RAO 5/30/06   A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
11 TO 125 ONTARIO ST 
INTSEC OF ONTARIO ST. 
AND CALUMENT RAO 6/21/05   A1   
GREENHILL PARKWAY 
AND UXBRIDGE ST 
NSTAR ELECTRIC  
& GAS CO URAM 6/9/05     
Haz.  
Mat. 
99 CRESCENT ST CK SMITH RAO 8/17/05   A1 Oil 
97 AYLESBURY RD RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY RAO 6/12/06   A2 Oil 
747 PLANTATION ST 
SHELL-BRANDED  
SERVICE STATION RAO 4/11/06   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
96 WILLIAM ST RESIDENCE RAO 10/27/05   A2 Oil 
640 LINCOLN ST RDR INC RAO 8/29/05   A2   
190 SOUTH EXIT 3 GIVENS TRANSPORTATION RAO 8/24/05   A1 Oil 
950 MAIN ST 
NEAR POWER PLANT CLARK 
UNIV RAO 7/13/06   A2 Oil 
687 MILLBURY ST 
DRAKE PETROLEUM CO  
COMMERCIAL RELEASE RAO 1/9/12 IV A2 Oil 
1068 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST ROCKYS CAR WASH RAO 7/31/06   A2 Oil 
CHANDLER STREET AND 
 MAY ST BEAVER BROOK CULVERT RAO 7/28/06   A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
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225-231 SHREWSBURY 
ST FMR ATAMIAN MOTORS RAO 11/10/05   A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
38 ALBANY ST NOARS OIL FACILITY RAO 9/2/05   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
301 BARBER AVE SAMS CLUB RAO 12/15/05   A2 Oil 
340 GROVE ST SHELL SERVICE STATION RAO 10/24/05   A1 Oil 
208 CHANDLER ST TONYS AUTOMOTIVE RAO 10/5/05   A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
41 WALCOTT ST POLAR BEVERAGE CO RAO 11/15/05   A1   
258 BEVERLY RD TECZAR RESIDENCE RAO 10/24/07 II A2 Oil 
166 STAFFORD ST 
FORMER LEASED  
VERIZON GARAGE RAO 12/7/05   A2 Oil 
QUEENS STREET AND 
JAQUES ST 
MA ELECTRIC CO  
CONSTRUCTION SITE RAO 3/15/06   A1   
510 MILLBURY ST 
MA HIGHWAY  
MANHOLE RELEASE TIER 2 6/1/09 II   Oil 
366-382 SHREWSBURY 
ST GALLO REALTY COMPANY RAO 12/20/05     
Haz.  
Mat. 
3 FARADAY ST MA ELECTRIC SUBSTATION RAO 11/30/05   A1   
386-390 SHREWSBURY 
ST GALLO REALTY CO INC RAO 10/19/05   B1 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
18 SHERMAN ST 
ROME BUILDING  
PRODUCTS RAO 10/13/09 II A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
719 SOUTHBRIDGE ST SHELL-TEXACO STATION RAO 12/8/05   A1 Oil 
15 BELMONT ST 
MORGAN CONSTRUCTION 
CO TIER 2 10/16/06 II   Oil 
25 BLANCHE ST RESIDENCE RAO 3/2/06   A2 Oil 
294 BELMONT ST HI LO GAS STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/10/06     Oil 
687 MILLBURY ST 
FMR MILLBURY STREET  
MOBIL 
RTN  
CLOSED 7/25/06     Oil 
26 QUEEN ST 
FORMER WORCESTER  
CITY HOSPITAL REMOPS 6/6/07 V   Oil 
875 MAIN ST 
WORCESTER 
COMPREHENSIVE  
CHILDCARE SERVICE RAO 11/10/06   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
53 NORTHBOROUGH ST 
GFI NORTHBORO ST  
BLDG SITE RAO 1/19/06   A1   
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640 PLANTATION ST AT 
BOWDIT 
ESTES EXPRESS ROADWAY 
RELEASE RAO 1/13/06   A1   
70 QUINSIGAMOND 
AVE CASTLE METALS 
RTN  
CLOSED 8/1/06     Oil 
1068 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST FMR ROCKYS CAR WASH RAO 11/15/11   C2 Oil 
1001 SOUTHBRIDGE ST POLAR FACILITY RAO 2/6/06   A1   
50 SKYLINE DR MASS ARMY NAT'L GUARD RAO 10/31/06   A1 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
6 NEW BOND ST 
ST GOBAIN  
ABRASIVES INC RAO 3/8/06   B1 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
91 CAMBRIDGE ST 
DRAKE  
PETROLEUM CO INC RAO 4/8/08 II A2 Oil 
1060 MILLBURY ST 
LIBERTY PROPERTIES  
AST RELEASE RAO 1/16/07   A2   
78 CHILMARK ST E B LUCE CORP RAO 12/14/07 II A2 Oil 
409 PARK AVE EXXON STATION 01-PFC RAO 12/23/08 II A2 Oil 
490 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST PRIME AUTOMOBILES RAO 1/25/06   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
939 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
MEC BAY STATE  
WEST FACILITY RAO 5/11/06   A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
381 CHANDLER ST US POST OFFICE RAO 3/6/06   A1   
93-95 GATES ST UNIVERSITY PARK LOFTS RAO 5/25/06   B1 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
2 FRONTENAC RD MCCULLOUGH RESIDENCE RAO 12/16/11   A2 Oil 
1393 GRAFTON ST MRS MACKS BAKERY RAO 1/19/07   A3 
Haz.  
Mat. 
258 BEVERLY RD TECZAR RESIDENTIAL REL 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/18/06     Oil 
40 SQUANTUM ST 
SQUANTUM ST  
SUBSTATION RAO 12/22/06   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
294 BELMONT ST HI-LO GAS STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/10/06     Oil 
38 SUTTON LN  
LOTS 4-1 AND 4-2 KESSELI & MORSE CO TIER1D 7/7/08     
Haz.  
Mat. 
23 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF FMR SERVICE STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 6/2/06     
Haz.  
Mat. 
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150 BLACKSTONE  
RIVER RD 
BLACKSTONE RIVER - 
LIBERTY PROPERTIES RAO 4/7/09 II A2   
324 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF FLEET ELECTRIC RAO 3/23/07   A2 
Oil & 
Haz. 
Mat. 
59 WEBSTER ST WEBSTER ST SUBSTATION RAO 2/12/07   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
1068 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST 
ROCKYS OIL SERVICE OF 
WORCESTER INC 
RTN 
CLOSED 12/1/06     
Haz. 
Mat. 
937 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST PROTANOS SERVICE STA RAO 5/2/07     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
40 CRESCENT ST 
MORGAN CONSTRUCTION 
CO TIER 2 10/23/07 II   Oil 
25 BYRON ST NASHUA STREET SUBSTA RAO 4/15/08 II A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
556 MILL ST MEC - MILL ST RAO 8/7/06   A1 Oil 
129-131 SHREWSBURY 
ST EAST SIDE LIQUORS RAO 12/15/06   A2 Oil 
BURNCOAT POND BURNCOAT POND RAO 9/8/06   A1   
21 CEDAR ST CHILDRENS FRIENDS INC RAO 1/5/07   A2 Oil 
BENSON AVENUE TO  
KNIGHT ST 
MASS ELECTRIC  
TRANSFORMER RELEASE RAO 7/13/06   A1   
I-290 EAST AT EXIT 20 
BURNCOAT ST EXIT  
ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 10/3/06   A2 Oil 
141 GROVE ST CITY OF WORC FIRE DEPT RAO 5/31/06   B1 Oil 
34 PAINE ST RESIDENCE RAO 6/18/07   A1 Oil 
305 BELMONT ST WORC STATE HOSPITAL RAO 7/14/06   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
10 SAINT PAUL DR TREISTER RESIDENCE RAO 11/14/06   A2 Oil 
486 CHANDLER ST 
WORCESTER STATE  
COLLEGE RAO 9/14/06   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
21 INTERVALE RD NO LOCATION AID RAO 7/19/06   B1 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
10 HADWEN LN MASS ELECTRIC CO RAO 9/18/06   A1   
51 PULLMAN ST ATLAS PRESS RAO 7/21/06   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
53-55 NORFOLK ST 
FRATERNAL  
ORDER OF EAGLES RAO 8/11/09 II A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
75 FLORENCE ST CLARK UNIVERSITY RAO 7/26/07   A2 Oil 
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14 WEST BOYLSTON ST SHAWS PARKING LOT TIER1D 8/13/07     Oil 
AIRPORT DR CITY OF WORCESTER RAO 7/13/07   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
409 PARK AVE EXXON MOBIL CORP 
RTN  
CLOSED 12/26/06     Oil 
332-334 PLEASANT ST BAHNAN INC RAO 6/20/12 II A2 Oil 
875 MAIN ST 
WORCESTER 
COMPREHENSIVE  
CHILDCARE RAO 11/10/06     
Haz.  
Mat. 
LENOX ST CITY OF WORCESTER RAO 9/27/06   A1 Oil 
40 CRESCENT ST MORGAN CONSTRUCTION RAO 12/22/06   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
722 PLANTATION ST FMR GARREPY PLATERS DPS 8/18/06     
Haz.  
Mat. 
98-102 ARMORY ST FMR CITY BUILDERS SUPPLY RAO 7/14/09 II A2 Oil 
85 GARDNER ST 
SOUTH WORCESTER  
INDUSTRIAL PARK RAO 10/30/07     Oil 
MAIN STREET AT  
OREAD ST 
PATRIOT  
ENVIRONMENTAL CORP TIER1D 11/8/06     Oil 
53 WISER AVE INTRANSIT CONTAINER CO RAO 10/31/06   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
65 GRAFTON ST GRAFTON ST SUBSTATION RAO 12/22/06   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
126 CHANDLER ST PL RIDER CO INC RAO 12/11/06   A2 Oil 
128 BROOKLINE AVE PARENTEAU RESIDENCE RAO 8/10/07   A2 Oil 
220 BROOKS ST MA ELECTRIC CO RAO 2/22/07   A2 Oil 
270 PARK AVE BLUE JEANS PIZZA RAO 10/25/07   A2 Oil 
44-46 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST EJR REAL ESTATE TRUST DPS 1/12/07     Oil 
75 FLORENCE ST CLARK UNIVERSITY RAO 7/26/07     Oil 
69 ARMORY ST 
FORMER WRIGHT MACHINE  
CORP FACILITY TIER 2 11/1/07 II   
Haz.  
Mat. 
22 SACHEM AVE 
WORCESTER CHURCH  
OF CHRIST 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/1/07     Oil 
275-281 LINCOLN ST UMASS MEM HOSPITAL RAO 11/8/07   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
50 SKYLINE DR ARMY NATIONAL GUARD RAO 1/5/07   A1 Oil 
1 UPLAND AND  
GREENWOOD ST 
RAND-WHITNEY  
INDUSTRIES CORP RAO 1/5/07   A1 Oil 
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2 FRONTENAC RD MCCULLOUGH RESIDENCE 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/15/07     Oil 
939 SOUTHBRIDGE ST NATIONAL GRID RAO 1/30/07   A1   
375 AIRPORT DR WORC REG AIRPORT RAO 11/19/07   A1 Oil 
72 GROVE ST NATIONAL GRID REL RAO 2/5/07   A1   
75 QUINSIGAMOND 
AVE JJ NISSEN BAKERY RAO 5/16/07   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
419 GROVE ST VALU GAS STATION RAO 12/11/07   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
419 GROVE ST VALU GAS STATION RAO 8/2/07   B1   
18 SHERMAN ST SAM-JAY REALTY TRUST TIER 2 10/11/06     
Haz.  
Mat. 
1068 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST GARDNER AUTOMOTIVE 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/25/09     Oil 
185 PARK AVE MOBIL STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 1/2/08     
Haz. 
Mat. 
350 GREENWOOD ST GETTY STATION TIER 1C 1/18/08 II     
332-334 PLEASANT ST FORMER GAS STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 8/16/07     
Haz.  
Mat. 
184 MADISON ST HESS STATION RAO 3/19/07   A1 Oil 
294 BELMONT ST HI LO GAS STATION 
RTN 
CLOSED 1/25/08       
119 DEWEY ST 
FORMER PARKER &  
HARPER MFG CO TIER 2 1/29/08 II   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
MILLBROOK ST 
TRANSFORMER BENEATH  
RT. 290 OVERPASS RAO 12/14/07   A2   
398-400 GROVE ST 
CUTLER  
REAL ESTATE MGMT 
RTN  
CLOSED 2/21/08     
Haz.  
Mat. 
138-142 GREEN ST HOLT RESIDENCE RAO 8/7/07   A2 Oil 
366-382 SHREWSBURY 
ST GALLO REALTY CO INC RAO 2/22/07   A2 Oil 
361 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF UNITED RENTALS RAO 4/23/07   A1   
570 MAIN ST FEDERAL PLAZA GARAGE RAO 3/4/08   B1   
5 MADISON ST FORMER BERWICK BLDG TIER 2 3/13/09 II   
Haz.  
Mat. 
350 GREENWOOD ST GETTY STATION TIER 1C 3/14/08 II   Oil 
939 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
MASS ELECTRIC  
TRANSFORMER RAO 5/23/07   A1   
287 GROVE ST WRTA TIER 2 3/17/08 IV   Oil 
99 CRESCENT ST CK SMITH & CO INC RAO 6/11/07   A1 Oil 
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29 WINFIELD ST MASON WINFIELD LLC DPS 4/15/08     
Haz.  
Mat. 
76 EAST WORCESTER ST WORC DPW GARAGE RAO 6/18/07   A1   
900 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST NATIONAL GRID RAO 6/21/07   A1   
207 GREENWOOD ST 
NATIONAL  
ENVELOPE CORP DPS 6/14/11     
Haz.  
Mat. 
35-43 DEAN ST AND  
26-32 BOYNTON 
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC 
INSTITUTE RAO 8/15/08   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
418-440 CAMBRIDGE ST ESTATE OF LEROY P SMITH RAO 5/9/08   A2 Oil 
150 BLACKSTONE  
RIVER RD 
LIBERTY MA  
PORTFOLIO FEE LLC DPS 10/29/08 II   
Haz.  
Mat. 
254 FRANKLIN ST CITY OF WORC UST REL RAO 12/14/07   A2   
323 WEST BOYLSTON 
ST 
WEST BOYLSTON ST  
XTRA MART RAO 6/1/12 II A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
99 STATFFORD ST STAFFORD BFD LLC RAO 8/29/07   A2 Oil 
68 STAFFORD ST 
WEBSTER SQUARE PLAZA -  
SHAWS SUPER MARK RAO 8/21/07   A2 Oil 
508-510 PLEASANT ST RAHEB PROPERTY TIER1D 6/25/08     
Haz.  
Mat. 
254 FRANKLIN ST 
FORMER WORCESTER 
COLD STORAGE RAO 12/14/07     Oil 
75 QUINSIGAMOND 
AVE JJ NISSEN BAKERY RAO 6/27/07   B1 Oil 
RT 290 EASTBOUND 
JB HUNT TRANSPORT  
ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 8/23/07   A1 Oil 
305 CHANDLER ST 
FOLEY STADIUM FIELD 
HOUSE RAO 4/30/08   A2 Oil 
113 COBURN AVE LAKEVIEW SCHOOL RAO 5/5/08   A2 Oil 
18 MIDLAND ST MIDLAND STREET SCHOOL RAO 11/6/07   A2 Oil 
389 MILLBURY ST 
MILLBURY ST  
HEAD START SCHOOL RAO 11/16/07   A2 Oil 
166 UNCATENA AVE LEONE RESIDENCE RAO 1/25/08   A2 Oil 
1 CONCORD ST GATEWAY PARK LLC RAO 2/5/08   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
105 MADISON ST WYMAN GORDON INC RAO 9/24/07   A1 Oil 
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WASHINGTON SQUARE  
TRAFFIC CIR MASS HIGHWAY DEPT URAM 7/24/07     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
299 HIGHLAND ST DOHERTY HIGH SCHOOL RAO 5/21/08   A2 Oil 
982 SOUTHBRIDGE ST SUZAN P ATHANAS TRUST DPS 8/1/08     
Haz.  
Mat. 
30 ROXBURY ST BECKER COLLEGE RAO 10/1/07   A2 Oil 
24 CHATHAM ST FANNING BUILDING WPS RAO 6/12/08   A2 Oil 
38 SUTTON LN  
LOTS 4-1 AND 4-2 FMR INDUSTRIAL BUILDING TIER1D 8/14/08     
Haz.  
Mat. 
7 CLAPP ST CLAPP STREET ASSOC TIER 2 6/6/11 II   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
29 ALBANY ST HYDRAULIC OIL RELEASE RAO 10/15/07   A1   
225 GRAFTON ST THOMAS AUTO BODY TIER 2 9/25/08 IV   Oil 
616 CHANDLER ST CUMBERLAND FARMS RAO 11/26/07   B1 Oil 
99 CRESCENT ST C.K SMITH & CO. RAO 7/28/08   B1 Oil 
41 SUTTON LN LOT 4 FORMER MILL TIER1D 10/17/08     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
19 MEADOW LANE RESIDENCE RAO 12/14/07   A2 Oil 
275-281 LIINCOLN ST 
UMASS MEMORIAL  
MEDICAL CENTER RAO 8/22/11 IV C1 Oil 
93 STAFFORD ST 
AAA MA TPK  
WAREHOUSE CO DPS 6/16/08     
Haz.  
Mat. 
74 CHILMARK ST E. B. LUCE CORP. RAO 10/27/08   A2 Oil 
275 GREENWOOD ST PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT RAO 12/20/07   A1 Oil 
122A S 
KELLEY SQUARE END OF 
RAMP RTE 290W 122AS RAO 1/8/08   A1   
17 ETHAN ALLEN ST RESIDENCE TIER 2 11/19/08 II   Oil 
1 CONCORD ST GATEWAY PARK LLC RAO 2/5/08     
Haz.  
Mat. 
10 NEW BOND ST 
ABBY KELLEY FOSTER  
CHARTER SCHOOL RAO 2/16/10 II A3 Oil 
3 TYSON TER 
FORECLOSED  
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY RAO 11/15/11 II A2 Oil 
SHREWSBURY ST 27 - 33 SHREWSBURY ST URAM 1/4/08       
1 COLLEGE ST HOLY CROSS CARLIN HALL RAO 2/29/08   A1   
73 CHANDLER ST KEN JONES TIRE RAO 1/16/09   A2 Oil 
350 GREENWOOD ST GETTY SERVICE STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 11/13/08     Oil 
99 CRESCENT SAINT C K SMITH CO. RAO 3/28/08   A1 Oil 
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3 HARVARD PL RESIDENCE TIER1D 2/16/09       
RTE 290 WESTBOUND 
RT 290 AT THE  
LINCOLN ST EXIT RAO 3/21/08   A1 Oil 
50 LUDLOW ST 
REIDENTIAL  
OIL RELEASE TIER1D 2/24/09     Oil 
86 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF RTE 20 AT RTE 122 RAO 5/29/08   A1 Oil 
25 SOUTHGATE ST 
SWIP ABANDONED  
FOUNDRY BUILDING RAO 3/19/10 II A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
83 CRESCENT ST CK SMITH & CO TIER 2 6/1/10 II   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
17 SOUTHGATE PL 
SWIP ABANDONED  
FOUNDRY BUILDING RAO 3/19/10 II A2 Oil 
23 SOUTHWEST 
CUTOFF VEHICLE ACCIDENT RAO 5/2/08   A1 Oil 
667 MAIN ST 
BUSINESS-RESIDENTIAL  
BUILDING RAO 7/16/08   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
7 CLAPP ST FORMER BULK STATION 
RTN  
CLOSED 6/6/11       
POLE 41 ARARAT ST 
MASS ELECTRIC  
NATIONAL GRID RAO 5/28/08   A1   
94 WIGWAM HILL RD 
FORECLOSED  
RESIDENCE RAO 7/13/09 II A1 Oil 
40 SUTTON LN LOT 4A FMR. HOPEVILLE POND TIER1D 4/27/09     
Haz.  
Mat. 
41 SUTTON LN  
LOTS 5 AND 6 
A.A BRUNELL  
ELECTROPLATING CORP. TIER1D 5/1/09     
Haz.  
Mat. 
38 SUTTON LN  
LOTS 4-1 AND 4-2 
FMR BRUNELL  
ELECTROPLATING TIER1D 5/1/09     
Haz.  
Mat. 
34 ALBANY ST RADIO OIL FACILITY RAO 6/30/08   A2 Oil 
67 WEST BOYLSTON ST YANKEE RAO 6/18/08   A1 Oil 
542 SOUTHBRIDGE ST NATIONAL GRID RAO 6/24/08   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
15 COPPAGE DR TRICAB INC RAO 5/30/08   A2 
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
48 IDEAL RD RESIDENTIAL TIER 2 5/12/09 II   Oil 
11 ELLIS DR RESIDENTIAL PROP RAO 7/31/08   A2 Oil 
20 SUMMER ST MASS ELECTRIC CO RAO 8/12/08   A1 Oil 
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21 HOME ST MASS ELECTRIC CO RAO 7/16/08   A1 Oil 
112 HARDING ST GKN SINTER METALS 
RTN  
CLOSED 5/20/09     
Haz.  
Mat. 
83 CRESENT ST CK SMITH TIER 2 6/1/10     Oil 
2 KANSAS ST 
KANSAS STREET AT  
SHERMAN STREET URAM 9/30/08     
Haz.  
Mat. 
BELMONT ST POLE NUMBER 4 RAO 8/8/08   A1   
29 BLUFF ST FMR MUIRS SERVICES TIER 2 6/25/09 II   
Haz.  
Mat. 
72 SHREWSBURY ST NATIONAL GRID RAO 8/27/08   A2 Oil 
490 LINCOLN ST 
PAD-MOUNTED  
ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMER RAO 6/15/09   A1   
1256 MAIN ST BRITE CLEANERS TIER1D 7/27/09     
Haz.  
Mat. 
92 ELM ST VEHICLE ACCIDENT RAO 9/19/08   A1 Oil 
50 SKYLINE DR ARMY NAT'L GUARD RAO 10/7/08   A2 Oil 
12 BEECHMONT ST RESIDENTIAL RAO 10/9/08   A2 Oil 
28 SOUTHGATE ST WBC REALTY CORP 
RTN  
CLOSED 3/5/10     
Haz.  
Mat. 
24 JOLMER RD HYDRAULIC LINE RAO 10/24/08   A2   
564 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF PRICE CHOPPER RAO 10/8/08   A1   
87 PLEASANT ST 
79-87 PLEASANT STREET  
REALTY TRUST RAO 8/25/09   A2 Oil 
10 SOUTH FLAGG ST RESIDENCE RAO 4/23/09   A2 Oil 
10 NEW BOND ST 
ABBY KELLEY FOSTER  
CHARTER STREET RAO 11/5/08   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
ENVELOPE ST ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 10/9/08   A1   
16 MINTHORNE ST RESIDENCE RAO 1/15/09   A2 Oil 
100 MAYFIELD ST BIG Y SUPERMARKET RAO 11/17/08   A2 Oil 
48 MADISON ST 
SHELL  
SERVICE STATION RAO 1/4/10 II A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
47 INDIAN LAKE PKWY RESIDENCE RAO 6/4/10   B1   
14 WEST BOYLSTON ST SHAWS SUPERMARKET RAO 11/7/08   A1   
340 GROVE ST 
SHELL  
SERVICE STATION RAO 10/7/09 II A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
150 BLACKSTONE  
RIVER ROAD 6 
HUDSON RPM  
DISTRIBUTORS RAO 12/24/08   A1 Oil 
653 MAIN ST HADLEY APARTMENTS RAO 6/30/11 II A2 Oil 
12 BEECHMONT ST RESIDENTIAL RAO 2/16/09   A2 Oil 
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5 GREENFIELD ST RESIDENTIAL TIER 2 4/23/10 III   Oil 
167 PLEASANT ST RESIDENTIAL 3 DECKER TIER1D 11/13/09     Oil 
670 WEST  
BOYLSTON ST 
QUINSIGAMOND  
COMM. COLLEGE RAO 9/20/10   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
164 SHREWSBURY ST 
NON-PCB POLE-MOUNTED 
ELEC TRANSFORMER RAO 1/13/09   A1   
108 NEWTON AVE N HEALY RESIDENCE RAO 3/18/09   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
120 PROVIDENCE ST 
SHINE MEMORIAL  
POOL RAO 12/1/09   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
323 WEST  
BOYLSTON ST 
WEST BOYLSTON ST  
XTRA MART 
RTN  
CLOSED 9/30/09 IV   Oil 
118 CAMBRIDGE ST 
PAD-MOUNTED  
ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMER RAO 9/20/10 II A2 Oil 
80 BEACON ST BEACON ST SUBSTA RAO 11/29/10 II A2   
344 FRANKLIN ST 
FMR COME PLAY  
PRODUCTS TIER 2 2/8/10 IV   Oil 
53 WISER AVE 
INTERMODAL  
TRANSPORT RAO 3/25/09   A1   
661 MAIN ST FMR CARAVAN BLDG RAO 12/21/10   A2 Oil 
150 BLACKSTONE  
RIVER RD TANK FARM RAO 3/26/12 III A2 Oil 
804 AND 852 
 SOUTHBRIDGE ST NO LOCATION AID RAO 5/12/09   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
151 WEST 
BOYLSTON DR 
LOADING DOCK AT  
NORTH SIDE OF BUILDING RAO 5/8/09   A2   
346 FRANKLIN ST 
FMR COME PLAY  
PRODUCTS 
RTN  
CLOSED 2/8/10     Oil 
116 SAINT  
NICHOLAS AVE 
RESIDENTIAL  
FUEL OIL RELEASE RAO 9/16/09   A1 Oil 
661 MAIN ST FMR CARAVAN BLDG RAO 12/21/10     Oil 
661 MAIN ST FMR CARAVAN BLDG RAO 12/21/10     Oil 
10-20 ROCKDALE ST 
O S WALKER  
COMPANY INC DPS 3/30/10     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
10-20 ROCKDALE ST WORCESTER RAO 3/30/10   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
60 QUINSIGAMOND  
AVE 
QUINSIGAMOND  
AVE STATION RAO 6/10/09   A1   
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38 COOLIDGE RD UST RELEASE RAO 7/14/09   A2 Oil 
255 HIGHLAND ST VEHICLE ACCIDENT RAO 7/8/09   A1 Oil 
352 BELMONT ST NO LOCATION AID RAO 6/28/12 II B2 Oil 
344 GREENWOOD ST 
BEHIND DOLLAR TREE  
STORE 2522 RAO 7/23/09   A1   
25 TOBIAS  
BOLAND WAY WORCESTER CROSSING RAO 7/31/09   A2 Oil 
31 PARKTON ST RESIDENCE RAO 7/18/11 II A2 Oil 
271 FRANKLIN ST CSX RAO 6/30/09   A1 Oil 
344 FRANKLIN ST FMR COME PLAY PRODUCTS DPS 1/26/10     
Haz. 
Mat. 
30 THORNDYKE RD 
THORNDYKE  
ROAD SCHOOL RAO 1/7/10   A1 Oil 
SOUTHWEST CUTOFF ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 10/8/09   A1 Oil 
METCALF ST POLE 8 PCB MODF RELEASE RAO 10/12/09   A2   
25 NORTH LAKE AVE 
LINCOLN W STODDARD  
US ARMY RESERVE CTR RAO 1/8/10   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
160 FREMONT ST CONDOMINIUM UNITS 
RTN  
CLOSED 1/11/10     
Haz.  
Mat. 
17 ETHAN ALLEN ST 
PIP VACANT  
RESIDENTIAL BLDG TIER 2 9/28/10 II   Oil 
10 WEBSTER PL WEBSTER PLACE TIER1D 9/30/10     Oil 
I 190N AT MM 0 9 DIESEL FUEL RELEASE RAO 1/20/10   A1 Oil 
6 HOME ST RENTAL PROPERTY RAO 1/4/10   A2 Oil 
10 PERROT ST HOELSCH RESIDENCE RAO 2/11/10   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
43 MIDLAND ST 
RESIDENTIAL  
PROPERTY RAO 3/8/10   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
25 SOUTHGATE ST SWIP CITY OF WORC RAO 8/1/11 II A2 Oil 
382 SOUTHBRIDGE ST TRACK VANDALISM RAO 3/26/10   B1 Oil 
1260 MAIN ST 
WEBSTER SQUARE VETERAN  
MEMORIAL POOL RAO 5/20/10   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
207 GRAFTON ST 
AGGREGATE  
INDUSTRIES RAO 2/15/10   A2 Oil 
14 PUTNAM LN PETERSON OIL SERVICE DPS 6/17/10     
Haz.  
Mat. 
59 WEBSTER ST 
WEBSTER ST  
SUBSTATION RAO 5/27/11 II A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
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1 CONGDON ST 
NEAR FRANKENSTEINS  
RECYCLING TIER1D 1/27/11     Oil 
SOUTHGATE ST POLE 3-3 RAO 4/1/10   A2   
1040 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
FORMER ANDERSON 
PRODUCTS 
FACILITY RAO 7/7/10   B2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
45 CLARENDON ST CROW HILL TIER 2 2/4/11 II   
Haz.  
Mat. 
245 VERNON ST 
VERNON HILL  
SUBSTATION RAO 3/13/12 II A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
323 WEST  
BOYLSTON ST 
WEST BOYLSTON STREET  
EXTRAMART 
RTN  
CLOSED 5/20/10     
Haz.  
Mat. 
805 WEST  
BOYLSTON ST 
HENDERSON  
PROPERTY RAO 7/28/10   B2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
88 JUNE ST 
ESTATE OF DOROTHY 
PACHANIAN RAO 6/4/10   A2 
Haz. 
Mat. 
1 MAYWOOD PL CLARK UNIVERSITY RAO 4/29/11   A2 Oil 
22 WAVERLY ST ST CASIMIRS RECTORY RAO 9/7/10   A2 Oil 
50 CANTON ST 
CROMPTON  
PARK POOL RAO 9/17/10   A2   
47 INDIAN LAKE PKWY RESIDENCE TIER 2 6/17/11 II   
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
7 BRANDON ROAD RESIDENT RAO 11/30/10   A2 Oil 
6 OLD COLONY ROAD RESIDENTIAL BLDG RAO 7/29/10   A2 Oil 
WAUCANTUCK ROAD MODF RELEASE RAO 8/30/10   A2   
144 CANTERBURY ST MODF PCB RELEASE RAO 8/31/10   A2   
30 GLENNIE STREET 
FORMER BENJAMIN 
ELECTRIC  
SUPPLY COMPANY RAO 8/19/10   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
146 HIGHLAND ST 
PAD MOUNTED  
TRANSFORMER RAO 10/11/10   A1   
150 BLACKSTONE  
RIVER ROAD 
TRACTOR TRAILER  
ACCIDENT RAO 10/18/10   A2 Oil 
345 SHREWSBURY ST UNIVERSAL METAL RAO 9/30/10   A2 Oil 
640 MAIN STREET ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 10/27/10   A1 Oil 
39 WATER STREET 
CANAL LOFTS LP  
PROPERTY RAO 11/22/10   A2 Oil 
62 SUFFOLK ST 
GRAFTON STREET  
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TIER1D 9/29/11     
Haz.  
Mat. 
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10 FAIRBANKS STREET 
RESIDENTIAL  
APARTMENT BLDG RAO 10/7/11   A1 Oil 
HEATH ST 
HYDRAULIC LINE  
RUPTURE RAO 10/22/10   A1 Oil 
150 BLACKSTONE  
RIVER ROAD LIBERTY PROPERY TIER 1C 10/24/11 II   Oil 
331 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF WHEELABRATOR RAO 12/23/10   A1   
100 GOLD STAR BLVD HARR TOYOTA RAO 2/21/11   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
779 MAIN STREET FMR WORCESTER CAB RAO 6/14/11   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
TAINTER STREET 
INTERSECTION OF  
TAINTER AND RIPLEY ST. RAO 11/3/10   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
2 FLAGG STREET RESIDENCE RAO 7/7/11   A2 Oil 
305 CHANDLER ST 
ACROSS FROM  
FOLEY STADIUM RAO 11/26/10   A1 Oil 
369 CAMBRIDGE ST POLE 8 RAO 2/3/11   A2   
11 BEECHMONT ST. 
SISTERS OF  
THE ASSUMPTION RAO 3/18/11   A2 Oil 
184 MADISON HESS STATION (21511) RAO 2/22/11   A1 Oil 
RTE 290 EAST VEHICLE ACCIDENT RAO 3/14/11   A1 Oil 
2 IONIC AVE 
FORMER IONIC AVE  
BOYS CLUB RAO 5/27/11   A2 Oil 
484 MAIN ST DENHOLM BUILDING RAO 10/24/11   A1 Oil 
331 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF 
WHEELABRATOR  
FACILITY RAO 5/13/11   A1   
266 CHANDLER STREET 
WEBSTER FIVE  
PROPERTY RAO 3/30/12   A3 
Haz.  
Mat. 
0 FOSTER STREET 
PROPOSED  
WRTA DEVELOPMENT RAO 4/20/12   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
567 FRANKLIN ST FORMER JUNK YARD RAO 7/1/11   A1 Oil 
494 LINCOLN STREET 
PAD-MOUNTED  
ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMER RAO 8/6/11   A2 Oil 
40 COUNTRY  
CLUB BLVD 
PAD-MOUNTED  
ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMER RAO 7/19/11   A2 Oil 
26 SOUTHGATE PLACE 
SOUTH WORCESTER  
INDUSTRIAL PARK RAO 9/16/11   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
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70-80 FREMONT ST 
FORMER HOLDEN  
PLASTICS PROPERTY RAO 7/8/11   B2   
8-10 NASHUA STREET COMMERCIAL RAO 7/11/11   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
486 CHANDLER ST. 
WORCESTER STATE  
COLLEGE TIER 2 5/18/12 II   Oil 
95 HIGGINS STREET 
HYDRAULIC OIL  
RELEASE RAO 6/17/11   A1 Oil 
265 GRAFTON STREET HOWLETT LUMBER RAO 6/8/11   B1 Oil 
99 JUNE STREET RESIDENCE TIER 2 10/24/12 II   Oil 
398 BELMONT STREET 
BELMONT STREET 
CATCH BASIN URAM 6/14/11     Oil 
30 PARK AVENUE 30 PARK AVENUE RAO 11/16/11   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
9 MANN STREET 
BEAVER BROOK  
PARK POOL RAO 7/18/12   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
955 MAIN STREET 
UNIVERSITY  
PARK POOL RAO 7/18/12   A2 
Haz.  
Mat. 
49 AUSTIN ST. 
TRANSFORMER  
RELEASE RAO 10/6/11   A1   
133 WATER STREET MODF RELEASE RAO 10/19/11   A1   
1 COLLEGE ST 
HOLY CROSS COLLEGE  
CARLIN HALL RAO 10/19/11   A1 Oil 
TEN LINCOLN SQUARE 
MAIN/BELMONT/ 
SCHOOL STS TIER 2 9/11/12 II   
Haz.  
Mat. 
100 FRONT STREET CITYSQUARE HISTORIC FILL RAO 10/8/11   A2 Oil 
324 CLARK STREET 324 CLARK STREET RAO 7/2/12   A3 
Haz.  
Mat. 
55 LAKE AVE NORTH UMASS MED SCHOOL RAO 11/21/11   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
271 FRANKLIN ST CSX PROPERTY RAO 10/5/12   A2 Oil 
400 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF 
IMPACTED  
PROPERTY RAO 11/29/11   A1   
609 PARK AVE BP STATION TIER 2 10/12/12 II   Oil 
95 GRAND STREET FORMER MILL PROP TIER1D 10/15/12     Oil 
29 NEWBURY ST ABANDONED PROP RAO 7/18/12   B1 Oil 
12 SCHUSSLER RD. RESIDENCE TIER 2 10/16/12 II   Oil 
95 GRAND STREET 
FORMER  
CROMPTON & KNOWLES TIER1D 10/22/12     
Haz.  
Mat. 
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939 SOUTHBRIDGE ST 
NATIONAL GRID  
FACILITY TIER 2 10/22/12 II   Oil 
65 ARMORY ST 
BROWNFIELDS  
REDEVELOPMENT 
 PROJECT UC 11/15/11     Oil 
271 FRANKLIN ST CSX INTERMODAL YARD RAO 1/24/12   A1 Oil 
533 LINCOLN ST LOWES STORE 1206 RAO 2/13/12   A1 Oil 
RTE 146 @ RTE 20 TT UNIT SPILL RAO 2/23/12   A2 Oil 
600 PARK AVE PLYWOOD PLUS RAO 1/27/12   A1 Oil 
26 HARVARD STREET 
LUTHERAN  
HEALTH CARE RAO 3/30/12   A2 Oil 
CHAPIN ST  POLE #2 RAO 5/18/12   A2   
271 FRANKLIN ST 
FRANKLIN STREET 
 RAIL YARD RAO 10/19/12   B1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
72 PULLMAN ST 
PRICE CHOPPER  
SUPERMARKET RAO 3/8/12   A1   
90 GROVE STREET PROPERTY RAO 9/17/12   A2 Oil 
221 SOUTHWEST  
CUTOFF 
FORMER  
MABEY BRIDGE & SHORE RAO 9/4/12   A2 
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
30 FEDERAL STREET 
FORMER T&G  
PARKING LOT UC 3/27/12     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
263 GRAFTON CUMBERLAND FARMS  RAO 8/2/12   A2 Oil 
RTE 190 @ SHORE RD ROADWAY SPILL RAO 6/8/12   A1 Oil 
110 GODDARD  
MEMORIAL DR MANN CHEMICAL RAO 7/20/12   A1 
Haz.  
Mat. 
160 GOLD STAR BLVD WRIGHT LINE FACILITY RAO 6/8/12   A1 Oil 
45 FRANK ST AKA  
29 WIGWAM AVE 
BLOOMINGDALE 
SUBSTATION UC 5/17/12     
Oil & 
Haz.  
Mat. 
344 FRANKLIN ST 
BUILDING L FMR COME PLAY 
PRODUCTS 
RTN 
CLOSED 7/25/12     
Haz. 
Mat. 
200 AIRPORT DR 
HYDRAULIC LINE  
ON MOWER RAO 7/12/12   A2 Oil 
271 FRANKLIN ST CSX RAIL YARD RAO 7/26/12   A1 Oil 
67 BELMONT STREET UMASS MEM CLINIC RAO 8/27/12   A1 Oil 
61 MYRTLE STREET ROADWAY RELEASE RAO 9/10/12   A1 Oil 
78 ALVARADO AVENUE RESIDENTIAL UC 7/19/12     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
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BELMONT STREET 
CORNER OF BELMONT  
AND PLANTATION ST. URAM 7/31/12       
PLAIN STREET 
TRANSFORMER  
RELEASE RAO 9/26/12   A1   
185 PARK AVE MOBIL STATION 1487 UC 8/20/12     Oil 
15 BELMONT ST 
FORMER MORGAN  
CONSTRUCTION CO. UC 9/14/12     
Oil &  
Haz.  
Mat. 
17 ROSEMONT ST ROADWAY RELEASE UC 10/22/12     Oil 
GREENWOOD ST AND  
WISER AVE MODF RELEASE UC 10/29/12       
              
 
